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The advent of terrestrial laser-scanners made the digital preservation of cultural her-
itage sites an affordable technique to produce accurate and detailed 3D-computer-
model representations for any kind of 3D-objects, such as buildings, infrastructure, 
and even entire landscapes. However, one of the key issues with this technique is the 
large amount of recorded points; a problem which was even more intensified by the 
recent advances in laser-scanning technology, which increased the data acquisition rate 
from 25 thousand to 1 million points per second. 
The following research presents a workflow for the processing of large-volume laser-
scanning data, with a special focus on the needs of the Zamani initiative. The research 
project, based at the University of Cape Town, spatially documents African Cultural 
Heritage sites and Landscapes and produces meshed 3D models, of various, historically 
important objects, such as fortresses, mosques, churches, castles, palaces, rock art 
shelters, statues, stelae and even landscapes. 
To produce a 3D model, the laser scanning data needs to be processed in various 
steps: cleaning, registration, meshing, hole filling, simplification and texturing. For 
the creation of a generic workflow, flexible enough to adapt to a large variety of input 
datasets, the available literature on the key processing steps is reviewed intensively and 
the most standard approaches for the individual tasks, as well !l8 recent developments 
proposed by the research community, are presented to the reader. 
The processing with available tools, including the key parameters, is analysed and 
discussed, and the most effective workflow is presented. Also file converters are pro-
duced to achieve compatibility between various software tools and formats and for 
automatic dataset subdivision. In addition, further ideas for the optimization of time-
intensive manual tasks are explored, such as the incorporation of SFM-tools into various 
steps of the pipeline. The presented workflow is flexible, adaptive and independent of 
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I ntrod uction 
[ ... ]Cultural heritage is the things, places and practices that define who 
we are as individuals, as communities, as nations or civilisations and as a 
species. It is that which we want to keep, share and pass on. Donald Horne 
Institute for Cultural Heritage, University of Canberra! 
According to this definition, there are special places, buildings, squares or landscapes 
that are an integral part of our cultural heritage. During the course of history, many of 
these places were destroyed or simply collapsed. Hence, the documentation of cultural 
heritage sites, which still exist today, is essential to the definition of future genera.-
tions' identity. It is thus the aim of this research to explore ways to create computer 
generated, highly detailed three dimensiona1(3D) mo~els to document these sites as 
accurately, detailed and efficiently as possible with today's technologies. 
Laser scanning is one of several possible techniques for acquiring precise, centime-
tre accurate virtual representations of real-world objects. A laser scanner accurately 
records the position of a surface point in 3D space. One can categorize laser scanning 
in many different ways. One common criterion is the scanning distance: close «10m), 
medium (lOm<x<300m) and long range (>300m). While close range scanners are of-
ten employed for statues and smaller artefacts and can provide sub-millimetre accuracy, 
medium and long range scanners are used to scan larger structures and landscapes. 
One can also distinguish between terrestrial and airborne systems, between the type 
of range measurement, such as phase/pulse measurements and optical triangulation, 
and between standard and mobile scanning. This research focuses on terrestrial laser-
scanning(TLS). 
A laser-scanner records millions of surface points within minutes. The growing 












CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
requires the constant improvement of the processing pipeline used to convert these 
points into 3D models. While not even ten years ago, 20 million points were considered 
a vast amount of data for a completed project, today's machines can acquire 600 million 
points and more in less than 30 minutes. However, developments in software have not 
advanced at the same rate, most likely because the community using these techniques 
is still comparably small. 
Architects and archaeologists for example, still prefer using simple drawings (com-
puter assisted or hand-drawn) showing only little detail. Objects are usually described 
through geometric primitives, for example, a wall is often only represented by four cor-
ner points and four connecting lines. However, this is not because more detail would 
not be of benefit, but rather because the creation of an accurate, highly detailed com-
puter model of a real-world object still requires considerably more time and is thus 
very expensive to produce. 
The production of a 3D computer model from laser-scanning involves several, non-
trivial tasks and it is the intention of this research to explore the various solutions 
used today for each step of the production pipeline and combine the most effective 
. ones to create an efficient workflow from the acquisition of the data to the final model. 
This processing pipeline should be universal and applicable to different objects in the 
cultural. heritage field, independent of their nature. 
1.1 Background 
The author of this research is a team member of the Zamani research group, based at 
the University of Cape Town. The Zamani project, also known as the "African Cultural 
Heritage Sites and Landscapes Project" is a non-profit initiative, founded and lead by 
Prof Heinz Ruther and funded by the Andrew W. Mellon foundation. The objective 
of the project is to document cultural. heritage sites and landscapes in Africa with 
state-of-the-art techniques in order to create a record for future generations (Ruther, 
2002). 
Many heritage sites in Africa are badly neglected and in danger of deterioration. 
The Zamani project not only aims at the creation of heritage information for future 
generations, but also hopes to support the work of researchers, conservationists, ar-
chaeologists and architects (Ruther et al., 2009). To achieve this goal, the project uses 
precise and well established conventional. survey techniques, as well as laser-scanning, 
photogrammetry, and remote sensing. It produces 3D-models, Geographic Information 











1.2. Existing 3D Modelling Workflows 
The data is integrated into a scientific database produced by its partner, Aluka2 , 
New York, which was recently merged into JSTOR3, New York. Aluka collects historic 
documents and combines them with the visual data, generated by the Zamani team. 
The data is accessible at no cost to African institutions, such as the antiquities depart-
ments of the respective countries, universities and other educational or heritage related 
institutions. To date, over 40 sites with more than 80 individual objects in eleven 
African countries were documented, including churches, mosques, temples, fortresses, 
castles, palaces, houses, rock-art shelters, stelae and entire cultural landscapes. 
This research focuses onto the specific needs and requirements of the project. One 
of the key problems experienced within the project is the large data volume, which 
increased from 20 million points to 7.4 billion points per site, since the beginning of 
the project in 2004. Also special attention is paid to the flexibility of the established 
workflow, allowing for objects of various natures. 
1.2 Existing 3D Modelling Workflows 
Creating 3D models from point cloud data is not a new topic and has been researched 
for the past 15-20 years. While all sub-steps of the pipeline are still active fields of 
research, a natural standard sequence of processes (fig. 1. 1) evolved: scan alignment or 
registration, data cleaning, surface reconstruction, hole filling or mesh repair, simplifi-
cation, and colouring, also referred to as texturing. The order in which some of these 
steps are applied sometimes change slightly for different projects, depending on the 
deliverables. The "cleaning" of the data was often neglected or not mentioned in pub-
lications, most likely because many research projects worked under (near) laboratory 
conditions. 
One of the most seminal publications on the topic was the "Digital Michelangelo 
Project" by Levoy et al. (2000). The authors proposed and demonstrated ways to 
process large datasets and produced some open-source tools for scan alignment, scan 
merging and hole filling. Another well know example is the publication of Debevec 
et al. (2004), who recorded the Parthenon in Athens, Greece and set high standards 
for documentation projects regarding realistic rendering of a 3D model. 
Data processing of cultural heritage sites differs largely from workflows in industrial 
disciplines, such as the construction sector, industrial plant surveys, or the mining 
industry, where the point cloud is approximated by best-fitting geometric primitives, 













CHAPTER 1. TNTRODUCTION 
In the contf',xt of documenting cultural heritage hOI',evcr, dctail ill t he flnlll model is 
regarded highly impmtant ""d th'L~ oth~r techniques need be employed. which make 
"ec of every scanned surface point to pre""rvc "" mum detail oS p,>ssihle. For thL~ 
reason workflow" alld techniques. which drastica lly simplify the data are neglccted 
within this reS<la.rch. 
, , 
,~ , ~ .. "'."' ."' 
ll' "'''' CIo< j, 
Figure 1.1: The la>Jer-"calllling pipeline 
13 Rcscinh Aims 
1.3. 1 Pnmdry OiJjH.\ive 
Th~ prima.ry objecti"" of this r"""an,h is to find a g~~leric, efficient workflow for creatillg 
" "oloured, high-resolution 3D-"urf"cc-m,><iel using TLS point clouds, with a "pedal 
ti)~U" 011 the requirement" of the Zarnalli proje(;\.. The Z"mani project ooeument, 
"tr11ctures of ,"rying sizes and complexity, rc""l ting in ". wide V"riety of problems, 
whieh is why the workfiow, established during this rc""'ar<:h, will ,.e<rl to he designed 
in a flexible format _ making it independent of t he objoct, natnre, wh~t h<>r it i" a small 
,tame or large ,trueturCll "uch as " """'que, chmch, furlre:<., ruin, "r eyen "n eIltli-e 
l"nll"""pe. This also r""luir"" findillp; alternative" in "a"e the proposed methods fail 
Olle "f the major cha.llenge:< i, the aU"Jlb,t of point, to be processed, whim will 
".trcs, most algmi\hm,. In the past. the tcchnical p.-ogr""s of laser oconning instru-
ments eam;cd an inCl'~"",, in the amount of data being recorded, hy one m e,M two 











dataset, while at present, four to seven billion points per site are not unusual any more. 
The large data volume is specifically problematic in environments with standard hard-
and software, which is not designed for advanced processing with high memory con-
sumptions. 
1.3.2 Research Questions 
From this objective, the following research questions can be derived: 
• How to create a 3D-model independent of the input data volume? 
• How to design a workflow which is flexible enough to be applied to different 
objects of various natures? 
• How to optimize or even automate the workflow, so that manual intervention is 
minimized? 
1.3.3 Outline of the Work 
To answer these questions, this research begins with a literature review of seminal 
approaches for the main steps of the processing pipeline: registration, surface recon-
struction, simplification, hole filling and texturing. 
Afterwards, each step of the pipeline is examined to establish· the most efficient 
solution with available tools. The workflow is designed with a view to preferably use 
freely available software wherever possible. Large support, in the form of free soft-
ware for the documentation of cultural heritage sites, can be found within the research 
community. As standard commercial software used in the industrial environment is 
usually very expensive, it seems to be of great benefit to the cultural heritage com-
munity, which is often a not-for-profit business, to employ free software. However, as 
free software is just a preference within this research, commercial software packages 
will also be considered, if a license is available to the Zamani project. If necessary, 
tools (for example to convert data between the different formats used by the various 
software packages) are produced or adapted, if the source code is available. 
After presenting the recommendations for each processing step, the established, 
entire workflow is demonstrated on a dataset of one of the Zamani heritage sites. 
1.4 Definitions 
Laser-scanning is at present primarily a surveying technique, but also an extensively 











CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
definitions are given of commonly used terms for the processing of laser-scans. 
1.4.1 Laser Scanning 
1.4.1.1 Scan vs. Range Image 
A laser scan is the sampling of a 3D surface. A laser scanner performs all measure-
ments at regular vertical and horizontal angle intervals. A scan, as the output of a 
measurement task, can thus also be understood as a grid or a matrix. 
1.4.1.2 Sub-Scan 
A sub-scan is an additional scan without moving the scanner. Hence, all points are 
within the same coordinate system as the main scan. A sub-scan is used to scan a part 
of a surface or a target ina different resolution than the rest of the structure to save 
time or to re-scan a part which has previously been occluded by moving objects, such 
as cars or people. 
1.4.1.3 Range Classification 
In Laser-scanning, one distinguishes between three range-classes. However, there is no 
formal or standard definition and usages of the terms can vary from manufacturer to 
manufacturer. Within this research, the terms are used as the following: 
• < 10m - close range 
• 10m < X < 300m - medium range 
• > 300m - long range 
1.4.2 Computer Geometry 
• 3D Model - In computer vision applications, a 3D model usually refers to a 
continuous virtual representation of an object and can be represented by different 
geometry, mostly by NURB-splines or polygons. A set of connected polygons 
form a mesh and thus, a 3D model is also often referred to as a meshed 
model. This research is focusing on meshes, formed by triangles, also referred 
to as faces, as they are simple and efficient to handle and are still the standard 
for surface representation in computer graphics applications. 
• Quads are polygons, consisting of four vertices and are often used as an alterna-
tive to triangles. They become more and more popular, but up to now, triangles 












• Vertex refers to a corner point of a polygon/triangle. In a mesh, vertices are 
connected with edges. 
• A Point Cloud is a set of vertices in a 3D coordinate system. 
• Point Set is similar to a point cloud, but it most commonly refers to a collection 
of points used as a data input for surface reconstruction and is usually enriched 
with additional information, such as point normals. 
• Normals - a normal is a line perpendicular to a plane and usually refers in here 
to a normal of a triangle, but can also be used in relation with points. A point-
or vertex normal is defined indirectly by averaging the surface normals of all 
triangles incident on the vertex. 
• An indexed mesh is a mesh, where the triangles are defined by three indices, 
referring to a list of vertices. 
• Triangle soup refers to a collection of triangles without any connectivity infor-
mation, such as shared vertices of neighbouring triangles. It is the most basic 
triangle representation, but at the expense of storage efficiency as vertex dupli-
cates do exist. 
• 2.SD Model - as opposed to 3D models, a 2.5D model refers to a surface model 
which, for each x- and y-value only allows one z-value. This representation is 
widely used for digital terrain or elevation models (DTM/DEM) and allows for 
simpler surface reconstruction methods. This research focuses on the creation of 
true 3D models. 
• Manifoldness - "[ ... Jan important topological quality of a surface is whether 
or not it is 2-manifold (short for two dimensional manifold), which is the case 
if, for each point, the surface is locally homeomorphic to a disk (or a half-disk 
at boundaries)" (Botsch et al., 2010, p.ll). According to Botsch et al. (2010, 
pp.1l-12), manifold surfaces cannot contain intersecting triangles, edges with 
more than two triangles connected to it, or single vertices connecting two other-
wise independent surface patches (non-manifold vertex). Manifoldness is often a 
requirement for surface processing algorithms. 
1.4.3 Specifications for the Output Model 
The found workflow needs to be able to produce a 3D model from point data of a 













CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The model is desired to be 
• in 2-3 cm resolution, or at least should be visually similar to a model of this 
resolution. It should be possible to produce models in even higher resolution, at 
least of sub-areas. 
• available in several other, lower resolutions to accommodate computer system 
with slow performance 
• free of artefacts 
• manifold and have a consistent orientation of it's surface normals 
• in colour, based on photographs 
• reliable, which means that no data shall be added which is not based on mea-
surements, unless if specifically requested 
Even though space is a limiting factor, the Zamani Project intends to keep the 3D 
models in an uncompressed file format for faster access. In some cases, such as Point 
clouds, the files should even kept in ASCII format to make sure the files can be read 












Literature Review and Theoretical 
Background 
In the following chapter, the most seminal and also some innovative concepts for each 
part of the pipeline are presented in a comprehensive literature review. This, however, 
cannot be a complete survey of all available techniques, as each of the sub-tasks can be 
a research on its own. The following chapter shall thus serve as an introduction into 
the various methods being discussed later, and, in addition, provide the reader with 
an impression of where the current developments in research are heading towards. 
2.1 Data Sources 
At the beginning of each data processing workflow is the acquisition of the data and 
thus, a brief introduction is given into the various laser scanning techniques, as well as 
image-based techniques. 
2.1.1 laser Scanning Techniques 
2.1.1.1 Time of Flight 
An often used technical principle to determine the distance from a survey instrument 
to the surface of interest is the "time-of-flight" or "pulse" measurement. A laser pulse 
is emitted and the time it takes to be reflected by the surface and returned to the 
scanner is measured. As the speed of light is knownl , the distance can be calculated 
(fig. 2.1a). Current, medium-range pulse scanners can detect points over a range of 300 
IThe speed of light depends on atmospheric conditions, which can, and often are, taken into account 











CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
m and achieve a scanning rate of 50,000 points per second (e.g. Leiea HOS ScanStation 
C1O). There are also systems which are optimized for much longer ranges, up to several 
kilometres, but at the expense of accuracy, as the footprint of the laser beam becomes 
much larger. In general, specifications of the manufacturers should be treated with 
care, as no standard is used in the industry. Especially accuracy of distance is difficult 
to determine and largely depends on the reflectivity of the surface. A scanner can 
maybe measure a single point over 150 m, but that does not mean that it will be able 
to receive and correctly interpret the signal of all other points with different reflectivity 
at the same distance. Boehler et aI. (2003) proposed a test system for the comparison 
of laser-scanners, but still no comparable standard is used in the industry. 
2.1.1.2 Phase Measurement 
In contrast to pulse scanners, "phase-shift" instruments detect the difference in the 
phase of the signal at the time of transmission and return. Because of the wave ambi-
guity, the maximum range is limited to half of the wave length (fig. 2.1b). To extend 
the range, several signals of different wavelengths are modulated onto each other (Thiel 
and Wehr, 2004). Today's phase-based instruments can scan up to 1,000,000 points/s 
over a range of up to 180 m (e.g. Z&F Imager 7000). As above, the specifications 
. should be treated with reservations. 
2.1.1.3 Triangulation or Structured Light Scanners 
Triangulation or structured light scanner work with optical measurements and are 
thus also related to photogrammetry. A laser or a projector in combination with one 
or two cameras are positioned and oriented in a fixed and known location. The camera, 
which is calibrated according to photogrammetric principles (see below), determines 
the position of a fixed 20 pattern in its field of view, or the position of a dot or a line, 
which is swept in a constant speed across the surface. Via triangulation principles, 30 
point coordinates can be determined. (fig. 2.1c). These types of scanners are very 
efficient for close range « 10m) purposes, but the accuracy drops with the distance 
(Boehler and Marbs, 2002). The baseline between camera and laser cannot be freely 
adjusted and the resolution of the camera sensor is fixed, which sets limits on accuracy 
and range. 
2.1.2 Photogrammetry 
Photogrammetry, the science of retrieving metric information about an object from 
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Fi!:ur~ 2.1: ("') "l'in..,.of_llighr' ()T "pulse'- distance measuring method, A pulse signal 
Tn)'I is sent out and the time differeDCe to the return si!(llill RE·C is being m""",,ured. 
The theore(ic,,j maximum distance of this method is determined by the time inten«l 
l' beiw""n [,wn successive pulsES. (bl "Phase-Shift" distance m~""UIiIl!: m..ti>od, mea-
"uring the pl,""., difTerence of " (cclllstant) outgoing " .. ave signal T 1\1;1 of wavelength T 
and the r..turn si!:nal REC. Image!< [WIll (Zoller+Fri-jhlich-GmbH, 2(11). (e lOptical 
triangu)"tion "ystcm, sin!:l~ Camera 'ol"tioIL A h'ler point OT line i" defle.;led by " 
mirror and swept across th~ obicct and rocordN by a camera. Image from (Boehler 
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1ll.,\;ry is a passive sensor method , The camera just reccivCf! light "nd dOC!l not cmit 
any, ap~Tl frolll a flash . Pm high a"cura~y, t he ,,,Ull€IaS haYe to to., calibrated, meaning 
that the camer",,' internal urientatiun p"ran",tcrs h,we tu hc knUWll fur all iIllagc" , 
The", include lh~ focal length, or lo be more precise, principal distance~, the principal 
point and the lens distortion parameters. The 1<'''""tioll am] o.-icntatioll of th~ C"mcrr!. 
in ,pace '\TC defined a, the ~",r...xnal parameters. }'or a field campaign, the cameras 
can b., either pro- or po.t calibrated on a "'t uf t"'gct", UI' din,<,tly on the final pho-
tographs via fcalur~ POillt.. Oll the objecr" although the latwr option usually result. in 










Figur~ 2.2: OJ-line""ity equation ("), co-planarity equatiun (h). Images adapt",) [rom 
(Mikh"il ct al_, 2oo1) 
Two basic prineipl"" uf Phutugl'awrn~tTY to dete.-min~ 3D point coordinates o:re 
the co_plall""ily and the co-linearity condition. The lattc!' b-t"tcs, that a line [,'om th" 
PCn<I=tive c~ntre of an oriented camera through a fcatu!" point on the iju.a.g~ plane 
willI'''''" thc 'X>lTCSponding point on the object (fig. 2.2a)_ "The co-pian""ity ('ondition 
[ ... [ implies that the twu pm"Spective centre" any object point and the c(>1Tc'l>unding 
image p<,ints un the tw<> photographs of the stereo-pair, mu,t all lic in " COillIllOn 
plane ," (Ghooh, 200.';, pp_llO-lll) (fig, 2.2b) 
On"" th~ cam~xas' int"rnal and external orientations arc kno"m, a dell'" 3D j>uint 
doud c"",, be T",,-"'''I'O(I via Ster"" or Multi-View-St"reo algorithm,. Thoorctically, 
point data acquired with pwtograIllmetTic methods could be prDCeised with the same 
workflow JescriOOd herein, but the p!'im"r,Y f,~,u, will 1", 0)1 data acquired by laser-
fIC.'Ulllillg, with its specific problem, and challengCtl, Ho,,'Cvcl', Phutu~'amIll~t'y is 










2.1. Data Sources 
technique. 
As opposed to laser scanning, where points are recorded indiscriminately and a 
point is rarely hit twice from different positions, Photogrammetry is able to measure 
specific interest points, such as edges or features. But also automatic point cloud ex-
traction from photographs is quite advanced, but as the images need to be processed 
first before results can be seen, a successful measurement of all points is not as guaran-
teed as during laser-scanning. At least, laser scanning enables checking the data easily 
while on site. 
2.1.2.1 Structure from Motion 
Although not a new concept, the recent advance of computer performance and the 
advent of cloud computing pushed the research in the field of Structure from Motion 
(SfM)3. Projects such as Bundler (Snavely et al., 2006), VisualSfM4, SfM-Toolkit5, 
Agisoft Photoscan6 , Photosynth7, My3DScannerB and Autodesk 123D Catch9 made it 
a very popular concept to automatically derive a sparse 3D point cloud of an object 
from an image sequence with a large base to object distance ratio. A small ratio 
produces a large angle at the point of interest between rays from the cameras at each 
end of the baseline (fig. 2.3a). The larger these angles become the more accurate 
the results of the point determination will be and also the recovering of the camera 
parameters. However, with increasing angles, the similarity of features between the 
images decreases and thus also the chances for automatic matching are lowered. Thus, 
SfM-tools require a large base to object distance ratio, producing small angles, to be 
able to exploit a large correlation between successive images for automatic feature 
matching (fig. 2.3b). 
Snavely et al. (2006) demonst~ate, with their Photo-tourism approach, a workflow 
for the easy navigation through a large set of images, even in an unordered sequence 
(fig. 2.4). To estimate internal and external camera orientation parameters, all im-
ages are analysed with the "scale-invariant feature transform" (SIFT) operator (Lowe, 
2004), a standard feature detection method. These are compared and matched with 
features from all other images, followed by an estimation of the camera's external and 
internal orientation via the direct linear transform (DLT) and a subsequent bundle 
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Fjgure 2.4: Strudure From Untiou; the Photo T0U11sm Project. A large collection 
of images (a) is ,mtomatically J.Uald:u"L 3D surface poillt" iilld CaJllera P<'-'itiotL' are 
re0wered (b) to allow a visual and intuitive navigation ill ,3D through the collection(c). 










2.1. Data Sources 
adjustment. To avoid converging to local minima, images are added one by one to the 
process. The source code of the optimization software was released to the public under 
the name Bundler, together with a collection of other tools and scripts. The success 
of Bundler is a result of its undemanding design, as it works on un-calibrated images. 
Only a rough initial focal length is required, which can be extracted from the EXIF 
headers, present in most images originating from a digital camera. SfM is also used for 
internet-based collections of photographs: (Agarwal et al., 2011) report the estimation 
of 250.000 camera positions on a multi-core system. 
Main Problems with Bundler are speed, as all features from all images are compared 
against each other, and its sensitivity to the selection of the initial views, to which all 
others are registered. By standard the views with the most matches are selected, which 
does not mean that all views can be well registered to it. Another algorithm called 
Samantha (Farenzena et al., 2009; Gherardi et al., 2010) suggested the sorting of the 
images into a hierarchical tree, a dendrogram, spatially sorting the closest views, which 
reduces the computational complexity by an order of magnitude. 
Bundler produces only a very sparse point cloud, consisting of the matched fea-
tures. Bundler's main purpose is the estimation of camera parameters, which can be 
used in a following (multi-view) stereo process to reconstruct dense point clouds or 
surface representations of the photographed object. Open source tools such as Patch-
based Multi-view Stereo Software (PMVS)(Furukawa and Ponce, 2007) in connection 
with the Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo (CMVS) algorithm (Furukawa et al., 
2010) allow the reconstruction of very dense point clouds from large image sets. More 
algorithms are compared by Seitz et al. (2006) and updated results are published online 
underhttp://vision.middlebury.edu/mview/eval/. 
Even though the results produced by Bundler etc., do look very impressive, the 
accuracy is not sufficient for photogrammetric surveys as reported by Barazzetti et al. 
(2010). To achieve more accurate results, the authors suggest employing only cali-
brated cameras. They also extend the process of feature matching by a least-squares 
matching (LSM) process (Gruen, 1985) and suggest to run another feature detection 
and LSM process, once a rough bundle adjustment was completed. For the additional 
feature detection step, they suggest to use the FAST-operator (an edge detection oper-
ator), as it finds the same features in more images. More observations of the same point 
will increase the accuracy, as outliers can be filtered better. A final bundle adjustment 
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2.2 Scan Alignment 
AP, terrestrial laser-scanners are based on emitting light and receiving its reflection, they 
can only record points which are in a direct line-of-sight to the instrument. Hence, to 
fully capture the object and obtain a complete 3D digital reproduction, it is necessary 
to scan the object from different perspectives. This results in multiple, independent 
scans, each in their own coordinate space. Uniting them in one common coordinate 
system is generally referred to as 'registration' or 'alignment' and can be achieved 
by either using targets or by matching surface features, provided that the scans are 
overlapping in some parts. 
2.2.1 Targets 
Using targets is most likely the fastest method to align several scans, at least re-
garding the time spent during post-processing. Some customized targets, with special 
reflectance properties or shapes, can be identified automatically in a point cloud, by 
interpreting the intensity of the laser beam reflection andj or by fitting primitives, such 
as spheres, to potential candidates. Different patterns were developed, which make it 
possible to determine the centre of the target with millimetre accuracy, even though 
the very centre has not been hit directly by the laser beam. AP, opposed to the large 
number of points used in surface matching, there are usually only very few targets 
«10) per scan and the registration can be done. quickly and automatically by simply 
evaluating all different combinations to find the best-fit. The method is known to 
be precise. Errors are introduced by inaccurate determination of the target's centre, 
which can occur, due to under-sampling, a bad angle of incidence of the target with 
respect to the instrument, or movement of the target with respect to the object. 
But even though this method is saving processing time in the office, it might not 
always be the optimal choice, as using targets in the field can complicate matters. To 
be able to establish a correct 3D transformation, it is required to observe at least two 
targets, if the instrument was levelled precisely at every setup or another constraint 
is available. In general however, it is recommended to also observe some more targets 
(4-5) to account for shifted targets, imprecise levelling, bad inclination angle towards 
the targets, low reflectivity or simply human error. To be of any use, these targets also 
need to be recorded from another scan position. 
Further, to minimize registration error, the targets should be placed far apart from 
! 
each other, which is not always practical, depending on the surrounding environment. 
This is especially true for scanning the interior of a structure, when scanning small 











2.2. Scan Alignment 
door openings. Very often, only a couple of suitable target positions are accessible 
in- and outside the building, which limits the space where the instrument can be set 
up. Instead of choosing the best position for the instrument with respect to good 
inclination angles from the scanner to the surface and a complete coverage of the 
object, the operator is forced to choose positions from where at least two targets can 
be seen. This makes the approach inflexible. 
It is also important to note, that high precision targets are usually bulky and heavy, 
and the shipment is thus expensive. There are light and small targets available which 
can be attached to a wall, but this is a very questionable approach, as cultural heritage 
sites, especially in Africa, are very delicate and fragile and could be damaged by the 
adhesive. Moreover, the targets themselves will obscure part of the surface, if no other 
secondary, solid objects are available nearby. 
2.2.2 Surface Matching 
2.2.2.1 Pairwise Scan Registration 
Provided that sufficient overlap between scans is given, an alternative approach to 
targets is matching surfaces based on closest points within the overlapping areas. The 
most popular solution for this problem is called the ICP, Iterative Closest Point, intro-
duced by Besl and McKay (1992); Chen and Medioni (1992). The iterative algorithm 
is designed to perform a pairwise registration of two overlapping scans. For each point 
on the first scan, Besl and McKay (1992) determine a partner point on the second 
scan (point-to-point, fig. 2.5a). A rigid body transformation is then determined to 
minimize the distance between common points in the least-squares sense. The process 
is repeated until convergence. Instead of determining the closest points on both scans, 
Chen and Medioni (1992) suggest to shoot a ray from a point on the first scan along its 
surface normal and minimize the distance between the starting point and the tangent 
plane at the intersection of the ray with the second scan (point-to-plane, fig. 2.5b). 
Since its introduction, many variants of this algorithm were proposed, too many to 
be discussed here in detail. The interested reader is referred to a survey by Rusinkiewicz 
and Levoy (2001), who examine the various approaches and try to find the optimal 
solution for each of the various stages of the ICP: 
• Selection of Points - How many samples are used for the process and how they 
are selected 
• Identifying partners - The method of establishing the partner point/tangent 
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• W.,ighting :>ehemes _ The criteria for a",igning w~ight., to the couplets, ouch 
as distance, colour or instrwnent noi.5e 
• Rejecting false couplet. _ T he crikria to filter out fal", pa i", 
• AssigniI1!,: 'HI errOr metric _ T he m~"",ure fur the di,tance error bet"een both 
""aliS, ,uell M point-tO"point or point_tO"phne 
• Minimizing tI,., .,nor metric _ .lI.1etlKlds for fa,t mlnimization 
Figure 2.5: {a} Point_tn_Point enor metric, which tnlJ.rimizes the distance between 
clo""'t points p and q on two scans P and Q. A" only scanned point" ><r" considered 
as potential pa,tn"rs, not point., on the edges in betwocn , points of scan Q can be 
partners to seyerru points on P. (b) Po;nt-tO"Plaue eam metric, A line I at a point I' 
on w'-II P, pfl.!"allel t o th" snrf""" normal, intersectls snrf"ce Q at a point q. A tangent 
p lane b fitted to the llC""""t vertex (q') to {j. Th~ dbta,..,. bet"'''''n p au! the tangent 
plane i' then minimiwd, Image from Bernadini ruI<i Iiushmeicr (2002) 
The choice of crror metric of tl'e ICP variant appears to have the l""gest inJluence 
On sp.",,1 and the robustn""" to no;"e. T he most oommon ~>rrOT metric' are the "uln of 
t},c "<]uare<1 di.,tanc"" het",oon point pairs {point-tO"point (ful and !>.lcKay, \9<J2)}, or 
bctw~"n a point and a tangent plane a.ttaelled to its oorre,ponding point (point-to:~plane 
(Chen and !>.k , lioni; 1992)}, Both of tbem have their strcngths. Point-to-point "ppc"", 
to be more rob" .. t t o noiee and "Mim, to combine with olher attributes like oolour and 
inte""ity, but point-to-planc ,,,,,ally reaches COH\'~IgeIlCe usually much fastro' and isle", 
suooeptible to converge only to local minima (NiHhino and Ikeuc}d, WD2), According 
t o Pulli (1 009), tha po;nt-tO"point cuor mdric can cause the 8C"a'l to converge onl.,· 
, lowly, when point p3lIs, which are often not ideal mat"", are very dose to each other. 
According lo Chen and Medioni (1992) and confimK'<1 by P ulli (19"99), the point-to-
plane moth",1 can converge much fa.,ter, .'1.5 the melric allow, thc onc point to "lide 
during minimization on the tangent plane of it, prutn~x point on Ihe other ,uri'oce. 
In !lener-ai, it b the ICP algOlithm's greatest dis",:h."ntage that it i, not guaunteed 










2.2. &= Alignment 
initial pmition or l>Oth surJ:aces is most importatlt and needs to he "" good as possihle to 
ayoid a oony"rgenct to a ll>Cal miniUla. -1'hu" "pre-proce:,";ng ,tep becoUles lteees:;iU)' 
to approxim"tely pre-align the two surfaces, a proce55, which. up--to-nolV. ,till heaYily 
relies on manual inten-eulion. 
To manually e5tablish an initial ;e"" alignment, regi,tration software offer, two com-
mon method", ""lecting <;e,'era! (>3) corre'ponding points on both scans by hand or 
hy man\li!.ny translating and rotating the oeal" into pm;ition by in,pection. Se<;ondary 
data, like scanner pwition, orientation or the path along which the <;canner was moved 
during the campaign, can provide useful inform"tion. 
2 .2 .3 .1 1' :. 11"' Fe.t lJre [ x lrJ dion ""J \blChil1 g 
,>,.'hile rnanu"l, inulrfLctive registmtion is ,till the standard approoch. seyera! automatic 
"'lution5 ",ere propo>ed. Allen et ,,1. (2000) try to extr"ct 3D_line reatures from <;can, 
by fitting planes and using their border-line, and intersections "ith other planar ""g-
ruent, for feature matching to locate oorr""ponding are"" OIl different scam {fig. 2.6. 
Instead of comparing ea<:h scan with every other ""an, they pro,';.:]e a li,t or possible 
pa.iring', based on the path along which the SCi!.nner was <;et-up. 
figure 2.6: Auto!llJ>tic regi'tration according wAllen et a1. (2003). (a) "'lode! ""g-
mentation and planar feature dete.::tion. Non_pmnfII flIeag are marked in reel. (b) 
Extr"cted line features. Blue "n~ white colour, ma"k Jifferent !KA~ru;: Illiltched featurt'S 
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2.2.3.2 In~eg rcl Volul11 e Descri ptor 
A more geIlffl"~l ~,ppTo""h wi!.." pr~nted by Gelfand e' 0.1. (200S) who introdt><:e an 
integral volume d= ripWr. 'T'hi" d,,",,~·ipto.: is a quantity describing ~ poin, and the 
"u.-f~"e ill il," pHlXimity. H~J"e, a sphere of sp""ific ,j"e i, celltroo at each point and the 
intersected volnme h.,tw ... ~, th e in\.('~-ior 01 the smlace and the sphere;" det ermined '0 
be uS<:'<j as a de":Tiptor (_ /ig. 1.7). TI.., pniDls with the lliOSt extreme dcscriptOJ' 
values are used as featu:rc points and oompitn'<l to other ..:~lII< . Thi. ","th",l pro",," 10 
h e qui ", mhn"' again"' noi"" awl oullienc. 
,., 
'"' ,,' '" 
Figm" 2.7: Volume Dfficripto.:. (a.): A ball B 01 radius r is centred at each smface 
poillt p. 'T'he inten<""t",l volum e Vr{p) of the boll ~nd lh" inte'rim- of tl", surf",," i" 
determined to serve as a descriptor. (b) For further processing the yolume is diiC'l'eliood 
(c): Descriptor valu,," 101' the Stanfor,l BillUlY n>O<!el. (d) Ext.-cwe descriptor values 
are used ... , feMure poilIt" fo-r "".~n m~tdji"g . Im~ge, from Gelhnd e~ 0.1. (2005) 
2.2.3.3 Sp<n -1mJ8"" 
,lohnfl(}!l ~nd lI"b e.r1; (lrl97) Wen' ~ differe", wo.y wilh "Pin-im~ge,. Fm- ,'ed, poin!. 
of the "urfoce, a vertex normal is established by fitting a 2D plane to the point and 
its neighbours. Each plan" 5erv,," as a base 1m- one "pin-illlll.g". whid, is c~'eated by 
m"pping o.ll othe-r d"to. poinl" onto a 2D irn"ge ~~.oord ing to, fiTlilly, lhe di,bnce of 
" point and its projection along the smfatt normal onto the base (,S, pooitive and 
nega.tive valu,,") and, ser.on,lly, n.., (ool.;)uce from n.., hi!.."" poinl to the pwjedioll 
(«, only pooi,i\'e ,-..1u,",,) ("'" fig. 2.~). The r""ult ~on be ,"en as on im"gt'. whic.h i, 
"nd](}re<l to the verl~.x "onn~l ~nd rotating ~ .round it, cTe~ti"g a m~p of all oth.,-,. point 
positions by lllElrking th~.ir 'colliflion' p<>'<ition whHe rotating around the w~·tex noo'lllaL 
Hence the =" spin-images (lig. 2.9). The a.ppm"".h opell>l up the world of 2D i",~ge 
processing to 3D scan r"gill'ralirm. Iwag,," from bolh ""ans are CCllllpared a.IllI ~ watch 
leads to a tl'lwsforlllation aligning ill" lwo "cans. whieh can Illim h" refined wilh ICP. 
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t-;gure 2.8: Spin Images, (aJ a 2D plane P is fitted to each surface point p. A plane 
with "urf,,,,'e n""m") II "erv", '" " b""e r,,.- a Spln-h .. 'W' _ By P<'TametriS3tioll of all 
8urface points aceording to the di8t2llCe to their projection along the 8urface normal 
onto til<' base (> and th~ height over tm,ir proj e<:tioJ] /:l , ,,20 image call M created, a 
spin-irn2!(e (b) Image from .Tohn""n and Hebert (1997) 
Figure 2.9: Spill_irnag", can J,., \'"ualized by a plane '"pinning' aroand the ve.-te", 











CHArTER 2. LiTERATURE REVlli \l A~TJ THEORETICAL BAGKGROU1W 
2.2.3.4 4-Point< C(),, ~,u""l 5el< 
Another promising id~a was sugga;tro by Aig~r ct aI . (200S), cal!"'.1 "4_PoiHt" COH_ 
gruent Sets" (4PCS). EsseHtially, thr"" j)()iHt. OH (me flIll'face are ra.ndomly selectoo. 
A fourth point is then chooen 00 th&t the S<'t of points form a wide, almost eoplan(U: 
base. The ratio" betw"eH Ot'planar 4-j)()iHts ""t~ are iHvariant to a rigid body tr&rul-
formation and thus approximately rongruent. A wide base guarantees stability, hut if 
it becomes too wide, it can fall outside the overlapping area. of the 5CaD,. When all 
>;et.q are eJ<tracterl, the rati"" are compartxl. If a llliI.t~h is found, the points of tll<' ""ts 
ca.n be ""00 as fcatur~ points to cstablish a 3D tmnbfonfiatioH. TIle ~pproli.ch "''''wH 
to he ''el")' robust agaillilt noL"" and outlier. a.nd Iimitoo overlap, but according to the 
authon< the C\111tiwe i" not proportioHal to the size of the input dataset, making it less 
practical for large datB.'d.s. 
«J 
Figure 2.10: 4-Points Congruent Sds (4PCS). (a): Set, of almOb-t coplanar points ""e 
estahlished on both ,.,aIlS. The ra.tioo a - eta - b a.nd c - etc - d I<Xe invariomt even 
to affine tnwsformatioHS, w hieh iI< an optional fe".tur~ of tk Incthod, not r"luirerl for 
h5Cl"-Ilcanning. (b) and (e) show matching result with 4PCS of two ocana (orange a.nd 
grey point.) corrupt."j by Hoi"" (b) and outliern (e). Image from Aiger et ,,1. (200S) 
As mention",1 abovc, the lCP alignb tk ,urfaCC8 pairwiw, two ocana at a time. During 
~OCJl alignment a.n error is introducod. which is ullayoidahk, SiHCC DO two SCUllS lID' 
identical, due to the discreteness of a SCan and at"" irntrument noise, Even though 
the ,,.-rOr might only be relatively ",uall, it will propagate through t he regil<tration 
""quenCt' ami eOlubine with eITO<~ in suhs"qu(mt aliglllll"llt~, redUCing the o,.crall reg-
i"tration "':<:11"".)" To r"<!uce the a<XUIfiul"tcd error, one call, aftcr all common pairs 
are id"lltifi"<! "Ild pre-r<,!\i~tered, rcgi><tcr all overlapping SCanS simultanwwly, thu8 










2,3. Meshing Algorithm .. 
Pulli (WOO) propo""," to perform the pairwise alignme"t "" good "s pm,,;l"e and to 
store all corr""ponding points betwee" S<.,,,n_p~i", in a ""P~mte file, avoiding the necd 
for loading all "'''\lOS into Ill<)ffiO<y and another time-intensive search for do"",st poi"ts, 
very important factcrs when pro<;<)ssi"g large d~tase(.s. In the following "tcp, scans 
(reprerented Il)' just the externally AAVed point matches) are added i"crementally from 
,,'dOrIllant; to an 'active' set, starting with the ""an which has the moot Wllll,.:tion,. 
The added scan is registen'd to it", neighhour" in the active set, Should the position of 
its "eighbours .. aIy too much during this regis/rati()" step, they are "I"" r~-regis(.ered 
to their neighbours until the movement falls helow ~ tolerance. This procedure docs 
not imp""",,, lllaj()r misalignment.. in the pairwise regis/mtio", hut mther distributes 
the error. 
It is i"teresting to note, that dllring global registratio", Pulli (1909) and Kishino 
"",I lkeuchi (2002) prefer poi"t-to-point error metri" Mer point-to-planc. While it is 
()f advantage dUling the initial alignment to have one sca" ""Iiding" faste< a"r()'" the 
oocond >'Can with point-to-plane, during global registration the characteristic of point-
to-point of being more robust to noi .. _illS to be lllore importa"t (_ page 18). Al80 
the likelihood of the point-to-p()i"t method to find only a 10c~1 minimum b reduced, 
because all pair" were well aligned already in the previous stage. 
2.3 Meshing Algorithms 
Mter the alignment of ~lllascr scans, the poi"t dat,,,,et, " di",;rete d~t~ type, can be 
co,,,,,,rted into a polygon,,1 modd; a (lllootly) continuoo~, representation, Scycml alg<:>-
rithms are awi)"I,le for thi" <tep. The following fucuses ()n the standaId ~pproaches, 
especially on those which h",-e the ability to cope "ith huge datasets. 
Surface reconstructio" h~s been ~ "ery "-Ctive rffiCarch topic in the paNt year., a"d 
there aIe numerous wa,Y" t() d"""ify th!) propooo<1 metho,h, for example based on the 
re<[uired input data. Some approadl€", work on individual scans, which often need w 
be tliangul~ted before they can Le pro<;essed, Other method. can extract the surface 
dire<;tly from a "ingle, unstructurccl point cloud. Lut only" few of them do not need 
additional infonnati()!l "ud, a, vertex normals. 
One CIUI also classify the re<,"""tructi()n method" depending on the handli"g of the 
input s"'llple", Function titting approaches try t() find .. m • .thematical hmction fitting 
be,t to the input ""mplee, ";(.her- with .. .mgle global- or severt>! roc"l hu",ti()IL'. The"" 
functions .Ie approximating the 'llIT""e. Other algorithms like the ones Lased ()" 
Ddaunay/Vor()l>Oi w-e directly connecting all, or, a filte<e<1 subset of the input points 
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Figure 2.11: (a) A 8",fl\CO' is crea.tc~j by dirc'<-'tly connecting the input dnta samples. 
(b) A surface is appraximftted by titting ft mathemft tical function to the input poinl 
set, 
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2.3. 1 SLJrface Rcconstruct ion by O,rcct Tnangul .tion of IIlPli t Oat. 
Th f'xplain t.he Voronoi ""d Delaumw diagram, the definition will be given for 2D 
SP1lCC, as it i" easier to vi"uuliz~ . .'kcording to (Edel,brunner, 2000, p.-t) thf' V,Ko"oi 
diagmm df'COmp""''' the space, defined by a. we of point" S, int<o regions <of influence 
for each sample point p : " ... the Voronoi ""9io" ofp E S [, is df'finf'{l[ as t,h" ""t of points 
X E R" that, Itt" at leaEt as clooe to p as to any other point in S .. "(&!clsbrunner, 2IXXl, 
1' . .,11 
Or, in other words, ,,)1 points of a Voronoi rcgio>! hav" to bH at th" "",,,~ or a small"r 
distancc to the ""mpl" poi"t th"'l t.o ,ample pOOlt., of the neighbouring a<ea". Two 
""ighbouring Voronoi region" are ,""paratcci by a jj"c (or plane in :lD), pnp"n(licular 
and midw",' to the ""'''p1<' point of each t<~on (s"" fig. 2.12",:. 
, "l'_r . , 
" ... I 
I ," ~' I 
.. " --. _--/ • ).-.-. T .... ---
/---\. ,( . 
/ " '-'. -" 
.~ 
Fignrf' 2.12: a) VorOlloi diagram: Two VOfOJCoi cells ar~ ... parawd by» line, V"rp~lHli,·­
nlar and midway to the data poi"t" of """h (>'11. b) Delaunay tri=gnlation "-" the du,,) 
of th" VQtonoi diagram. An edge is formed between two data point", if th"ir Votonoi 
cells mect along a line '-Cgment. c) The VorO!,,~ cireief, do not contain any other data 
poi nt". The three points on their boundary form the verti""", of th" D~laun»y triangl"". 
Common point", where thrce differcnt Vorolloi r<'gion' m""t,. can be regarded as 
th" centre of empty circla;, also referred to as {'ir('umdrc! ... or Voronoi circle, (_ fig. 
2.12c), which have t,he three adjacent sample points on their OOulld"':y. Th" cird"" do 
not ,'O"t.ill a"y ot.her samples. There"", special ClliIC5 whe", four or more Vorolloi 
rcgions arc mC<lti"g at a cowmon point, but theres special Cl!.SC" arc vcry r>l-re and "an; 
for thi" brief intl'oduction, bH n~glet.'ted. 
The Debullay diaW>l-m is tr... dnal to t,he Voronoi decomp""ition. ' We get a dual 
diagram if we draw a straight DdaTJnay ~d9~ OOllIH"ting po;ni.s p, q E S if and only 
if their Voronoi regifm' intersect along a. commolllinc ,""gmcnt;"(Edci"bn'llI"·r, 2000, 
p.~) In other words, when two Voronoi regions share a common edge their wmp1c 
puinls can be connected. Repeating this "tcp for an verti""" will subdivide t,he space 










CHAPTER 2. LlTliliATURE lU.'VIEW Al"m THEORETICAL BACKGROW'W 
The empty circle. are .us" representing this triangulation, since they will all""y", have 
thrce points on thei, boundarlCl<' the verti<:f<s of thl' Del~\lnay triangles. 
In 3D, the Del~\lnay uiang\llation forms I.<)trahedr" and, as can be seen in fi!\UTC 
2.13, the procCSll of cxtrading" trian~ul"tcd, manifold "url",,-e, whem only hom tti~n_ 
gte. ,har" "" edge, bocom.e8 ~ challenging task. This is especially true fur:real world 
=n",.i"", whc:rc noi",,", alwaY" p""""nt. ca"'lll!\ points to lie either above or h<>low the 
correct surface. This difficulty is the central problem. which the following approaches. 
"Thc Power Cru.>t" "nd ~The nall-Pivoting_Algorirhm" try t.o overeome. 
Figure 2.13: Image depicting the Delaunay triangulation in 3D (green lines) formin~ 
tetrahedra and the VOIonoi cells (blue lines). Image from doeument ... tion of Graphite 
,.,[tW"TC, http)/ ... liee.lori".fr/indcx.php/!!OfiwaTc.html 
2.3.1.2 The Power Crust 
The Pow»r Crust algorithm by Ament" et til. (2001) is basI'<J on the VOTOnoi diagram / 
Dcbunay triangulation. A ccntral element of this approach is the medial axis, which is 
the 5<)t. of points ",hi"h have more than one clc .. 'st point to thl' .urf""" S (_ fig. 2.14). 
The medi ... l (!.Xi" eont"in8 the ccntI"C!5 of vo'Cigbtcd cmpty baTh!, which aTe completely 
inside the object. Together they form the medial axi. t ranJlfnl"lll, which repre5<)nts the 
surface . The amho,." kmnd that the medial axis transfonn "pproximate" the surface 
very well. even with noisy da!" input. Bocause computing the medial axis is very 
experu;ive in computatiolllll tel"lll.'i, the authors use the Voronoi diagram and "subset 










YO"'llO; cell, wJlicll are JOC" I" d the furthest aw"y from the cell'. input data AAIllple, As 
the medial axis lies in the centre of the model, only the vertice, of a long and skinny 
shaped YO"'lloi tell ",ill he located d o"" 1.0 il.. He,"", I.he aUI.horS conBider OI ,ly I.h"oo 
Yi'J,i""" as poles. Only empty ball,<; at those poles (polar 00lls) form the power crust 
(see fig. 2.14). The approach pro"" to he rob,,"t 1.0 Hoi"e and ea" produce sharp 
edge,. 
Figure 2.14: .. ): Input point ",t, it, poly!>",,,,l represenl.al.ion "wI a simplified version 
of it, medial axiB, h) Inner polar hBlIB and the polygoll&l :result. c) The PO'o'<-er Cruf<i: 
(orange) and the medial axis (red) are defined by a"et or emply balls (Ughl. hlne). d) 
The Yoronoi diagram of c); e) Image depicting the concept of poles: Only long and 
skinny Voronoi cells are considered for the Power CrusL The pol"" are the \'€rticee 
of Rucil Voronoi cells and are located do", to I.},e medial axis, I) Polar hall •. [mag"" 
ad"flIOO from Allli'nt .. et a,I. (2001) 
] .3.1.3 r f", 8 " 11 P i','oli,, ~ Algvrililm 
The ball-piYoh,,!>-" illori\JlIIl i, ". "regioH_growing" (Bernardini et aI., 1999, p .2) "'P-
proach. A ball of a PTI'-""t "ize ",;I~" On i.l, e "'rli""" or a ooed triangle, so that it 
the vertices touch the hall' , surface. The algorithm of IJemardiHi at al. (1999) then 
pivoUli.lle bell aroUlld the triangle's !'dges. If it touches &DOther point while piVOI.ing, 
a n"",- triangle will be formed aw l "Itached 1.0 Ihe previous one (fig. 2.1~). l\oisy data 
""mples which are further a,', .. y from the "urf""" than I.he sampling distance will nol 










('HAPTER 2. LlTERA.TURE REVIEW ANI) THEORETICAL BACKGROG'!;'V 
verV'x normals ""' ulled to prevent the ball from pivoting further, when the ,urf(l.Ct'. 
ooundary was reached (fig. 2.1Gb). 
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Figure 2.D: Image demonstrating the Ball PiyotiIll\ Algorithm' (a.) A. ball of COUSeaut 
,he rest, on the vertices of a seed triangle. The algorithm then pivots the 00.11 around 
the edges of the currt'llt tnaJlgle (not v;,,;ble on thi8 image aH the edges are parallel 
to viewing direction). If the ball touches a new vertex while phutinl\, new ed!',e, (red 
line,) in ootwoen old and new ve<lices will form a new f.ri>Ulgle and the ball "ill pivot 
around the new edges to find adjoi,,;n!,; aian:o;les_ (b) If the poi"t den,ity i, lower than 
the ball radim, hole8 ,,,,.e c""..ted (c)- Ifthe bAll-radim i8 la.rge.- than the point den."1ity, 
detilil will be left-onto Ima!?S from (Bernardini et al., 1999) 
• • 
Figure 2.16, Ball Pivoting Algorithm (a). If the haJl is large enough, noisy poi"t sam-
ple; will not be touched. (b) The al!',orithlll ''''l"ir"", y.,.-t;ex normal.'< to he determined 
beforehand. If the ori<mtation 01 the candidate tliangle dllfers largely from t he normal 
of t he data sample whidl waR '"touched", no triangle i. funned. This prevents the algo-
rithm to eros.; t he bonndary of the surface lUid continue pivotin!'; on the noisy "",llpleS 
of (,,) (c) If points are further away than t he ball "wim<, two surf{!.<",s will be created. 
'"'''II''' from (Bernardi ni et ".1., 1999) 










2.3. Meshing Algorithms 
will be lost, if set too small, holes will occur. To circumvent this issue, the authors 
recommend to execute the algorithm repeatedly with an increasing ball-radius, com-
pleting the existing surface with each iteration. 
2.3.1.4 Zipper 
The "Zipper" approach by Turk and Levoy (1994) is different from the previous ap-
proaches, as its focus is to connect several individual, already triangulated laser scans, 
rather than to reconstruct a new surface from a point cloud. It detects the overlapping 
parts of the input scans and discards the redundant information. The independent 
surface pieces are connected by a new triangulation between their new borders (see fig. 
2.17). 
Figure 2.17: Diagram showing the Zipper approach, which (a) detects overlap between 
two surfaces and (b) discards the redundant information. (c) The gap in between the 
two surfaces is then closed by triangulation between the boundaries of each surface. 
Image from (Turk and Levoy, 1994) 
2.3.2 Surface Reconstruction by Approximation 
Approximating algorithms use functions to describe a surface. Mathematically, many 
surface reconstruction approaches (in here, all of the following) employ implicit-, as 
opposed to parametric surface representations. 
The basic concept of implicit or volumetric representations for geometric 
models is to characterize the whole embedding space of an object by clas-
sifying each 3D point to lie either inside, outside, or exactly on the surface 











CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.3.2.1 Implicit Functions 
An example of a basic implicit surface representation is F(p) = o. In this example, all 
points, where the evaluation of the function returns zero (zero-crossing), are located 
on. the surface. Positive values are usually defined as points outside the object, while 
negative values indicate points inside the object. The surface defined by the zero-
crossing of the function, is a special case of the isosurface. According to Newman and 
Yi (2006), an isosurface is defined as follows: 
"Given a scalar field F(P), with F a scalar function on 1R3 , the surface that 
satisfiesF(P) = <l, where <l is a constant, is called the isosu.rjace defined 
by <l. The value <l is called the iso'IJalu.e." (Newman and Yi, 2006, p.854) 
2.3.2.2 Marching Cubes 
Implicit functions are continuous representations of a surface. To convert them into 
triangles, they need to be discretised. For efficient processing, a regular or adaptive 
grid structure is employed to evaluate the implicit function at specific points in space. 
For this purpose, a cube containing the data is subdivided into smaller sub-cubes, also 
referred to as voxels. The marching cubes approach (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) eval-
uates the implicit function at the eight vertices which define the voxel and "marches" 
from cube to cube. 
By evaluating the function on the vertices, the algorithm can detect whether the 
vertex is above or below the surface. IT the state of two vertices, which are connected 
by an edge, differs, the surface is crossing the edge in between. The algorithm examines 
all edges for intersection and cross-checks in a predefined look-up table which one of 
the 256 triangulation possibilities fits the current condition. Because there are eight 
edges in a cube, there can only be 256 different intersection configuration, which are 
reduced to 15(fig. 2.18) by considering symmetric and rotational relations. 
The dimensions of the voxels determine approximately the resolution of the final 
mesh, because per voxel, one or more triangles are constructed. The edges of these 
triangles cannot become longer than the edge of a voxel, only smaller. The regular 
subdivision makes these approaches very scalable and efficient, as their memory usage 
depend more on the output resolution, rather than the input dataset and are thus well 
suited for working on large datasets. 
The marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) or one of its derivatives 
(Newman an~ Yi, 2006) is the most common method used in implicit/volumetric ap-












2.3. AIe:sillng Algorit.hms 
Most of the following approach()fl tll\l.~ only need to foeus on as:;igning the corr<'Ct 
implicit fu:oction. describing the surface oost . 
• , , • , • , 
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Figure 2.18: Ma~ching Cube:s Algorithm' Image showing the 15 unique poSllible con_ 
figura.tiollll of a. surfa.ce Cl"OSIling a cube. Othe~ configuratioll/l ~clated through rotation 
" ",.1 'YJllITICtry are neglreted fur efficient processing. Images from (Kewman and Yi, 
""') 
To ""taillillh the implicit repw",ntation on '" voxcl grid , Curless and Levay (1996) 
first trian!(Ulate each ""all individually by evaluating nearell( neighbour information 
provided by the scanning grid (""" ooction 3.4.2.1). They then ,,-'!Sign an implicit 
fundion to ea.ch vertex of t he voxel grid near the surface. To be more sP"Cific, the 
implicit function is a weighted signed distance function, which reprellentfl each point 
x in relation to the Rurface of the ..,an along the line·of-";ght of the scanner. The 
function, of all SC,,",IS are combined and evaluated a.t the vertices of the voxel grid. The 
new zero-croSllllg of the C(lmbi~ implicit fllnctiol1ll repreS/)nts the best-fit surface of 
all sea"" (_ fig. 2.19). 
The i","udace is then ex\~aded via the Marching Cube, Algorithm. Callieri et aL 
(2003) cxlended the approach of Curless and Levay. \0 out-of--core techniqu .... They 
developed I'lyl>IC, a tool which splits the volume first into smaller sub-volumC8 aud 
processes theS/) individually. This reduces the """"""ary aIllOUm of main memory to a 
manageable size by only loading the ""&nil relevant to the sub-volume. 
2.3.2.4 Imp licit SLJrf, c , Hecor"'-flJct ion from i)n C<'g. ni7ffl Poi nt. 
Hoppe et aI. (1992) propooed a method to approximate the Rurface on an IlII8tructured 
point cloud. The neighbou{]l to a sample pO;Ht aw gathered and u5lJd to fit '" tangent 
plane in a least sqUIU"CS senS/) to the sample point. The distance between any arbitrary 
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Figure 2. Hl: hnagf dfpiding the Volnme'rie Inl.egration approach: PeT <;can. a 
weighted signed di. tance functiou dcscribffi fadl point in relMion 1.0 the surffl.Ce along 
the line-of.sigh' to ,he sm.nne1". All function. of all scans are combiu ... J and the new 
zeID-Clresiug of the eombinf(1 i"'plieil. function ie 1.00 fin~1 surface, which i. basically 
,he average bctwc"n all input sean •. Image from (Curl_ and Levoy, 1900) 
As in the Volumetric integration approach, the function i" ,hen evalua.ted 011 a regular 
vol 'llllfl.ri~ grid and ''''''Bfunned .. i~ a """iation of Marching Cubes into" trirmglll ... , ... J 
mesh (we fig. 2.1 0) The approach alle",-, I.hf n:u",hing of llIl-orga.nized data samples 
~"d pro.,," t.o be robust to noise. 
Figure 2.20: "Surface Reconstructiou from Unorg~niz",1 Poin,," by (Hoppe e, aJ... 
1%12); (a) Original Comtructive solid Geometry (CSG) model, (b) Poiut"et derived 
from eSG model. (c) tangent plana; litted to poiut {{<\la, (d) voxcls nlhl with ,] ... ,,,. 










2.3. A!<",hing Algoritllms 
The 1II0ying Least, Squru:cs approach, or also lIIo,-ing Local Sy"(elll approach, (11LS), 
was introduced by Leyin (200.1) in 200:1. For ca.ch point of a data ",t, a bc,t·fit surface 
of (he local nf'ighhourhood is ""tabli"heci. A projection operator re.-adjus(" each data 
point by projecting it onto (he local hes(.fil, surface. The point's lIew locab:m i, t hen 
u>e<ll'o.- the projection processes of the remainiug point:.. 
In a first step, a plane H L' fitted to a sample point r and its weighted neighbours 
Pi with least sqUaICS ("'-'" fig. 2 21b). The pla:uc d"li""" a new local coordinate "y"tClll, 
of which l,he origin q i., the proj<!d.ion of r onto H along the normal n of the plane. 
The neighbouring point" p; arc we ighted according to their eli. t allce \.0 q. 
Secondly, a local polynolllial approxinmt;on 9 of the surface over IT i" co1nputoo, 
onto which r i. then project"d along l,he no.-Illa! of H in a final "tep. Thi, i., done for 






Figure 2.21. (a.) a l'oint Set Surface. (b) a plane II i, litl"el to a data point r. The 
inJluence of the surrounding point" is "",ighted based on their distance to the origin 
q, which i" a projection 01' r onto II. A polynomial g over H is then computed and r 
i, projected onto it. Thls process is repeated with all dat'" point" w that ill l,he enel, 
their proje<.'lion rep",fjf'Jlt (he best-lit surface. Images from (Alexa et oJ., 2001). (e) 
Point" mId the ",dace lhey define. [mag<o from (Amenta and Kil, 2004-). 
Amenta mId Kil (2004) showed thal, the polynomial lining step can be omitted, 
which "implilics the oomputatioll of 1-U.s ,urfac"". The sud""" i., approxinlated, by 
it erat ively (r.,..)Ii(l,ing a plane and projecting the point along the lIonnal onto it, M 
described above. until the energy I'1mcUon, which represents the q,~~lity of the fitting, 
oonverges. 
Beea""", the plane fitting Call beo::lI!le un"t.able if the sampling density becomes too 











('[IAPTER.2. LITEllATURE REVIE\\' A.IW THE01lliTICAL BACKGROur,,'f) 
The MLS approad ] h.., found ma.uy applicatioll8 a",l wa.. adopted and exwnded in 
""werru ways. Amenta and Kil (2004) and Alexa et aI. (20m). for example, ~nopl oyed 
it for the so-"alled "Poi nt Set Surfa,,.,,,". whi"h art> poillt I",-""d, m""h-less represen-
tattems. The point data implies a surface which is cakubtoo and renderoo on-the-fly 
(fi~.2.na,'l 
The main advantage i, that these "urf&es are easier to dispby than triangles and 
thus mOre pOint sample, ""n be r~ndet"ed at a time, de'<.:ribing noore detail. AI"" , 
because the sU1face docs not need to 00 converted to " mesh fust, i t simplifies tl.., 
pr<" "";oing pipelil'" a"d redwC'"" the pr<"",,,,ing ~ime, 
To tJ'a1l51aw the Point s"t Surface into" triangle illesh, Fiorin et aI. (2007) =ign 
au<:! evaluat~ a filgw"l diet"-"<"" function, 8imil"," to the previou' approache" on the C€ll 
corners of a vol\llll€tric grid. The triangles are t hen extr"<-ted via "'","chi ll!( CuI""," 
With out-of-core, parallel and streaming techniques, Cuccuru et al. (ZOO'J) roport to 
be ahk to extn,<,t a ,urface from 380 million points ... ·ith the .'IlLS method in less than 
85 minute" 
2.3.2.6 I'oisson 5urh~, R""old lLJclion 
A recrnt idea is the Pois,..,n appro",ll hy Kazhda" et al. (2006). They try to find an 
illClicator function whX-h is defi"",d to be 1 inside tlt~ model a",l 0 out'ide of it. The 
function'. gradient, which "i<!l I", ,*,,11 as a vector field, is approximated by th e nornla.!" 
of the iuput s"mple points (s"" fig. 2.22). The rdatio" ill hetween the gradient and 
the v.,do< field i, deli,,"' l a" a ,tandaxd Poisson problem: 
"[ ... Jcompute th e scalar function X who,e Liipl"-<,iiill (dive.>·geuce of gradknt) equal, 
the di"ergt'llce of t he vector field"' (Kazhdan et aI ., 2006, p. l ) 
Instead of computing One glohal fun~'tion which fit, the ",hole ' Ul'face, for ex",nple 
RruliaJ nasi, Function, presented by Carr et Ill. (2001), Kalhdiill et".1. are COlllPuting 
a set of hieTa:rdl ical lo",,1 fllI>Vt ion'. Glohal approach"" have usually the disadvantage 
t hat tM final matrix becomes toO b:rge ... ·hen wpresentillg a large dat"set. But "-
pO$itive by_prod"ct, and often required deliverable, is t he extraction of a watertight 
.urfac~ . 
Biel·a,."hical local functiom howeW1', eliminaw the ' pace-<'Jmplexity of a global 
function. by hre"killg th~ probkm dOWll illto 8IIlalle,. loca.! ftmctiOll5 (which is more 
appropriate fur large daw;;et,) without 1(>8ing tI:w, ability to create of " watertight 
surface. All data is ij(>rled and .tored ill all adapti ve octree. of ",hieD the nodes are 
equipped "ith local fi.mdkms, provid;llg the illfortll atioll "bout the "",,",,:red surface in 
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Figure 2.22: Poisson approa.ch. (,,) The ~im is t.o liml ,w indicator funct.ion defined 
il.S 1 jnside t.he ob,;e.c,t "nrl as 0 outside. The gradient of the indicator fllllction can be 
visualiLed as a vector ficid, which e,l,ll 00 approximated by the normal. of the hLp"l. 
sump] .. points_ (b) Th ,. extmeied 3D models at incrcR8ing octr", depth OIC shown. 
Imag"" from (Kazhdan ct "I., 2(06) 
of the In", with n,e parent hmctions of the \""u levels. The higher too oct, ... 1",,.1 
becomes. the more nodes for the ""m~ sud """ ,.,-e--9. are available. Thus . the amount of 
detail ,k"",,;b"d by the [""dions of higher levels can be increased, without increasilLJ; 
the space-rompicxity of the fundiolls_ Thi« "rlavl.ive 8t.rucl.nre produces fine detail 
in areas with many 8amples, while ,ruder-sampled areas arc also approximawd_ The 
approach result. in much 8mall~r m~ffi<)ry mILsumption than a global solution, but of 
course, the maximum octr"" depth is a100 riepeILding On the ava.i.lable memory. In reecnt 
papers I.he idea is extended to multi-l~vd 8tI~"miILg (Ilolitho et ,,1., 2(07), subdividing 
the dal.,osem into narrow slices and thus limiting: th~ memory cA)nSllInption to .",aU, 
!Mnage"ble pieocM and w,os aloo enhanced by parallel computing (Bolitho ~t, iI.1., 2009). 
2.4 Hole riliing 
During data acquisition, especially while scanning larger buildi ng::<, it is HO\ posBihle to 
entirely ,woid d~t" shadow., c-r""ted by objects in the line-of-sight of th~ instrument, 
bad reflectance proper!.ie. of the "",,,nIL,,,1 surface, or simply because there i. no quilified 
OCarl1liI Lg position available. This i. e.pe<:ialiy tru~ fur th e top of walls and the roof, if 










CIIAPTER 2. LITERATURE Rl'.'V1.EII' . 1.ND 'fHEOREl'TCAL BACKGROUND 
a· hole filling 0' me,h , epair "tel' Can become n"".essary. 
Manufacturoo data, which .. not ba"",1 on accm al.c IIlM'lllt,,"nenis, is a delicate 
matte' in helil"ge do<.umenl.ation, and b eyond the technical scop" of t his rcscal·ch . It 
shill thus only yery brieRy be di:!cu~cd. 
Smalle! hoI"" <.an be filled il.Ulmna1.ically. Davis et al, (2002) presented an apptoa<,h 
for implicit surfac"" by diffusing the implicit fundion with a 10"" 1'''-'<.. fill,,;r along the 
bOlln,hrie" llnlillh" hoI" i" 0,1<-""'<1. It o'an be seen"" an e:drapolation of the "urface 
along the boundarie. and can lead 10 a . mooth patch. 
Be;rnardini et Bl. (1999) suggest closing holes by running their ball_piyoting algo-
rithm (we rociion 2 .. 3.1.3, p.27) oover.llimes wilh increasing hall radius. l\e,,' triangl"" 
will only be in,.,rted on the bou nd ari", and not replace any existing iriil.llKlllation. This 
way, s!nall detail will be reta ined, while more and loom hol,," are filled during ea~h 
ileralion. Blli Ih" bu:g"" t he hol"" """ . the largt!r lhe ball and thus the triangles will 
be, which a:re u:sed to elme the hole. Hence the pnlches will baemn" mOTe a lld mot" 
prominent in t he final model. 
'rhere are ak> fIo:)me W"tcrl.iKhi "UTfaee reeonMmclion i!lg(K·il.lnn .• , which lill ail 
hoi"" by definition, bllCh "" the Poi.wn-algorithm by I{azhdan et aL (2000), mentioned 
aJx,.,'e, But also here, t he larger the 001"" become, the more unreal",tic the fill-in 
"OIl·ra"" p".lch will b~, In this case, Ih" probl"ID of dooing holes is replaced by the 
problem of linding a solutnu fot removing and fi xing Ihe,"" iIlapptop,iaie fillings, 
All of these methods are just interpolating and the created patches arc u.ually 
deaTly identifiable either by la.rge Idangl"" ()t by ih~ "lllooihness or Ihe p"tch, compared 
tD the l-e.t of the model, as fine detail", not "",tored. Sharl et al. (2006) presenled 
iI.U ilemtiw, app,:o"~h UllillK "" ocl.r"" ,lat" "Iruel",,,,. Similar to 2D image texture 
.:<-~'th,,"is , they a.naly"e the .UHOllIWill"; 'uTr",'e o[ a hole "'W copy and pa.'ie a "urf""" 
patch from other parts of the model, which fits best the conditio,," around the current 
hole. In mbsequent ileraUnn", the pr<>cess i" repeated at higher octr"" levels, and 
tIn'" the . ,,"[ace .. refined wit h mOTe detajl 'rhe ',,"llll-o prcscnted by Shad el. ill. 
demonstrate that holes can be lilled very convincin gly, making it hard tD di:!tingui:!h 
hetween measmoo iI.tld a.-( ificiilly illhodnced ,lala, whirh makes this "pproaeh not 
.uitable [or hetit"ge d.x,umentation (occ fig. 2.2.1). 
2, 5 Simplification Process 
Simplification or decimation is the process of approxiIuating a surface ~I with a less 
o'omplex surface 1o.r. This is an important- part of the mesh processing pipeline, as the 










2.5. Simplifimtion Process 
,., '" '" '" 
Figur~ 2.23; Context-based Surface Completion: (a) The Stanford bwmy modeL (b) 
A part of the back is removed, including th~ taiL (c) T)", h"J" i, filie<l roughly. (d) 
Th~ ",paired imrf»ee sim"I~.ting the line textm" of the surface surrounding the hole. 
Images from (Sharf et aI .. 2006) 
large to fit into maiu memory. Especially Uru-ching Cu];",s (ooc section 2.3.2.2). if "-
static grid "trudur~ "" "JlP<""'" to an (\(laptiv~ >l-pproach i" employ",l, e,-e~.tes tri,\.ugles 
of more 01' ies" regular ;;ize. regRrdlesa of the det&il the triangles actually describe. 
Thu", sirnplifirJl.tiou 1> a justifiable method to cre"te an approxim"tion which k>oka 
"Imost identieal t" the original but with", l!lLH:h "m»iler rnffih, whi<-.h helps editing 
=<1 vi~wing the modeL Over the P!lst 20 yeM", simplification has developed to " 
mature technology. The literatur~ publi"he<:! "n thi:< ""bj"d i" ,ubsti\ntial and filr a 
m"", elabo"at~ nm,,,y and rlassilication, the reader is illrectcd to Cignoni et al. (1998). 
Today, the tendenc,v is not to .implify th~ ,,«>del t" c~,-t",in ,i_ for diITerent uwge" 
bLlt to 11"" ,implification technique> fur ,,,ai-time rendering of IMge dRtascts. In the 
following,.,me import~nt Ul<'bniqLle;; W simplify meshes ""d to ,iew IMge dataset" Me 
"Llrnmarized, 
Simplificat ion of triangles bElSically means rem""ing th~ "",-ti,..". of the m.,,;l\. The 
two most important du,,'acte";stics of " s.implification algorithm m:e the way of ,,"lccting 
point" for r~m()val ~nd how the resulting hole is filled. 
2.5 1 Vertex Decirnall<Jrl 
T" ,..1""t c~ndidaUlS for removaL \'erwx Decimation, introduced by Schroeder et aI. 
(1m), us,," 0", di.>tanc~ hetwoon the vertex and the averi\ge plane defined by the 
current vertex' neighbour", or a line, in the case of '" boundary Or f~atLlr~ t;rig.,. Th~ 
verti(>J, dose ro the plane are eliminated based on a uscr sclccted parameter and the 











CHIl1'l'f:R 2, LlTf:RATUllli Rf:l'llill ANI) THf:ORETICAL RACKGROUND 
Simplific"tion envelopes (Cohen et aI., lihlG) deline the space between"" inner and 
outer off:5ci ,urfw.;c (the cnvelop"d "'" a ,-",l id rang" which ,hould mntain the final 
,m-/'''''e _ It. is independent. of the acl,llal decim.a.tiOll and sen-es as a mel,hod t.o provide 
a global '·rror control. 
2 5, ] Vertex Olls:eri ng 
Vertex clustering, introduced by Jto.signa.c aud Horrcl (1993) is .. grid sampling Illt'thod, 
removing all yertic,," of a (3D) grid's cell, and replaces them with a single yert.ex, The 
d~t.ail of t.hH t""ulting T!l'.ih thUH dep end" on th~ 8iz~ of th~ grid'8 ,·eJk Weigh t" an-
assigned to thc ""rtices, prcierring point, on t hc (view-independcnt ) silhouctte of thc 
model and '''ttiC€lj Ilja! are part. of larg.- triangl ",,_ If "mool,hing;8 ,,,,,c~]>t.,,blH , t.he beol, 
position for the IlHW vcrtex, replacing thc othen, is calculated as the ccntre of mas, of 
the weighted vertices. A1I"rn"l,ively, if smoothing is not, desired, t.he verl",,- wil,h t.he 
hiSh",", weight i" u,ed. 
LindstJ:om (2000) later enhanced this approoch hy t.he use of quadric, -which will be 
de""tihed in t.he following ,,,,,tion- and" slim out-of_core implementalion, enabling the 
decimation of me"hcs in the urder of i!CVCral hundred million polygon", ThH "lgorithm 
""",m" t.o produce '-"ry satisfaclory resulls e,'en for ' -e!'Y large meshes, hut as Lindstrom 
notcs, cllL,tcring artef""u b'u'me visible if t he ,,,41 "ize i, too l"TgH_ Al",,_ dUt' t.o a 
lixed cell ,ize, t.he apprOOi'll oft.en c""not decimate efficiently areas of low curvaturc, 
if the cell sizH is ,mall~T I-hon the fl"l, "'ria<:~_ Lind"trom thus r",,'Ommend" ,,,ing I,his 
OIlt-of-corc approa.ch as a pro-proces,;ing simplification to decimatc vcry larg<' In,,,h,.,, 
to a more l1llillligeahle size, which can be p:rocessed wilh olher approaches. 
2,5,4 Edge Collap"ng 
Hoppe et.,,), (1993) define ,e,-eta! operaliom fot an ..cJge: coliap"", "plit and swap (see 
fig.1 _24). EVHn t hol1!lh '>ri!Iinally .-levclopcd for optimizing meshe" after , urf""e I"!lC<l!l-
struction, such as (Hoppe et aI., H(92), to re-lit t he exttacted mesh closer to t he input 
",tuple" Ho]>P'" .. I, a1. (1993) show that t.he apprt"',d, can al"" 1", ,,,e<1 fot , implifie"J-.ion, 
They not only removc verlice" by collap,ing edgcs but also add somc vcriicc:'!, depend-
ing on thc minimization of an cnerg:;' function which "ltcmpts to balance betwcen the 
distance of the vertices ""d t he mesh "'Hi the total amou nt of vcrtices, The threc 
mcthods, edge collapse, split and swap were then red uced to only the edge coliap, e 
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figure 2.24: Simplification op<'ratioru; for verti"",: collapse, split and swap. Hoppe 
(19'JG) later showed that only edge collapoo isreally ntle.'",,"ry fur ffimplifk" .. !.ion_ Imag"" 
from (Hoppe Lot aI., IUU3) 
2.r,.S Quadric Error Met ric 
Garland and Heckbert (1997) det:ine each vertex as the inte~tion of p latH.,., funned hy 
the triangle'» incident un Uk' wHex_ When two ",'rticc" ar'" nwrged into one, they ID<'a-
sure the squa<ed distances of the new vertex' posit iun and the previous set uf pl""",,_ 
The ,'rrOr i. then elle(>d~d in i!. 4x4 mat.rix and "II matricc" fOl" "ach triangle-veriex 
distance are added together. This error matrix forms a quadric surface, conr.aining all 
pot,'nti"l point" wh!.'rc the gkoh" l error for tl>" new wrt<'x i" the ""Ille (fig. 2.25)_ 
To decimate the dataset, only t.he edg""",,lli!.pAA teehni'l"" i~ employed, ,,·hieh i~ 
the merging of two \'ert.icA'S eonooetfd by ~n edge_ They further ext<.,nd it to non_ 
,,,,nne'Cted, but neighbouring triangk,", ",Jloc-d uon-edge coutraction (fig.2.25). This 
CImhl,," the a.lgcrithm t-o combine originally di.<"-onnected part", which i" often wauted, 
since some vertires '--<light be very close to each other anyway. After each contraction, 
the "rror matrix of the rem"ining vertex b updated and the mi!.trix or the rern()\''''! 
""rtex i. II.dd",1 .,,; ",elL Then i!. new v~rtex i. in."'rt.",! i!.t a po!\ir.ion, m inimizing 
the error The ,Jgorithm st<.,p., when it reache'S a user-set error-le\--cl or the tmg"tc-d 
amount of triangle". 
The algorithm is regarded as "de-facto stand",,! "nd was extended t.o a1lnw the 
"upport of text·un,d me",l>c. (Gmland and Htdchert , lOUS)_ Cignoni et nL (2003) chose 
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(b) 
{o' {" (., 
Figure 2.25: Simplification mins quadric em)!" lIlc\ri",, : (a) Th ,,",:luc~ vertkes. the 
f'<Ig"" ar~ contracted or (:oll"fl""'d. (h) Aloo vertices ck<!e to each other. which.".. not 
connected by all edge, c,m be HOecK",1 (non-f'<lg. eontraetion). Below: The St.."foro 
Bunny Model, reduced from 6U451(o.j to IOOO(h) t riangles and the corresponding error 
ellipsoids per vertex (e). lInages from (Garh,nd and TTf"dcbm. 19(7) 
my simplification framework "nd thtl' enabled ih~ decimation of very large """"hes 
ind.pendently of "Y"telll memory. 
Bearing the prf"Vio'.' t.echni<[tl"" illlllind. the trend is not to prodtlce simplified meshe, 
as standalone products any more, but rather,,", port or a malli_resolution representation 
to enabl. reiil_tinw r~n<lering. 
Progresoive meshes, proposed by Hoppe (1996) are hierarchical IIlffihe" wit.h th" 
Iowe"t rewltltion "" a base m""h. It ,tor", the inveroion of t he shnplification process, 
or in other words, how to get from the bt",,, m""h t", the highest reoolution for the 
curremly displayed part of the model. Here, the R""""'" of the edK" oollap"" op,·mt.ion 
or the ,iIIlplifieation proc ... " V'l!"t"x split,. are uOl'd to get from the lowest to the 
highest re""lutioll (fig. 2.200.). Thi., ean drMticlilly speed up the rcnclering time, as 
only the base ,,,,,,,h r"'llai,," in m~,lltory at ><II times. =d. only the inst:ructions, bow 
t" cc-ereate the high w;olution of pad", ctltrenily '*"'<100 for display, arc loaded and 










2.5. Simplificatkm Proross 
new vertices of the newly added triangles "'" IIlOrphed between old and new !>O"ition 
over several fmules. In a penspoctive vi",,-, this procedure enables a more advanced 
control over the displayed level-of-detail (LOD). For example, an obie<-f, wry fa.T from 
the viewer, doe<l not nood to be shown in the highest resolution, [IS the triangles might 
shrink to a .ize smaller than a pixel. Thl11l , a simplified surf""", can be displayed 
instRM. 
In" su~cessive paper, Hoppe (1998) propoOOd the subciivi"ion of ,my ]a.Tge meshes 
into smaller sub-models, simplifying them individually and then combining iilld si,,,_ 
plifying their b""e meshe.. 
'OJ 
Figure 2.2G; Progressive meshes. (a) 'Vertex "plit' lIS the re\'exsion ofthe 'edge collapre' 
operation. (b) Imagc depicting: thc loaded level-of-deta.il of a specific vim;- frustnm 
(field-oi_view in orange). l'\-ote that triimgl"" out...ide the ocange bounds are in a k'"""r 
reoolulion than the ones within. Image, from (Hoppe, WOO) 
Since then, the idea of hierarchical di.playing method was developed further. In 
2()()(), Rusinlcicwico and Levoy (2000) prop'-"""<l a hienuchical Visualization tool, ~allcd 
QSplat. The mesh is represented by the vertice. and a hierarchic",l .tructure of bound_ 
ing spheres. 
2.5.7 Ad.l pt ive Tet rl puzzles 
Cignoni et ",I. (2004) and their 'adaptivc Thtrapu7.z!",,' approach, showed a way "ith 
quadriCll and edge collaP5C to create a multi-resolution systcm fur l;u-gc m""hc., whkh 
would not fit int o lIlain lIlemory olhernise. They perforlll an out-of core . implific",tion 
\00 create a ulUlti_resolution me.h by subdhidlng the model into a tr"" of tetrahedral 
cells (fig . 2.27) They also created a visualir.ation tool ,,·l,i<;h is ~a.lling t he different 
resolulion level. of the individual cells, depending 011 the current view onto the model. 
They achieve ,nore than 40 frames per second on a several hundred million triangles 
mesh, whi~h allows smooth interatotion with the model. In a bter paper they generaliw 
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Figure 1.27: A<l~ptiw Tetr~pu"zles: Images showing sev~"Blle,,,ls of detail of the BaIlle 
model (depending on 'he camera po,ition) and the OO1'Tespoooing fr"{l:mentatiOll illto 
patches. Image, from (Ciglloni et a.1., 2(04) 
2.5.8 Stre"min~ Me,he, 
Muiti-reoolution meshes, or progressive meshes, are imP<Ktant foc interactive ';ewillg. 
On the other hand, many of th""e algorithms seem to increase the tile sizes of the 
ulOdds, which i, Ct"ltr .... produrti,-e, if the aim i, for ~=mple the trB.U8miS8ion 0,,,,, 
the internet. So in parallel to the creation of progressive meshes, there is research in 
progr","" on how to best COlllPf""S the data [or ~ifici~nt sU'f'-aming. 
The main problem wilh today'" large meshes is that their tile klrmats are encoding 
tru, modd M illdexalmeshe\c (e.g. the P LY_format). In then., the verboos are li8te<l 
and index"'" fiTSt, followed by the triangles, which are st<Jred as the three indices to the 
triangle', vertices. Th read the m""h, all oJ the indices to the vertices for each trirulgie 
llee<1 ~o he dereferenced firat, meflnillg the illdires have to be repl~ by the verMx_ 
ooordinat .. s they link to. F"""s which are topologically ronnect"'" are not "",,"ssarily 
li8ted next to e~h othe", in the PLY_F1le. Thus, to dispby even just a portion of the 
me,h, the whole file n"""'" to J:,., read fir,t. henhurg "",I GUluhold (20):1) propw;e to 
spatially clUBt .. r the vertices and to "tore moY€ connectivity information. ,uch tIS the 
ne:.:t alld the previous edge. They Bl.o ddille a compression focmat, which ellable, a 
c01upres,ion rate of o.bout 00--97 percent of the original file size, depending on t he float 
nnmOer. precislon lewIs. 
lsenblll"g and Lindstrom (200;;) howeve.:, propo'lfrlan even more e/liciellt and coher-
ent file fOrID"-t to cr""-te ",tre''''UDg meshes" . They propo"" a fO<lllilt which prov;'je; 
ruiditional inforllliltion on [or how long a vertex is needed. For example strerunlng 
meshes in "pre-order" list a triangle directly alter all vertices, which il refern to, were 
introduced (see fig. 2.2&1). This way, the model can be looded sequentially and only 
a small ""I oJ ru::tive ""nices needs to stay loaded. As ",lOn as all triangles r~j'erring to 
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Figure 2.28: Srnamllig meshes: The colour codes of ~he statues show t he position of 
triangl", in the fil e before (a) tIl:ui ~ft,er (e) r""oTdering. (b) The di"gr~m, expr_ the 
"~me in a. differ~nt "'a.y: the blue lines in the diagrams connect tria.ngles which share 
the same ,'t'rit'X, ",ith "'''P'ri w their position in the me. (d) File I"yout of ~ OBJ-file 
"uti a new Ille formaL optimized for streamin)( of meshes, Images from (Isenburg and 
Lindstrom, 2(().5) 
The 8.dva.nta.ge _= to be obvious: much smaliei Illes and a mIlCh more efficient 
way to access the l11<',h, or mh-pa:rts of i1. On the other hand th~ CPU n""ds to 
decompress the da.ta:!'in<L before it ca.n he displayed .. For interacti"" display, this seems 
to be a contradiction, since valu~hle CPU "peed i" loot. Jawin eL ~L (2009) ho"""ver, 
tri.-d 1..0 find" good compromise in betw""n and designed a viewer, called CHuMI with 
an efficient d"ta structure =d 1","1"," compression. The propm.-d !orm~t allo"," lh~ 
d"t" to be d.compr"""",,i in "La.g"", relining the deta.il a.t higher levels, Only those 
parts which n:re currently needed axe decompr""""d t<> ~n extent shawing the ojJt.imum 
amount of <ktail according to the di"t"nce of Lhe clW.lem \.0 the "urf""", 
2.6 Texturi ng 
The 3D model. by standard "haded in neutral grey, c"n be augmented wilh colour 
infurrn~tion to enhance the visual "'PP"""ance to enable a more holistic representation 
~nd examin,u,ion. TIJs proce"" i" commonly re!ened to as te-Xturing, even though 
stnctly "peaking, the term refm; to te J[tuT" m~pping, "'IJ<"Cilic technique of applying 
colour to a model, which will he explained in ",ction 2.6.2.2. 
To texture a model, the Wier can paint coloun directly onto tl ... "urf~ce , "pply a 
repetitive LexLure paL1ern \.0 a pa.rt or the entiN model, or create a procedural texture, 










CHAt-'ThR 2. LlTRRATURR RFVIP.'V AND T HEORETICAL BAC1{GHOU[;'LJ 
Pro<Y<iural texture. are common to oolid modelling "-'l they can oonvey erne 3D oolonr 
in formacion and nO, "imply pIUlling "p<J<\l.e,," onto the surface. A procedural 'wooden 
texture for example would generate bark 011 the olll"idc of a 're.> lrnnk and ".Iso the 
rillg;< on the inside. Even though thffie methods mentioned so far. can "ign i~cantly 
affect the = impression of the ,,~\dd, ,he benefil [or ,he d()Cllllli'nt"tioll of cultural 
herilage is limited, "" they are manuf<>etured representations and thu, convcy ,he 
wrong impreS'<ion. 
Many la.. .. r ""anning in"(rnmell ~" ""(Iuire pho"'gTaphic imageI}' in addition to scan-
ning in a separate stcp "ith cither a built-in or "n cxtcrn",Jly ''''''lIlted cawera. For 
external camerB8, producers of laser se""mer often offcr brackets, to keep t he lcns 
princip"l poill' ill a mown, ~xed pof<ilion Md clooe to the laser ,canner', centre of 
rotation. This redUCC5 parall"'" effects and minimi7"" the effort" of ",Jigning (he im_ 
agery miillually to the 3D data B8 necessary when ccmhining imag"" and "('an. In ca"", 
where laser sciillncrs""" able 1.0 ""all a fnll 31)(1 degree windo'''', P"ll(rrawi<- imaW',..,-e 
neces'ary to colour all ,,,,,,,pled surface point'. 
There arc a num"-"'r of advant"'W'" in this kind of procedure; "uch a.. the direct 
alignment of 20 imagery and 3D data., minimizing t he users-intervention time "-" well 
B8 ehe guarantee for ehe col.ourization of every daea "",-,-,pie. PrOblmLili(ic hewever, i8 (he 
r",tridion of (akillg im"&" (~jly a, the lime of ,he ," ,an, whidllearl, (0 di",T"pan~Je!< 
in the "Ppe""ances of the scans, due to different lighting conditions throughout the 
da.y. h further re,triciJ; 10 "mIming at day-tim"', unl"'" artificia.llight '""Ire,," are 
cmployed. Thus, especially for long "canning cxcrci=, it """rn" mo!'C appropriate to 
take additicnal imagery with hE\lld-held camer"-'l. if poS'<iblc, IlIOrc or I",," awund t he 
"a.me time of the rIa;v. 
2. 6. 1 Imase Alignment 
A'"-"Ording w basjc photogrammetric principles, a phot<>graph c"n be ac~1lfatdy pr<>-
jected onto the 3D model if the internal and external camera. orientation is known. To 
de(",-mine th""" llllknowros, olle ila.. to .deN C(ll'TC<poudillg points on the i,,,"# and 
the 3D modeL In a. """t case scenario, the cMUIlra i, calibrated and only the came",'s 
po,ition and orientation ne/'d l<> be ",tabli,bed, which redu"",,, ,hi' amount of n",,,,,,,,..,-y 
=ponding points to a minimum. But calibmted camer"-'l usually cause more or l""s 
blurred im".,;cs, bc<:ause the focus cannot h e adjusted while taking the phow. For this 
reason it is desirable w alw makc use of images from un-calibrawd cameras, which. 
ho""',,,. would require selecting about 15 points. including ;rome extra points for extra 











Regarding the fuct that for tcrturing an entire building, dozens or even hundreds 
of images nef'<l to be placed, this """lllS irw/iicient. Th:rget.. could be detfctwl a1ltn-
llliiLieally, but for similf<I reasons that targets "anna< be U.5Cd for registration, they 
g<onerally cannot be uile<! for texturing ~jther. Firlltly, tru-get1i usually cannOI be "t_ 
ta<'hed to ",,,,silive 8.Ild fragile surface and scwndly, they should not be visible on the 
finalmodcl . 
1'0 at lea.<t minimize allgnment efforts, Ikcuclli et aL (2003) "uggested refining 
an initial manual aligrnnent antomati,:ally by exploiting the intem,;ty inform"tio" of 
th~ la.<er SC"n". Intensity or reile<:tance str<Ongth value" ,:ontain information about 
changes in material and ,:oIour . When "reating a :2D image of the&) inten,ity value", 
the m"t,'ri,,1 ch"uges CiUl b€ automatically dete<:ted with image processing u"'hniques 
(edge filters) . The 00gCl! <:oi""id" wIth th" f<ig,'-S in colom illlilgPS fIlld CfIll thus be used 
for the re~"ing the initial alignment. 
Lin et al. (2006) propOllC an automati" ali~llIl."'t m~thod for multiple imflge8. I" a 
first "t~l', it is tried to register 2D ima.ges onto a point cloud by idcntif}ing vanishing 
points OIl an image and uw..\ching th"m with t he difflctiolls of the line features extracted 
fro", the modeL As thi, method lliluaIly only ,,'orks on a subset of images containing 
such line features, the "uthors further perform a relative orientation of all images with 
SD,! methods in a. separate "tel'. A~ sum" imag~.s, which are also part of the Sf!>.! 
I'roCffill, were individually aligned in the previous step, a 3D trausfor",ation ,:an 1"" 
established to ",:ale ""d align the entir~ SThI image :jet to the point cloud (fig. 2.29). 
J3e<;a,-""" thi. "Pproach relies on line features, it works best on modern, urban "';<)oos. 
Figure 2.:29: (a) Alignment of scveral images (whit~ do<.><) via >dfntincation of mni.>hing 
points on the 3D modeL (b) More imr<ges (red C8lllera "tatiorn) arc registered ,i" SCI-I 











CHAPTER 2. LlTERATURE REViEW AND THRORF:l'TCAL BACKGROUND 
Len""h et ftL (20C10) .uggested an automa.tic methOO to align the imag"" automat-
ically based ou the "ilhouett.e of the object_ Howe"er, this method worb best if the 
complete flilhouette of the object is visible on the imftge and well ""parable from the 
backKr<JUnd, a requirement which "",",lly cannot he fulfillf<l for larger st.ru(:tures. 
Corsini et aL (2009) aloo refine an initial alignment with their mutual information 
appro"ch, a ~tati'tical rather than a feature-based method. /..Iutual infonnatioH i" a 
measure which expresses the .imilarity of tllU rmxlom variables_ Corsini et al. (2009) 
eXUlnd this approach, 00 far widely used in mediclll imaging, to general image align-
ment (fig . 2_.10). Their solution evaluate' the joillt hi"togram of a photograph ft"d a 
rendering of the 3D modd in 1ln iterative process. After the evaluation, the model's 
position ftlld orientation is adjusted and ro-rendered until the mutual infonnfttion eval_ 
uation COrrve:rgCll_ For a good correlation ktweeu renderoo image and photograph, the 
shading of the model is """"ntiaL :-:ot shading the mo:Iel wonld correspond to a sil-
houette. 1'0 reco",,", more detail, Corsini et aI . (2009) propos .. to U>le normal mapping, 
a widely u8e<l computer vi:<ion technique, which encodes the dir""tion of the modd 's 
surf""" normals into different colror". Alternatively, they also suggest a specular ro-
f1ectftllce map, which is wl*ndent on the current viewpoint aud, accordhJg to the 
authors, worb hett.cr with rellectl>.., objC'Cts. They aloo propose a COOlbination of 
these techniques with additional shading, such as arnbieHt occlu,qioH, which darken" 
hidden are"" (fig_ 2_31)_ The mutual information approoch WM later rellnod. to ru.o 
include manual, user-set correspondences (Sottile et Ill., 2010) and a combination with 
gradient map" (Palma et aI., 2010). 







Figure 2.30: Mutuallnfonnation approach. (I) the correlation of two images can be 
",.,.luated from ajoint hi:;togram_ (2) Two imag'-'S (A) 1lnd (B). (B) is a slightly rotated 











Figure 2_310 Similarity of pholograph and renderings of tiltl models with dilTerenl 
shading techniqu"" for mutual ilLform"tion analysis. lmag"" adapwd from (Corsini 
et al" 2009) 
Recently, Corsini et al,lO rombi~ the :1IUltlal Information approach "ith S11I-
techniqneo for" fully atl1.omated registra.tiolL pipdine of larg~ image ",10. ill" first 
step, 1he imag"" are oriented rul"tiv~ to e(I.Ch other with gll ... 1 methods, The obtained 
S£l\! model is aLli-omal.ically aligned with the laser :scan model wilh "n a.ffiptetl ,'ersion 
of the 4PCS-"ppro"d, by Aiger et al. (2008), mentioned in section 2.2_3.4, To remove 
~m>lil misalignments during the Sfl-.! proc~,." ~ach imflge is individually fine-aligned 
with the lIIutual Information "pproa.cil. t1escrihed above. In a last step the im"ges are 
further globally fine-aligned with a graph based 8ys1.~m. All image", which belong to 
the same node of the !!,T"ph are project.eo.! oni-o lhe model and supposed to be" I>\lide 
for l,he following iterative proc""" con"i,1 ing of projecling and realigning each image 
until com-"rgenre, A similar approacb, but still involving manual "'<Irk, was dewloJlf'o.! 
independently by the "Llthor during this reooarch, as described later_ 
Inaceurlldes in the alignment or c"mer" ealibralion, even though very small, can 
restll\' in visible ghooting artefacts, which CAll he fb",d Wilh "mall warpings of the 
im~ (Eiootnallll e1. al., 2008; Dellepiane e\ aI_, 2011, C"l ~t 81., 2(10) 
1,0.2.1 Ve"ex Cc-Iollring 
The simplest way to sWre colour informaUon on a tria.ngulaWd modd i" to "-"lign " 
colour to each ,'ert.ex of a triangle and inwrpol"te the colour for lhe s,u{ace in between, 
>OM. eocoiJ>i, 1[, rMlepi.>ne, F. G"""""I];. II- Gh. ""di, A, Fw;ktio, R, Soop~ _ Pri""te Commu-










CrTAPTRR 2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND TliliORJo"TIC .... L BACKGROUND 
This so-called COWUT-per-vertex method i" a simple aud ~afe tf'Chnique, as it !illows the 
Cl..,arion of "imple import a.nd export functions fur proc<lssing took but the encoded 
texture detail <kcre"-""" alld iucre"""" with the resol\ltioIl of mesh, aud ill fixed to the 
rcsolutkm set at the time of the pwjcction (>lCe fig. 2.32). 
Fig,ue 2.32: Limitation of the \'ertp-x-C<Jlmmng method: the amOHm of \·i"ible detail 
depends on the density of wrti"",s_ 
2.62.2 Tc>iurc ~hpping 
Anothe:r standard approach to assign colonr information is WxlIue mapping. or to 
nse terminology corre"p"tlditl!\ clOBeT to the ahove method, ookmr-per_triaup;le" . 111 
tlU" approach e"ch triangle is linked 00 its corresponding ",ea on an ima.ge . This is 
achieved hy parametrisation, meaning 00 assign 2D image comilinates. a\s(J referred to 
as UV-Coordina'ffi or t.ext,ue coo.-dinates, r.o ea.dl vertex of a triaugle '1'lus is "rathe:r 
"imple proc",," if e"-Ch tria.up;le re",ives oolour information from only one image_ A" soon 
as several images need ro be blended together, an artificial map, a oo-c>llled texture 
arIas 11_1" r.o be g"ller~ted (_ fig. 2.33b), which repl"""" the som", imag",,_ Thi" 
requires a much mOlt' complicated parametrisation of the entire mesh, if tlro meshes 
do not resemble a.ny geomerJ'ic primith'es, "\lch "-" sphere", cylindern or boxffi, In rheoo 
~imple e"-"",, a primiti,." projection (spherical , cylindrical, planar) en,ures that the 
t riangle:; are m~pcd distortion-free and receive the correct amount of pixel-area on 
the textme map, in prol'ort>rJll to the ~'ll'fuce the tria.ugles Co'"" all the mffih, Tru" 
i" 1l"""'"""'Y to make "ure that the amount of detail does not yary acroos the model. 
A simple per-triangle parametrisatxm doe. work, but it is preferable to have as many 
triangles conneded togcthe:r on the tcxtUIC atl"" to allow for manua.! editing in 2D 
" T h;, ~"""",d, ",,, .. .J.o f", q""""," PO/:w>"'!- Tbe litle in be", 'lI"" ct.oo.n """~u,", t be nMi"" 










illlage ooftware, sueh "'l Pholw;hop, a.nd 1.0 rWlke I.he kxture MIas independent of the 
resolution of the underlying geometry. 
Figure 2.33: Parametrisation in the lea.t-squ= oonse. (a) the !!Cgmenta of the models 
are illu,trated by thick black lines, r e-<I ".ud blue lin"< derllOllol.r>lte I.h~ 2D paramel,'i_ 
Mtion, (h) unfoldlng theoo segment. on a planar map, "texture atlas , Image' from 
(Levy et at., 20(2) 
This widely' """arched topic of pa<amel<i.ation is too complex to be discussed in 
here in detail, but to ,ummarize, at j:rre,.,nt, lhe approach of Levy et at. (2002) i< <till a 
quasi-<Ia .. dard for automatic te"tur~ atlas generation, al.o used in 3D modelling tools, 
mcb as Blender. They propose t o '">gment the model, alollg high curv"'u"e li ll"" alld 
unfold th~'ie ""gm~llt" On the image plane in a le.a.st-squax"" 00""" (fig, 2.33), It is 
interesting to note, that thei, ",tabli,hed parametrisatioll "olution i< independeut of 
the underlying reoolution of the mesh, and thus could be generated on low-resolution 
models and applied to denser me,hes. 
Besides thi. complicatad ,tep of p""runetri~ation, it is woo difficult t o transfer the 
dat,a hetween different software packages. Textures are only ,upported by a few file 
form""t<, a.nd in additioll, I:he ability of a v;"W!'.I or editor to read and write the format 
does not necessarily include kxtures. For ex""'p!e, 10 t,he aulhor'< knowledge, tlw. 
open oource tool "'eshlab is the only soft"'are which i, able t,o ,'ead 1'1)' files with 
tI'.xture map mpport, In addition, texture maps nead to be loadad into the graphic, 
card Dle'llO,y alld a large image ",I. or high reoolution te"tur~ map' might not fit into 
memory on low-end computers. Hence it ;,. no< gI''''''''''ced that, the m",le1 alld th~ 
1..I'.xturef! ca.n be viewed on other mach.in"", For the!;e reason., a per-vertcx-colouring 











CHAPTER 2. UTERATURE REVIEW AND TllEOH£TICAL BACKGROUND 
2.5.3 ImJ". RI"" rl ing 
When projecting multiple images ont.() a. 31) model. a blending or weighting scheme for 
the images ne"d~ to be establishad. A simple crit ... ion is angle of inddence (Lensch 
et al., 2000). whcre the triangle is assignad with coloDr information of the image. wh ... e 
the viewing direction i. moot paraUel to the normal of the triangle. Anoth<rr criterion 
is distance af the trianglc to the camcra or even a co,,~,inalx,n of distance and angle 
(PulJi et 81., 1998). Callieri et al. (2008) propose a flexible framework for blrnding of 
textures with ollt-()f-core capil.hilities for large image datasets. The underlying cancept 
is that for each image, several grey-scale masks"", created, c(lt;h eneading differcnt 
crit ... ia., such aa an angle maak, depth mask (distance), 1:torder m!l.5k (the distances 
from dil'ir.ontinuities in the depth mask and from image bordor.), focus maak and 
stencil ma:sk. The latter is a manual mask, wherc the user can mark areaS to he left 
out, such aa unwanted object" in the photographed scene. The combination of all 
'"asks provide!; the wcigh! Eo< c(lt;h imnge pixel (fig.2.34). 
Figure 2.34: -"Iasked POOta Blending. (al angle mask, (b) depth mast, (e) border 
mask and (d) the oomhiMtian of (a,b,c). Images from (Callieri ct al., 2(I()/j) 
Incousistcnt colaurs cau he prevented by using oolo11r checker cards during the field 
campaign, which help t.() match the appearance of colaDr8 thronghout a large set of 
images, poosibly from different crunCnlS, as "uggestad by Callicd ct ,,1. (2()()8). 
Shadows however. are more difficult to remo"e from photographs as a. simple bright-
ening would also increase the COlollI noi"" and lllminrmcc noi"". Dcllepiane et aJ. (2010) 
sll&!l",toci calculating the positx,n af the sun at the time, the photograph WBS taken. 
This wauld allaw the simulation of artilicia.I shadows on the ba.5is of a goo-referenced 
3D model. 1'hc shadows on an ilIlage can then be masked out and be filled with colours 
from othcr images, where these parts are not in shade. 











the Pru:thenon ill Athens. Greece. in which they suggest to calculate the coned e(llo", 
reflectanee valu~s of t he surface. This all"",·" the 3D model to be rendered realisti-
cally uudcr any lighting conditirn. T(l ffitimate the refiectaJlCc valuC"S, they identified a 
small """uple "urfaee area containillg all diffcrent materilll" of the b uilding (fig. 2.35<::). 
During night-time, "everai im"8:"" of this sample area were taken wit h a moving light 
source, which allowed the calculation of a hidirection"l refiect"lle" di.tribution func-
ti(ln (BRDF), simulating the reflectance propcriirn of all materials . In ...ddition , they 
al'lO took conventiomtl im ......... of tht- building. and proj...:ted th~m onto thc 3D model, 
crcating a texture map. While photographing the object. t hey ,,1,.-, continu(lll,ly took 
im"8:"" of" oot of refiective "pher,,", c!l.pturillg tl,,, sky e(lv~r, the light intcllSity and 
the light direction (fig. 2.3lia.b) . During post-processing, the 3D model was rendered 
undH t he Mille lighting e(lIlditiou "" at the ti",,, (If th~ pho\(lgraph. This grey shaded 
model and a textured version were compa.red and a reflectance map without . ha.dow. 
was "'hma\"d (fig. 2.3.x1,~,f). E!I.('h pixel (lfthe c"timated reflectance map was t hcn 
replaced with the best matching material of the =ple !lIea ""d it... corrffipontiing 
rcfle<::tancc function. Thill final rcfle<::\ancc map a llowed ycry realistic rcnderings (fig. 
2.3:'g,h). 
{., {Ol 
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Figure 2.35: E.stimating Sud""" R~flldance PropcrtiCll of th~ P",then(ln. Athens ' 
!l.+ b) set of reflective sphc= recording the sky cm"crag<>. light illrection and intcnsity. 
e) R""'pl~ are" eontaining moot m"teriaiq "ppearing On the building, ti) rub-block of 
the model undt'r the same lighting conditions "" th~ phot<Jgraph which wa" proj..:ted 
onto thc 3D model in e). Image f) shows t hc e"iimated reflectance propertics with-
out shadows based on d+e) which """ later replaced by best_match", £r(lm c). g+h) 










CH/1I-'TfCR 1. UTfCRA.TIJRE REV'lEI\-' .1:\'1) THlOORF:TfCAf. RAC'J{GR()I;:VD 
Using BRDF seems t o be the lx'St dOCUlllcn".-..i()n approach fm cultural heritagc 
"it"", but th" "cqLllr"lllen"" make this approru:h much mOlC ti= con"Umillg thall L",illg 
st andard ph()t<Jgmphs. 
T he , .. xl el"'pter will discuss and incorporate somc of t he "pp"",el_ p,..""," tOO 











Establishing the Workflow 
The central aspect of this work is to establish an efficient routine to create a coloured, 
triangulated high-resolution model of a scanned structure. In the following the order 
of the pipeline was reversed, now beginning with the output, a coloured surface model, 
because often the succeeding steps enforce some requirements onto the preceding parts 
of the work-flow. The only exception is hole filling, which largely depends on the 
choices made during surface reconstruction. 
In each section the available methods are examined and discussed. Also, some 
new ideas on how to optimize the tasks are explored and the recommendations for the 
workflow are presented per section. In the next chapter, the established workflow will 
be verified by processing an entire dataset. 
3.1 Pre-requisites 
3.1.1 Computer Hardware 
The experiments of this chapter were partly executed on an Intel Quadcore system 
with 8GB of RAM, Nvidia Geforce 8800 (512 RAM), Windows Vista, and partly on 
a Intel 17 system with 24 GB of RAM, 2x NVidia Geforce 590 and Windows 7. Both 
of these systems are normal work-stations, no server machines. For the next chapter, 
the verification of the found workflow, the latter machine was employed. 
3.1.2 Software 
To be able to create a workflow, which is directly usable and addressing various prob-
lems, such as file conversions and other compatibility issues, it is vital to mention which 
software was used. For the ease of the reader who plans to apply this workflow, it is 











CHAPTER 3. ESTABLISHING THE WORKFLOW 
However, referring directly to specific software does not mean that there is no better 
implementation available or being developed. For a quick overview of the underlying 
technical principles of the employed tools, the reader is referred to the glossary. 
3.1.2.1 Commercial Software 
It is the intention of this research to use as many freely available software tools as pos-
sible, so that the pipeline in its core is transferable to other projects as well. However, 
if not possible otherwise, these following commercial software packages are available 
to the Zamani Project: 
• Innovmetric Polyworks 11 
• Geomagic Qualify 8,9,10 
• Leica Cyclone 7 
• AgiSoft Photoscan 
• Z+ F Laser Control 
• Trimble Realworks 
3.1.2.2 Meshlab 
During all stages of the pipelines, problems do occur. Scans or meshes need to be 
cleaned of artefacts or problematic triangles, or need to be split into smaller parts. 
The open source software Meshlab1, created and maintained by the Visual Computing 
Lab of the ISTI-CNR, is a powerful and versatile, freely available mesh processing 
tool and is often used within the following pipeline. It comes with a large collection 
of filters, for example, to clean, reconstruct, smooth, re-sample or simplify triangle 
meshes. It is available in 64-bit and can thus open and process very large meshes. 
Meshlab can also serve as a viewer which allows to measure on the model. However, at 
present even though very large meshes can be opened on a 64-Bit system, the viewing 
experience in these cases will be poor. 
3.1.3 File-Formats 
The conversion between file-formats is a time-consuming task, but no single format 













workflow. At present, two file formats are found to be the absolute minimum, one for 
scan-data (PTX) and one for 3D-meshes (PLY). 
3.1.3.1 PLY 
PLY, an open-standard file-format, was developed by the Stanford University for an 
easy and efficient storage of polygons or triangles. It is structured into a header, 
containing information about how many and which elements (vertex, triangle, etc.) 
and element-attributes (colour, normals, etc) are stored in the file. 
The format proves to be very flexible, even for own additions and even though it 
was developed as a polygonal format it is now also often used to store point clouds. 
Because of PLY being an open source file format, it is quite likely to find converters 
to any other formats, or at least allows the development of own tools. The majority 
of the software packages, mentioned above, support the PLY-file format. Only Leica 
Cyclone is not very flexible regarding the in and export formats. As no other format 
is common to Cyclone and all others either, PLY is regarded as the standard in and 
output format for meshes. 
3.1.3.2 PTX 
PTX was designed by Cyrax or Leica to store point data of a laser-scanner, such as the 
point coordinates (x,y,z), the intensity of the laser-beam reflection and colour (r,g,b). 
The ASCII-format enables customized converters and guarantees readability for the 
future. PTX allows storing a transformation matrix with registration information and 
retains the scanning grid, which is important for surface reconstruction (see section 
3.4.2.1). Even though PLY files can also store point data, it seems more appropriate to 
store all original scans in a laser-scan specific format. LAS was developed as a standard 
format for laser-scanning data, but so far it is still lacking support. At present, PTX, 
introduced by Leica seems to be more suited for the task, as it is well recognized 
as a point-format in most laser-scanning software, such as Polyworks, Cyclone and 
Meshlab. 
3.1.3.3 File Converter 
A command line converter from PTX to PLY is available, called ptx2ply, created by 
the Zamani-project, but partly based on source code of the free Scanalyze software2 • 












CHAPTER 3. ESTABLISmNG THE WORKFLOW 
However, during this research, several modifications were done and conversion options 
were added to better fit the found workflow. 
In addition, Meshlab can read a large variety of mesh-formats and could also serve 
as a converter to PLY. 
3.2 Texturing 
3.2.1 Manual Image Alignment 
Even though the 3D modelling from laser scan data has matured and quite a few 
commercial packages are available on the market for registration and surface recon-
struction, only very few offer texturing options for photographs taken with hand-held 
cameras, such as Leica Cyclone,Trimble Realworks, JRC Reconstructor, 3D Reshaper 
or Geomagic Studio. Most of these packageS provide only very basic alignment tools, 
not optimized for large sets of images. The only commercial package of these, which is 
available to the project, is Leica Cyclone which offers to colour the point cloud3 from 
individual images. 
3.2.1.1 Alignment with Leica Cyclone 
Even though only four common points on the point cloud and the image are required 
to align an individual image, one can drastically improve the alignment result, by 
selecting more points. But finding the correct points on point clouds can be quite 
hard, as features are not well visible. Considering this, it becomes obvious that it is 
an enormous effort to do this with a large image collection. 
For these reasons Leica recommends to use panoramic images, which are 360 degree, 
full-dome photographs,.usually produced by taking 5-7 individual, overlapping images 
with a fish-eye lens, while rotating around the centre of the lens' entrance pupU4 to 
minimize parallax issues. The images are stitched together and the output is mapped to 
(rectangular) image formats (fig. 3.1). For this procedure, different projections exist, 
such as the equirectangular/spherical projection. By projecting an equirectangular 
panorama onto a sphere, and positioning the viewer at the centre of the sphere, the user 
can turn around and experience the panoramic image without distortions. Besides a 
spherical projection, computer graphic applications often work with cube-maps, where 
the panorama is mapped to the six sides of a cube. As part of the creation process of 
3Cyclone is able to colour meshes as well, but not able to handle such large meshes, generated 













panoram"", thc lens distortions are remo",,,,, allowing a better fitting alignment during 
the texturing process. 
f'igur~ 3.1: TIlu,tration of the lI"OCCSS to create prulOrama picturt<i. Images are ,ti!;{'hed 
to a =ate an eqwreetaugular/spherical pauor-"ma· (a), or cube-maps (b) 
P"noramic images can decrease the efforts dra.~tically a.~ only a "iJlgl~ ima.ge n""ds to 
be aligned to colourize an entire ije.a.n at onc~. To cau"", no parallax issues, this method 
rf'<juir ... panoramic images to be taken from t he ""anners location. right bf'fore or after 
the scanning proc.css. As the "".arming usually tak"" piaees thronghout the entire day, 
the oowtlollal panorama photography will cause blending problems ,,-, the 11ghting: 
condition out"ide cannot he kept constant throughout a field campaign (sec Iig-. 3.2). 
Figure 3.2: m~nding artefact" camcd by moving shad""',, when using panorarn"-', 
which "we I'f'Corded under varying lighting c(mdition • . 
A limitation of Cyclon~;,; its inability to accolllIDOdatc for the occlusion of obj",:tc;. 










CHAPTER 3. ESTA.BLlSHL'iG TIlE \\'ORKFLmr 
an poinr." 0[ the currently ""I,.,\"d poin' cloud, The only practical option [or t.exturing 
is thus the texturing of individual scans with panoramic images from the 1= ocanrn, .. , 
Ioc~tion. T hi' however wo\!ld a.lr~>f.t the Clll ire work!low as Ihe t.~.xturing would!-.:l 
to he O<le of the very first steps of processing, before CIC after the cleaning alld doc'8 not 
allow changes at a lalcr ,tel' . 
3.2.1.2 Alignment with TexAlign .nd TextAlignSuite 
A more appropliate texturing oolution ,eems to be the reooaTch 80ftware p ~ckel of 
ThxAlign, TcxtAlignSuite and'J<o.xTailo< 0[ the VCG lah, ISH, 1'isa, Italy, (Callieri 
et al ., 2008; Uorslni et at, 2009; Dcllepianc, 2009: Franken et aI., ZO()S) \0 which the 
Zam".IJi projed w"-' grant.ed ace",". According to the authors of the softw"",, of II,., 
VeG-Iab, the pacio.>ge" arc I,.,ing implement",1 ~I p",""'n' inr.o 'he cpen-oouree ooftw= 
Me,hlah, Similar to Cyclone, TexAlign allows the alignment of indivi,l\!al photograph.' 
by sclecting corresJXmding point". Fe.: our purJX>Ses here, a rough alignment with !om 
points on image and modd are sufficient (fig_ :\.3a). Unlike in Cydone, Ihi' alignment 
,*,,,,,,,,, only as an initial alignment. 
'lP.xtAlignSuiw, Lased on the mutual alignment ~ppro~ch (Corsini e, aI., 2(09), 
described in ,~dioo 2.5.1, r,an refine Ihi' initial, rough alignment ill a semi-autom atic 
proc"", The "Oftwa.re tries to rotate and translate a virtual c"mer"- around the mod,,1 
and to ~'8timate its l"oc~1 length, "', th~1 ~ rendered image of the model from the 
,iewpoint of this camera resembles the photogro,ph be,t (fig_ ~.3b_e), The l~"'~' only 
n"""ls to ;,Jj[~,t the focal length in ,ome ca",," and re-start the process if the result is 
not 83,lisfaclco:y. 
The matching result.." depend On e\'al\!~llng 'he joint. histogram between the ren-
dered image of the model and the phol<Jgraph and thus on how "imilar the model 
and 'he image "-ppeax. The software oilers two rendering technique" such"" normal 
mapping "-nd "1' .. ",,,1>.,- m~ppill8", w hirh C~n he r.alculat.ed in real-time, bnt still ",'Covers 
many of fcatuR'8. 
For further imprO'>'emcnt, the 80ftware alw allow' the e\'al\!~t.ion of alre3.dy existing 
coloill' values attached 10 the model CIC a oombination with the previous rendering or 
"h;,Jing tedllJique" fn ""JO' ra._, a rolour value will not be present, but another 
shnding technique, such "" ~mbient occlusion could be """,I foc .. ",,,,,-ering met-e <leW!. 
Ambient occlusion da.dams hidden a .. cas and thu" simubk'8 ~ moo:e reali"tic lighting 
condition. llecaUlle, at p!"<.-'8Cl11, ambient. occlusion cannot I,., .. end~I",1 in real-time 
in sufficiently high .. '-'SOlution, it n"",'(\, I<J be pre-calculak~1 in other ,onw",-e sudl as 












Figure 3,3: Overview of the texturing I'T<lreSS with the VCG softW&r~. (s) Common 
point" ar~ "elecwd in TexAlil9l to provide an initial alignment. IIllfigffi (t-e) depict 
the fine-alignment prace"" in T~"'tAlignSui te: (al photograph, (b) model, shooed with 
llormal-mappillJ!:. (c) the photog:raph overlaid with the model. (e) differenc~ of the 
8.lignmem before and after the process_ 
Alteroa.tively, the colour ch&nnel could be ,,,,ed to store ~.ijlo"r wJue; from an 
ulr~ady "Jigued iJougc and to usc thi; projected version"" a. guide for the :rema.ining 
images. For example, clooo-up photogTa.ph" of fine Tock art ar~ m;nally difficult to 
align Leea." AA they ofti'-n d~pict only veTY little geometTic feature" vi,ible on a laseI-
SC8.l1 model. In these C(!.$i'fl, au iIIlag~ t".Jc~I1 from further away, which uli!l,Tls well with 
the geow"tric features of the cave, should be u:;cd as " guide for a close up of the 
painting' (ooc ~!I,_ 3-4). 
Figure 3,4: Csing long_dist",w<l shots as "guide fOT th~ alignment of clll6l~up" a 
photograph (a.) is aligned to a. model (L) ",,,I projected onto it. Th~ projected ven;ion( c) 
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A very l~""ful, alternative guiding inlOrmation ii (./W inter"ity valu", which the 
laser scanner acquiroo for each point, As the;e valu"" relied changes in the scanned 
mat .... ial, "m"pping of th""", ""lues ('~"llilly 0-1) to grey-scale (0-255) provid"" u""ful 
additional information. ind~pl~odent of geometrie fe"t""'" (ooc fig. 3.5). It is thus 
highly preferable, if thc intensity information can be retainoo throughout the entinl 
pip...Jine .. A gener") disocivautage of the "lUlu") ali~enl "ppro9.cil is it~ dependence 
Figure 3.5' Similaxity bctwoon I-'hotogr"pIL~ and inwnsity inform".tion of the laser-,.,an: 
(a) photograph; (b) intemi!y val""" mapped to grepcale; (c) rond.".ing of the model 
with a normal.mapping-shader: (d) combined image of (b) and (el, which merges the 
geometric detail of t he model tuld information about the materi") of the ",rrface 
on the resolution of the underlying mesh geometry, and it is rocommend"ble to "urk on 
the highest resolution l",~,ible, bu, thi" will >;low down t.he ""itW!lre. Working with only 
a "uOOct of the model in high r""olution, can "pood UI-' the pr""""", . ignincanlly. Henee, 
it. i" preferable to have the meiili "plit inl<:> ,ul>-bloc.ks during the surface reconstruction 
step_ 
TcxTailor is the Ia..t step of the VeG ooftw!IXC "uitc and enables the projection and 
blending of the nOw aligned pi>n\<Jgcophs, b"""d On the principl"" described in 2.6.~. It 
allows the aul<:>m&tie calculation and &pplication of a depth, border and angle mask for 
e!l.Ch image, which enS\lres t,hat. only t.he eolour values frout t.he best "u\ted imag,," axe 
mapped onW each vertex of the mesh. It a100 provides an option to spocify a stencil 
lllilSk; a grey scale image, provided by the USCr to mask out eertwn objccta, which 
al'C vifiib!c on the image but not on the modeL ,ucb "" people or burillcs. Thi. mask 
hIY< to be manually created in external ,.-,ftware, "uell as Adobe Photoiliol' Or GThIP. 
It "' roo:'JIIlU,,,ndable to w;e a i'eat,her",l bruili along the edges of the ma:lW area t., 
"void any Mr,h transit.ions in the blending betwoon "e,-",,".I imagt«. 1'exTailor i" •. ble 
to I'rojoct out-of-COI'e, enabling th~ l'rojoction of large ""b of images, It i, also able to 











3.2.2 Texturing with Panoramas 
Similar to the approach in Cyclone, it seems to be desirable to also use panoramas with 
the VCG's software suite. Using cube-maps, which are basically similar to images 
taken with a very wide-angle lens, the user would only need to align one image of 
the six sides of the cube. The camera position will remain constant for the other 
images, only the camera's orientation will change by a rotation of 90 degrees around 
two axes. For this purpose a little tool was programmed within this research, called 
PanoAlign, which reads the alignment (XML) file of one of the six cube-image (Top, 
Bottom, Front, Back, Left, Right), which was aligned with TexAlign/TextAlignSuite. 
PanoAlign then creates five XML files, one for each of the remaining cube-maps, by 
simply rotating the camera 90 degrees further. Due to unavoidable small misalignments 
of the initial cube-map, the other five images should be fine-aligned in TextAlignSuite 
via the mutual information approach. As opposed to the Cyclone approach, where 
panoramas can only be used to texture single scans and require to be taken from the 
scanners point-of-view, any panorama can be used with the VCG-software to texture 
any part of the model. 
3.2.3 Using SfM for Image Alignment 
Structure from motion could be a much more efficient way to align a large image 
dataset, if the overlap between images is large. The idea is to create a low resolution 
SfM model, and register it to the laser scan model and thus transform and align all 
camera stations found during the SfM process as well. The idea is based on Liu et al. 
(2006), but their software is not publicly available and performs best only in urban 
scenes. The open-source software Bundler5 or similar tools, such as SfM-Toolkit6 or 
VisualSfM7(Wu, 2011), are well suited for this task. For the experiments within this 
research Bundler v.O.4 and SfMtoolkit v3 were used. SfMtoolkit is built on the source of 
Bundler, but supports 64-bit systems and works on the GPU supporting larger images 
and includes the executables of CMVS and PMVS as well, described later. VisualSfM 
is similar software, entirely optimized for high-end graphic cards and is likely to replace 
the other two software toolkits sooner or later, mostly because of performance reasons, 
but also because it comes with a graphical user-interface. 
The commercial software Agisoft Photoscan, also available to the project, is an 
additional alternative to the free SfM-methods above and can fit nicely into any work-
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flow, as it allows the export to the same output formats produced by Bundler and 
SfM-toolkit. Its main advantage is the easy-to-use graphical user interface. 
The results of these packages can vary, for example, in some cases Bundler is able 
to align more images than SfM-Toolkit and sometimes it is the other way around, 
most likely due to their differences in the feature detection and matching algorithms. 
\ 
Because SfM-Toolkit is able to match more images in shorter time, due to its GPU 
support, it is recommended to prefer its usage over Bundler and to only use the latter, 
if results are poor. In the following, the term Bundler will be generally used for the 
process of bundle adjustment, independent if the original implementation is used or 
the one inside SfM-Toolkit. 
Any image taken by a digital camera can be used with these SfM tools, as long as 
the sensor sizes of the various cameras are provided. Bundler and SfM..:Toolkit already 
come with a large camera database, but often the user has to specify some cameras 
manually. Other parameters to be set are the amount of features, which should be 
extracted (octaves) and a ma.tching sensitivity threshold. In most cases the standard 
parameters produce sufficiently good result and hardly need to be adjusted. 
The output is a "bundle.out" file, an ASCII file, which lists the estimated focal 
length in pixels, two radial distortion coefficients, a 3x3 rotation matrix and a trails-
lation vector for each camera, and also a list of all matched 3D pOints.s . 
The matched 3D points are just a sparse point cloud representation of the scene. 
In an additional, optional step, the user can create a much denser point cloud with the 
open-source tools CMVS and PMVS. As PMVS is quite a memory intensive process, 
which can easily require more than 8GB of RAM, depending on the level of detail of the 
reconstruction and the amount of input images, it is recommended to use the clustering 
software CMVS, which partitions the reconstruction process into several, overlapping 
clusters, which can be processed sequentially, but automatically in a batch-file. The 
user only needs to specify how many images should be part of a cluster. 
The output is a PLY file with a dense 3D point cloud of the scene. The point 
cloud can now be meshed via software tools, such as the Poisson tool in Meshlab. This 
model is in the same coordinate system as the sparse point cloud, including the camera 
positions, established by bundler. 













Alignillg these Sf]l.1 model, to thc l""",r-,c"" model could be done 'imihr to an rcp 
rCl(i,tratiOll of two ""MS, as explained in lllOt'e det.a.illater in *"Uun ~.Il.l. The mer 
,,,mId need u, select a few common points on bolh model, in a softwarc application, 
such as "Ieffilab, whi("h would ronghly a.iign bot,h sndace, 2nd provide f>Cale "ia a 'imple 
~D transformation. Thc rcp iIlllicic "1""Wab 0,[ Scanal,-,e eould then be empl'J)'-ed r,u 
reline I.he alignment. The outpul would be a. 1x4 tramformation matrix; which oould 
be applied to thc external oricntation, of the rfWl<)r"", 
.'I.ll<)rna.tively, similar ID Liu ct a1. (2OCI6); one could align a fe,,' images t.u t he 1""<)1' 
scan modclli"t, a.nd. because l.he"", images lUe al"" part of the S0" proccs" a 3D 
transfonnalion could be established between thci, pooitiD'''' in the lAAer_",,,,n_ and the 
SfM-ooordinak "y,l<lm_ Tlti" ,,,mId allow t,ra.nsforming all other images of the Sf}.l 
pr",*"s as "ell. tiu et aI. (2006) aUlDmaticaily aligned a fcw im"'K<JS by extmd,ing 
and matching line kalm",; whirh "ould not work well on collap''''' wall, of ruins 
and irmglllar, natural ,hapes of rock art ("'IYC.; oftcn docllmenwd within the Zamani 
Project_ Howcvc1', one eonld manually align a ,,"'II' ima.ges of the SfM dataset with the 
help of the Mutuallniormation approach in TcxtAlignSuite; mentioned above. 
3.2.3.2 Sf M2Texture 
To the allthu<', knuwledge, there i, DO softwarc ava.ilablc allowing the", Sf}.l alignment 
me1.hDds. For this :reason, a small luol "'''-" ,\e,-eloped. called sftnZTexture. which, 
e>;,.,ntially. performs a ~D I:l"ansfonnalkm bern..,.,n control points (lil(_ 3_6) and ~rc"Je, 
X11L--files for each imaj(c pan of thc SfM pwces" whirh e~n be opened with TexTa.ilor 
[or pl'Ojecl.ion, or with TextAlignSuitc for fine adjustment. if _"""-''''')'. 
The 3D trallsformation lliCd 11C1'e j, bAAe<1 On t,he concept uJ a. qU!l.ternion tUllE-
formationO which i, a non-iterative HlCt hod without the n<)<J(1 of il.ur.ial, appruximate 
",lilies, The oource code was adopted from the jaya apple'< a"rubble nnd<)l' the same 
link a, abow. The uutput i, a quaternion whi("h i, t hen ronYcrt"d to a rotation mar,rix. 
ph~ a tr"",lation veclD< 11.1,,1 ,cale. 
The input for ,fm2Texlnre i, a ;'bundlc_out" filc, '" "cll a, all images, undis1.ul"1:e<! 
by the Bundlel-jP~IVS pnJC<)ss. For the traru;furmatkm procc",; it offcrs thc 1I."'<)r 
""veral optioll8: 
1. Matrix and/or ,cale _ the user ea.n speciJy a. 4x4 lllil.trix in a XF-filc. c"labli,hcd 
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Figure ~.6: SThI_texturing workflow, (a, top- left image) the camera parametCl'S for a 
set of images are aligned via Silil methods. (a, lmo-"" ima-g") common point,; "'" dLo/,en 
on the SfIl. l model and the laser-ocan model (b). (c) Scrccnshot of SfIl.I2Texture 
the ocale can aJiIO be spccifiro separately 
2, Control points - the mer can list control point., at least thr<'e, on the la>l<lr-:.can 
model and the 51M model 
3, Prc-Alignro Images - XML files with camera parameters produced by TextAI-
ignSuite, Alle,,-'lt two XJl.IL-fiiet< (two images) neeJ to be ,pocified to be able to 
estimate :.cale. 
Option three ,,,,,,, t he camera I,ransl3tion "edor of lhe X~IL file; and the acc<mling 
translation vector of the "bundle.out" -file £IS oontrol points for the 3D transformation 
process. In addition, to get more accura\~ results with only a few file,;, the orientation 
of th~ carner"" is also taken into account, which can be exprc:wxl by the thr"" vector, 
defining the camera '. ooof(liuate system: "Look", along t he cameras viewing diroction, 
"Up", facilJ.g upward, and "Rig"", which i,; or,hogonallo I.he other two ,-ecton<'" (tlee 
fig, 3.7). Th""e """tor" can ,,]SO ))<' int<'rJl1"'(."j a" ~D point" a!ld u .... l "" control points 
for the ~D tram.formation. lIen"", wi,h only t wo Xlo.\L-files, th e lI'ler hila "P"dfi."j eight 
COIIlmO<l point" in b<)th systems. But as there might be "light misalignment. eIrOl", it 











i" recommendable t() provide m()re XML-files ()f lllilre r!!.lllera 'tatim>.., F()r this rea9()ll, 
sfm2textme a.Il<lws t() run the transformation PTOC{'SS incrementally_ The user can start 
with tw() XML_file. to ""rirnfl.te a mugh r"'M~'a po"ition [or all other image,,_ Sorne 
of th""" new camera positions can then be refined in TextAlignSuite again, follClWed 
by another iteration ()f "[mZT~.xture, until the aligllrn"nt lit" well [<>r an illl,,",e. _ The 
u,*,x still has to open .. rouple of x'-\lL-files, but with each itera60n of sfm2Texture. 
th~ mutual inforulation approach ()J' "".xtAlignSuite ('OIlwrg,", r".,ter, ""' oIliy rninimal 
adjustment, need to he done. 
Up 
Fig"''' 3.7: Images illustrating the three ve~tors defining th~ camera's coordinate sys-
tem. 
ExperimrntiIl)( with all thT"" options, it ,.-'"ms that 'lP'",iJ'ying a sd, o[ rontml points 
m " matrix relined by lcP produces best and fastest result". The X"1L-fil~ option 
requires "()Ill" time for lllaJlualloading, checking a.nd refining the varioru; alignment. 
in T<'XtAlignSuite, hut 11 ""rtainl)' an altemath'e, if the "tep of reconstructing a dense 
point cloud with PlI!VS was omittN. 
3 ,2.4 Acqulnng StM-irnd &e j 
I'm Gest Sl11 results, it i" rccolllllleuded to take Illany imag~'S in "mall . tep" in a circui", 
rn()vement ",:oomd the object as described in the Photosynt h Guidell (see fig. 3.8 .. ), 
.. strategy which could Il{' con!irrned on several test" within the ZfUnani projed. If a 
runll",: movement Is uot possible, for ~'Xampl~ in the C>l.">C of a laTW", .traight wall, "lJ()t" 
taken in a nIle paullel t() the wall, produre very good results as well. In addition, to 
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ill~,,"eaae the overlap, a serolld row of image, should be taken a couple of "tel'" further 
away (_ fig . :U!hJ_ 'Ill go around a "or"",,", evell amaller step" should be made. T he 
nile is to rather take mor~ images than too few_ 
---~---~~-
F igure 3.8: Re<:ommell ded acquisition p"""",I11re fm elltire 3D objeds (a) and for fI", 
object.s, such as walla (b\, Source: l'ootooynth G uide v8 (http: / /cdJ! , phG~oqnth . 
n~t/do cUIllOIlh.tiGn!?ho~c ";-n~h:,:20Gu id~ :(20·,,8 , pdf ; 
For very large sites a a~ruclUred phot.ogrB{lhy approach .is vital. Each wall of a 
buildillJl: ,hould be done on it" own and image ""'IUllnc.., n11mbers :;h:mlr! be 11 ol-/'d On a 
mB{l. Oth~rwi,., th~ u,""r tend, to ,,-alk around a "iy, and t""e a "hall d_helr! pallorarna" 
ewry couple of meters. This results in a very large image dataset, which would take 
w""ka t.o he rn~l<:h"d, as .he nJ><tdlillg ~im e_complexit." grows exponentially "ith every 
imag~ added. Also. it i'< more likdy that the enti r~ SfM IlTO""'" fail,. due to .00 li~lle 
ovedap. if the photographer iOflt ll'ack of what waa actually captured , 
If it i" """",.my to Wd11C<J the amoullt of im"-W'S, j u.t orth"gonal, sl.ereo ahols 
produce sullicient result~ as ""'ll. But it proved to be useful, to "loo take a couple of 
images fTOrn further away, cm;"ri llg moat of ~he s urf",,,, ill oue shot. These additioll&l 
shols serve aa a base where the other images "-"e matched to_ 
3.~. 5 Text u" n(\- Resub 
The alignmellt Pffi<,.,,;a ... ith TeX.-'Jigll "'1(1 TextAligllSuite is much fasHer aud alio',," 
mud, fin"," ,.JigIllTl ents than a 1""("''''''' only guider! by CmnmOn points On mlxiel anr! 
image . Most of the remaining alignment err<.n; are due to lell'S di><torbrms, which are 
not being compensated with thi" approach. However. Ihi" manual proc",," might work 
well Oll small hlt~ or objects "~th Ie", than 20 im&ges, but it ,,~ll still take too long for 
more complex "ile., requiring easily over 100 image'_ Panar"""", can greatly cie<:rea:;e 











dist()rtion wa" ",,,,oved as P"'" of rhe panora",a s!.itching proc",",. Howe"er, as the 
crefl.l.ion of panoramas also takes some time and requires .. special tripod, it seems 
to be an enh"",<,<,menr, of the p""""""', hul. not a ",placeme"t for rhe texturing with 
hand-held images, 
The proposed SfM-approach is the most promising solution for large datasets. if 
enough overl .. p is p",sent, It would aJro take C,.,-e of ull"aligTlln"u4I 'h'" 1.0 t.he l"u" 
di'tortions, Howe"er, r,here i" "Ull a lot of room fur further impro',ement. Inaccur&B 
""t.imation of tl>e camera p""amciers lead, to distortions of the model amI thu, iI., 
will not coincide well with the 1"'''''r_''''\.[I. TrKl<lel. A promifling solution however was 
proposed hy Corsini et al. 12 who suggest Bn "utomati<o fine o.dj,,,tment of e",:h Ca"'era 
position with the mut ual inforrHaj,ioll met hod. In principle, their Sfl\l appro&c.h is 
"hnil"" to the one proposed in here, but thei, method is ellrirely automat.ed, induding 
t~ alignment of tl>e SfM_l\lcxlel r,o the laaer-ocan-model. The .. uthors announced that 
the technology will be implemented into the open ""'''''e softw"",, l\leshlah. 
An "lternaj, i\'e oolution, prupooed here, but beyond the "'ope of this rebeaTch, is 1.0 
m(l<lify tl>e Sf11 m .. tehing algorithm to ,,)so mar<'h reIJ(lered im .. ges of the hoor-scan 
model, enhanced with grey"""le i,,!.eMity information. lJ.ecauoo these additional iInag,," 
&re relldered im"ges, tl>eir cameras' in- and external orient .. tions are known and could 
""rve ... , a reJerence for the un-calibr .. ted imag,,". III addit.ion, the imag"" of the Sf11 
process would b e regist"r .. l " Iltomatlcally into tl>e Ri\.llle ooordin .. te system as the laber 
",'all m(l<lel. 
ApaTt from the alignment, no software solution is known to rhe autho< to glohally 
c:ololll-llliI.tclJ all im .. geE (see fig . 3.9) . III general, this problem could be prevented 
by using colOllr <'hedrer "&rd", as "ugg""ted by Callieri et al. (2008), hut 110 other 
poot_processing soIutioll <"mId be found, 
3.2.6 Re..u lting Workflow - T~xturing 
SfM i" clearly the easiest w .. y of aligning" laTge elltire imag" oot aT~1 thllii should be 
the fi"r optioll r,o explore, It might. not be """ible to text.u,"" the elltire mcxlel at 
once, but even" StM_",cxwl of sub-pILI"ts can be very helpful. To create the Sj~l model 
basically any 8lM-softwaTe "all he Ilsed wit,h "h«2Texture, if it produces the required 
outpul-fil"" similar to Bundler. Agiroft Photoscan < .. ~u aJro crea.r,,, ,he"" file. a.nd can 
thus be emplo:;-.,d ill steil.d . If the SfM process fails, it is worthwhile to try other 1.001. 
"M. eo"ini, hi . n.l lepi~" ., F, CaOO>".Jli. R. Gherordi, A, F"usi.llo, R. Soopi~ - P"",". C"mmu_ 










CHAPTER 3. ESTAH£1SHING THE IVORKPLOW 
Figure ~.9: Image demom"ra~ing ~he ueed for a giohal colour-matching method of all 
photographs u,.oo fm texturing 
as well, as the quality of the StJ.I-mooels vary from case to case between software 
packages. No clear :recom"-,,..ndation can be given. 
The eal!i~_,t o.olnUon to t=tnre "ith SIM, ~t preoent, i. to nm SIM_toolkit 00: Agil!Oft 
Photos"",! 011 a >ci of image, and select a few control point!! on the "p;J.TISe StJ.llDOdei 
and the laser scan model, fm example in the free software CloudCom~, which 
allOW" to load and ""'rk On po:n~ clonds. For ~he aligUT"en~, ~he eontroll'ointi< (four to 
six point") ,,"'! be selectoo quite roughly. Experience with seyeral t",t-cascs ,how..:!, 
that the StJ.l-mooel is often <lis~orled (fig. 3.10) and thu", eW_n a fine contxo'l'oint 
..,l",,~ ion would not j>f'_d'ec-tly aJi!',Il the two models either. Hcnce, it is recommend..:! to 
rathcr finG-align the neeck'<i images wit·h TcxtAliguSuite again before they are projected 
with TexTailor. 
Ob'iously th~ effort of going through producing a StJ.-! model i, only ,",,,rthwhile 
from" ,'ertain amount of images onwards. In case of I",," ~han three ~o four imag"", il 
will moollikfoly lake ~he "ame time to go through a manual aligIlTl>f'_nt procc,"_ 
To fully dO<-,\lIDCnt a >rnall room with Structure-from-Motioll. a large amount of 
illlilges are required, evell ",i~h a wide-3J1gle lens. Il.ef<ide!l ~ha~, i~ i" unlikely ~ha~ lh_ 
roo","" Ciln be linked """'lC~tcly to a largcr StJ.I-modei of the entire building. "" the 
""nnection i, usually a narrow door or passage. Hence, often "ub-StJ.-i-modeL. for each 
room might b e neees",,,,y_ For these cases it might be wClthwhile to use panmamas of 
[he rOOmS for ~he l.exlnrillg i",tead_ 











Figure 3.10: (a) Blue mooel i" b""ed on laoor-ocan data, (b) yellow mood is a rc-
constru~tion via Bundler "nd PUVS. (e) Both models were aligned with ICP. The 
mL,matches can only be explainoo by inaccuraci<.1l and non-uniform distortioIll< of the 
SIM-Mooel. 
An int€resting side to texturing with the VCG's ""fiw"rc suite is the ability ()f 
combining a ut<lIIl"tio- alld mallual meth(~L" A large p()rtion of the model ean be 
textmed with the Sf1d-approam. and wherever needed, single illlilglli or pmlOHll1la" Gall 
be aligned manually with TexAlign and 'TexiAligu.<;uite to fill in gaps in the texture. 
In both C"'*"', "utoUl",tic or lllflnual. x..\IL-files are created. which can be read and 
processed at the same time with the same "",fhvar., Te.xThilor. 
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CHAPTER. 3. ESTAHLISH1NG THE lVORKFLOW 
3.3 Simplificat ion 
The viewing e;<.per'>cnce in 3D model viewer. and editors i" dep~nding on the size of 
the model "nd on th~ available computer hardware. It is thus essential to l'eduG<J a 
high-r"",olution model to yanom lower resolutions, accom,nodating the. n,,,,,l of different 
"pplic"tions. A good compromi8€ bet",oon quality and a smooth nayigation eJ[perien<x, 
even on ,lightly ant dated dual-corc machine", ., " ",,,,lei ~o nsi'tillg of three to five 
million polygons. 
The Quadric Erroc technique d Garland and H<:>ekbel'\ (1997) hec"'"e a widely 
" ""d . t=dard simplification a lgorithm. It simplifies the mesh with re,pect to the error, 
which is introduced hy removing tritl.ngle' /WT\iCe," . ik<:ause Qu>'Ulric_&roc d"dmation 
i, a rather .Jow and memory intensive technique, it is not optimized foc vcry large 
meshes. For t h""", ca.'e" it is wi"" to abo consid"r a v~rtex du,tering technique (,ee 
,ection 2.5.3). which simplilk", tbe model based on a regular grid, removing all hut One 
veltex of e)l.ch cell. A, dfLail dett,riom.t,,,, quickly with th~ grid size, this method is 
usually uocd to reduce a very large model to a level manageahle "ith Qu"dric Ern"., as 
mgge<tro by Lindstrom (2000), The clustering decimation neros only little additional 
memory space, when the model;' loadc'<i, "'hile Quadric Error r~~luir,," more memory 
with every t)tlg~ heing collapsed. 64-11it wftware (e.g. ~I~shl"h) "nd larger RA11 
resources howew:r, allov.' IElfger meshes (> 10 million triangles) to be simplified. 
If not enough mcmory is available \.0 load and simplify the entire model, but at least . 
the modcl is split into mb-blocks. EUl alternative is to simplify each block individua.lly 
,,·ith a Quadric Error techniq"e. If the hlooo IlllitGh up &long the boundaries, it is 
"ire to enable an option to prCS€rVe the b<lImdarl"", and to reduce the block, based 
on a m,.,Qmlllll ,,rror, mLh,,r than a triangle count. This is WI)' imp<>rtant, as detail 
C!lll vary drastically bet"..,.,n blocks. Reducing them all to the samc nnmOOr, or to 
.. cert&ill percentage of the uiginal mod€1 siz", can re.,ult in diff""mt app~ar!lllC"", 
"Ome hlooo smoother th"n other,. Tridc'(.'imator, a tool part of the VeG library (open 
source) allows to .ct such .. ma.-ximnm error, however, the interpretation of the vaiue 
is not very intuiti..., for the. """T. To ohtain the COI,ect value, it might help \.0 reduce. 
one block to the desired size and ~ the error value at which the algorithm stoppro 
for the remaining parts of the mo<ld. 
Holes CElfl "trongly influence the quality of the resnlt. When simplifying sub-block." 
the bo,mdElfK:s of each block noc'<i to stay intact, which al"O m~'fins that tri"ngl~" "round 
any hole will remain llllchEUlged. Thus, to reach the t>lrgeted amount of tria.ngles, 
the algorithm ne~'<i, to reduce triangle. somewhere el ... " ~\'entu!lily !Ii"" in important , 










3.4. Surf""" RecaIlSW"ilction 
to reuuce the Bub-bloc.h only to an amount which allows the merging to one single 
mooel, which can fit into memory again and be fillnplified a.. a whole model, without 
the restriction of k""Ping boundaries intact. 
The open source software -,Ieshlab offers both t{>chniquee for decima.tion, Qua.dric Error 
and Vertex Clustering. As the latror can produce topology changes it is recommended 
to ,·mploy the Quadric Error method, if "!lough memory i.. available. 1\0 .ignificant 
oomplicatiollS, other than mellY>ry limitatiollS rould be found in the newest (l4_bit 
version (1.3.1). For a emall comparison iJ"tween these method". please refer to figure 
3.12 
Alw the subdiviSion approa.ch in connection with the rommand line tool Tridec-
imator worked without romplica.tiollS. For ca.""e, wher" lh,· bounrlariee need to be 
p,coervcci. it is suggested to fill at le""t very "mall holes during the hole-filling or 
eurf(l.C<' n'COfl..truction step. 
Out-of-core simplification tools are still rare. l'olyworks ha.. Buch a filllCtion on-
board, but simplilkati<ln experimente with very large meshes were not oucccs..ful. In 
future, with progrc"" in thedevclopment of viewers andeditor", optimized for .treaming 
or prog,""ssive meshes, the Ufler will not h",-e to worry "bout fillnpliflca.tlon any mOre. 
For examplc, first demco; of )ic;m., a. VCG-lab development based OIl the Adaptive 
Tetrapll.zz"'s apprM<'h by (Cignoni et a1.; 20(4), is cap"ble of diep]"ying mesh"e in the 
order of ""veral hundred millioIlll of triangle •. 
Pie".,.. rerer to figure 3.13 for an """,rview of the workflow for thi. """tlon. 
3.4 Surface Reconstruction 
Surf""" reconetruction or meshing is the technique of extracting a continuous snrface 
fhlllJ rliscrete iuput data. E""n though a.lgoritluu.. might create a parametric or implicit 
"urM' int,'mally; tool. implementing the"" approoche" and uoed for procc""ing u:mally 
output a ourfuce, represented by polygolll!. In rornputcr graphi,," the moot common 
entities of polygons are quads or triangles, defined by vertices and/or edges. In the 
following, it is focuoed o!lly on t riangles, ,,100 ca.ne<1 f"""e, "" they are etill the dc-f""to 
standard for 3D computer graphics. The fnture seems to lie in Quads (or ma.yoo only 
points). due to their advantages during sirnplifi~"'tion, textnring and viewing. Tools 














Fi,o;ure 3.12' CompaTison-r"'lUlt~ obtain"" with Mesh13b v 1.3.1 for tho followin,.; filters: 
"Quadric Edge Collapse", "Quadric Edge CDllal'le'' set to preserve boundaxi"", and 
' Clu$terin~ Decimation". A, dustcrin,.; docimation ,,-ork8 with cd l 8ize8 and nol, wil,h 
a t"T!\eH,mount of triangle,. tk cdl "ize w,,", set· to produce approximately th e 8ame 















Manifoldness and non-intersectioll of tImngl'" is an important criterion when ere-
".ling " ~urf"c~, ,,~ ma.ny algOlithm' "nd oofl.,.,ne p~ G3nn<>t h,mdle mmplu 
sunae"" when ~di\ing th~m. If lX"l"ible, m"nifuld output, "Ttl preferred. 
Meshing alg<>rit.hl[l..' can be d""."ifiocl in m,,[],y w","', but ,inee too m"in <>bj"",ti-.-., 
o[ thi~ work is to lind an efficient work-How it seema obvious to do it based on their 
input d"t" "trudur~. Con,ide.-ing thi" there "r~ t"'o d"",e, or "lg<>TitllIll.'. Eith~T th~y 
,\Ie mergilJ.g indiYidual scans, usually requiring the SCffilll to be triangulated already, 
or extracti"g a sun""" from" si"gie po;"t d<>ud, illcluding "II ,"",m.~. 
3~ 1 l'e,", ell,': ;Of1 Dept h P robl em 
One of the most €\S8elltial problem:s in meshing, besid"" for watertight reconstructions, 
is here referred to as the t essellation depth problem, or short TDP. It is a threshold 
defining which distan,,,, betweell t .... " points is "",eptable to forlll all edge as parr of 
" hi":ugie "n<l [wm where all " gap is t'K) large to be hridged , leaYing a hole in the 
model behind. 
3.4.2. 1 P r e-Tr;',, ~ubt;on 
As mentio"ed bef<>r~, ""me alg<>rlthl[lS '" "" ftware t,,,,ls require too input t<> b~ in 
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them together, or, to extract more information about the v""tice" ,uch as Il<Jrmals. 
Pre-triangula(illg ".,an' i" nO, a ,lifficul, (a,k, a, long a, the '-"f<nIling grid i, s,ill intact , 
Every laser-scanner ,weeps acrou the 'mfacc in line, and r""mh '" Cmtaill amount of 
point" per line (\'enical lUis) . Thl, can he thonght of a., "' m&trix- or grid-like "tn!Ctme, 
listing all point, in the order in which they were .canned, lin~ by line. If ,he la",r heam 
d""" 110, hit a ,nrl""e point, nothing i" refleded back. Theile cases, here :rcfcrrcd to as 
"empty points", alw have to he accounted for to k..,p the I>l'id illtact , Thi" "tn,ctur",1 
representation \, aloo oll-ell referrro to "s a range image, "taring a depth value for every 
point in the x,y grid. The T\'gulaT grid ,tructure "now' C()[lIlIX-ting paill' Ileighlx",,, to 
triangles, as the ci""""t points ""e always the eight direet ncighboun; in the grid (fig. 
3.14). If ,he scanning grid i, lost, e""h ;.can need" to be treatro a. an nmtrnctnrro 
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Figure 3,14: The diagram depict.., data ,amples (gleen point..,), which ""e eolloctro by 
th~ in'tn'me~" in a "griddoo" or matrix ,tructure. d"fin<;<:\ by the amount of lines and 
the amount of point, per line. Point, without a return 'ignal al.", need 00 be accounted 
for, 00 ,mJntain ,}w lIlalrix (red pointd. Th" n,"trix H1'H",'n(ation ,hnplifi", ,he 
""arch lor poillt Il eighlx>un and thu" th~ triangulation dTa>lticaliy. 
The main disOO vantage of triangulating individnal ;.cam is the l-essellation depth 
pl'OhleJIl (fig. 3.15), whid, i, ",,"" <\mlJiw.Ui' in t hi;. ca ... ' ""'"" in oth", Im,,;hing "1-
goritl'm;'. which work on a ,ingle point cloud, As the re",,]ution of the ,-"an drops 
with further di"lance of the ;.urf,,,,,e (0 ,he "",aSluer, (riaugle;. on (he outer area. of the 
scans will be qniL-e large. lIence, lhe point.., in lhe ouler regioll" "'"" }e".., lihly 1O he 
connected, If, however, the whole cia,,,""", I;. (:oIlliidere<l, cOJIlbilling poin"- from all "."an 
pmitio1l.'l, it might lurn out 1I,"", lIoe.e. o,herwi"" rejede<j point;., },,,,.., eiO!;" Ileighlx>ur" 










3.4. Surface ROCOllstruc!ion 
,., 
Fig"re 3.15: (aJ: the point d~n8ity of a 300 degree "can, which docr,,"""" with the 
di,tanc", from the centre . The TDP is obviously more pronrinent on the outer areas, and 
thus, the outer point, u"ually will not be trili.ll!(lllated and rejected. (b) tlre previo11s1y 
rejec.tf<l points could provide useful inforn:mtion and fill in gap:! when combilling data 
from other ""am. (cl Artefads, whidl appear wMn the tessellation thre&hold iI; ret 
too Ja.ge. 
A. oppoof<lto point-coordinates and colour value. , the normal of a point is indir""tly 
determined by it.. point neighbours Or hy considering the normal, of fill triangles, 
in~ident on this vertex. It is quite ~asy t o derive th<lm from single, pr<l_triang"lated 
""""". Tiowe.-er, th<lir r<l{rleva! tMn also depend. on the t~,",ellation depth thre,hold: 
as no triangle, will be creawl in "parser """"-" of the point doud, no normals for th_ 
points will be calculated either. 
The only alt<lrnati"" is to ~.xlJ'""'t the normals from the whole dataset, which, 
hmo,'ever, iI not trivial, b<;sicl"" mfl,vbe the 8patial oorting of the point, fur faster <Ie"""S, 
which i. stralghtfonHI.rd hut time-comullling. The major problem arises from tM 
noise present in the data, which leads to incorrect d<lte.--rnination of point neighbours. 
If t he wrong points are paired, the orientation of the normal" cannot be det<lrmin<ld 
and often the incorrec.t orientation is propagated thronghout the:rest of the dat""et. 
Aloo alignment erro," and v"g<ltation ~an be regarded as noise. Thin gra", blades foT 
example will often only be covered by one "ing'i<l point, whidl makes it practicaliy 
impo",ihle to find any CA'Jrrect pl'Liring Il.t all. One IIOlution iI to extr",;t t he normal:< 
on "sub-sampled dataset 3lli1 interpolate the mi""ing nonn&l..s on the high-r~".)lution 
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313 Review of Applicable Meshing Algorithms 
Meshing is a well studied topic and there lUe many ditt'erent type, and ad"pt,ation', 
"-, shown eMlier. For this ",,,,,arch, only commercia) packages available to the project 
were considered and the more recent rcscfUch ooftwfl.re tool" availabk online, whkh 
can handle at least ""veral million points. The ,.,l""tion wM !Jarrowed dow!J to five 
repre""!Jtath''''' 01 well eotai>li,h.,d approaches. Ilett" T iwplementat,iollS or work,mmnds 
which redu"" tr.., problems described below might exist, but are not known to the 
authoT <lI could not be tested. It i, hov.'CVer attcmpted to keep the worlflow as flexiblc 
as possiblc. so that the individual me>hing tools lOan be repl"""'<l hy het.ter te<'hniques, 
if they become fl,'anflhle. 
Th., tested ooftware l'oc>mge8 =: 
• (ktn,e I.lerge (OM) 
• Plyl1C 
• Zipper 
The maill criteria for this comparison arc: 
• preservation of detail 
• the elfeds o[ noi,., ill the ""a'" 
• the elfeds o[ wistiligtlWe!Jt of tr.., ""a", during t he registration stcp 
• soft ware stflbilily 
• complewnes, 
1'0 meallillgfully o)mp",:e the diff<,r<,!Jt meshing '<.Ilutinll", a Teprcsclltative test casc was 
created, by extr"di!Jg a 'mall are"· fn'm the Cereza datl\SCt, a Portuguese fort on the 
isl"'ld Kil",,, Kisiwani. Tanzania. l'he to)'l ,)1 the :'-IE-t,)wer (fig.3,l6) [eat\1TeS typical, 
prohlenlil.l,i,' ocannillg-situations, especially [J'UC for 3GO-degree. full_dome ""till." 
• Non-uniform ''''''plill:> de!Jsities - The tower and its platform can be seen from 










• Flat angle, of incidence - as the tower platform can te """n from fmth.,,- away, 
but not from higher piace" the angle of incidell<Je of the I"-'<er team. from most 
poeitiollS will he quite flat 
• Un<ier-w",pling, data "oid, - the ,tructure i, utade from coral "nd often mor-
tar has di,apP"ared, leaving irregular, \lne""n ,ur£:.",e tehind . which cannot be 
.. ;annoo from a ll ,ide, . 
• Vegetation - in ,orne places, the ,urface i, coveroo by grass. Although t hi, i, very 
li ttle veg<ltatioll comp"-red t() other proj",;t;,\; it i, 1ike~y to be enough to hlI0W how 
the different approaches r€'pond to yegetation. 
Figure 3.16, The K&Tower of the Gereza 
For the com",..,lon from &can data into thfl vario11" me format" required by the 
following me,hing tooLs, the software "onYerter ptx2ply, mentioned earlier, was mod-
ified. With it, help, the test case, a sub,et of t he elltire daJ.(I.",l., ""-' extraded. For 
output format'_ which require being in triangulated fOl'1ll (Ply~lC , OM) Or the e,ti-
mation of point normal. (Poi.,on), the te,sellation l.hr""hold was set to 5<;m. In th" 
case of Poi,OOIl, all ,·""tices with nornl;tl", where the viewing " ngle t (lWI«ds the ,Canner 
in,trnment i, I"rger than 85 de!,!'.", were ignored. O~l i, a ~ILS tool and therefcre 
require, normak but the software i, extracting them from triangle, on Its own. 
The target resolution of the recons trnc tion pro"es, w,,-,< , tIt to I <;m, or "-'< do,e 
t() it at; pO"';ible. go",e ",ftware tool" mch at; Pois.';(ln and 0:>'\ are using octrees to 
spatia lly ,trud"re the input point,. The re,olution is thll' depending on the cell .ize 
of the COJTef;ponding octr"" depth, cho ,en for extm.etion. 
The Delaunay surfa"ing tool in GlKlmagic, allows setting a point spacing. Thi, 
could lead to a visible grid paltern, which couid a ffect the qualily """""smenl. The 











CHAPTER 3. t:STAHLlSHL ... ·C TlIt: ,\'OHKFLOIV 
3.4.3.2 D~lou"oy 
Delauuay methods can work on un'tructuroo point douds. ).10 additioTlt,] infMmatio" 
than the point COOl,linate, ~hem.""lVffi i" l~""uly neces...ary. This makes these tools very 
powerful and uni"",,",,1. They ""e abk to cou,ider eyery poi"t from all S"'an pooi~iOT", 
reduciug the. te:;.,ellaUon de.pth problem to a. minimum. Hence. the finallDJdel will be 
more complete tlk"u witl] other noctho(h, WMkin~ 0" individual "".~Il'. 
Goonoagie Qnalify provid"" " 'Wrap" tool, whidl 1<110\." the. m""hing of unstruc-
tured poiut douds and i. kuowu to be related to Alpha .l]apc:! (EdelshmIllj~.r Iilld 
Miid,-e., 1992) . which fall. into the Delaunay cat<,gory. It offern two optious, '"su~" 
and '"volnme}', of whidl on ly the Ih.t one i, m, .. l here . 
Figure 3.17: Delaullay lI>o,lfoJ with Geolllagie, full d"ta.~t, nO "oi .... reduction 
bp~rim ent, 1 f< ,," ItS The R'Sulting surface of the test dataset;" disillusioning. The 
,url'""" appeilJ'S ooi,y, "ith many hole!<, inte~· ... £tlng and=n-manifold ~riangies, caus-
ing ""rio,," surfare oricIltation problCffi'5 (fig. 3.17). 
The , trong""t pw of Delan",w variallts. their "hility to pnX'ess UIlSt< uetnred W.l"t.e.x 
data. ""em, moo to be a weakness . As point neighboun need to be establ:i:shcd from 
""",tch, noi .... can afj',d that """"ch clr~stie...Jly. Thi,...JfI() alfe£t, ~he surf""". orientation, 
"hich call thu, easily flip. 
These problem, often occur in ooi,}", fflnvolute.d areas. It is "'~'P"Cted that instru-
ment noi,.,.. and alignment errol:'<, are negatiwly afi"ecting the. Voronoi diagram and thus 
alw the search for correct point neighboul8. As can be seen in figure 3.1n, a ,',-rong 










Fi!',,,,,, 3.18: Ddaunay model with Geom",gc, full dat"-'Ct, maximum Il{)isc reduction 
Fi!',,,,,, 3.19, Exampw dflllonstrating the effect of noise and Illiialigmnent on the ori-
entation of the surfacc normals aftcr a Uclaunay triangulation. (a) The black spots llIe 
problematic triangles, wheI<c the surface nurmals point away from the viewe.-. (b) If 
a false edge connection between puinl.. ie made, i.he .urf"p", ()rientatlon; illustrated by 
either a hright ().l' dark yellow colour, can !lip, even though the orientation is corr<Cctly 










CHAPTER 3. ESTARf.ISIIlNG THE \H)RKFL()l , ' 
thu" flips, despite a correct propagation throughout the ge<xlesic neighb nurhood of 
each t riangle. The ,oftware allows setting a no,"" fllt.,r to "off" (fig. ~ . I 7), "minimum", 
"medium' alld 'maximum" (fig. 3.18). Adivating thi~ filter resnlts in a mnch more 
romplete , urface with less orientation problem. of the surr<£e no.-m~l<, but "till no 
ptrfect te.ult i~ achieved. Even with the noi:<e filte;r nn maximum, there are "t.ill are"" 
where the surface orient ation i, liipped. Tlris suggest" to a pply several nni:<e filtering 
"teP'< to the dat"set beforehand and/or to .ub--sample the data"'t to an amount below 
the noise le~"L 
Geomagic Qualify VIU, doe:-< not support t he 8mJace recorc"tructinn 01 arbitrary 
large meshes . According to Dey et al. (ZOOl, pg.l), the sp"'-'" and t ime complexity 
of the Delaunay tri~Ilgulation ""n be quadratic with respect to the number of input 
points, which can be seen by the computation time and the amount of RAM needed . ,I.e 
a con._luence, Dey et aI. (2001) employs an octree to red lICe the complexity. Folln",i ng 
this example, to manage large d~ta.""ts wilh Ge<Jm ~gic, one rould suWivide the original 
dataset into smaller, regular blocks and process the m individ11ally. 
MLS approaches, represented here by DetreeMerge {OM, de~"loped by Fiorin et a !. 
(2007) ) al"'" wo.-k nn the point, cloud, but usua.lly require pre-determined point nor-
mals . To cin:umvent orientation prohlems in the determin .. t inn nf lXlinr. llormal., it, 
is preferred to extract them on a per-acan basis, accepting t he fa~t th .. t the re.ult is 
more rillected by t he r.es<ellation depth threshold, as described in Section 3A .2.2. In 
this ca.se, however; it is quite safe to u,,, a very large t hrefllwld , heca.u."" only nocmal< 
of the vertices are used, not the t riangulation used for their ""timation. The impact 
of ~ few iTlaccll.-ate POiUl nnrmols will be "IlliI.ll when merged into t he whole point 
doud. If there aTe no ...dditional point< lImn oth.". 0Ci\118 in that are"-, it pmvidffi (,he 
algorithm with at lea.t pre<:ise point position. and oome vague point normals to creat" 
a ""da<.:e. Single. isol~te<l poi nt~ will l~","'-lly be disregarded"" the algorithm need, at 
least .. couple of clore points t o fit a surfa<::e to. 
Exrxo rimeni"l k",ulh The "mace; created by OM i. wry' detailed ~lld ,e",""nably 
complete (hg. 3.20). Compared to the l'lyl<IC r""ult however, the hole< ""em to he 
lar~"r. Thi' effe<:t how"~-"" ....,m, to M Tel"t'" t.o th~ c~ll , i ,~ nfth~ "dr..-, whkh, in 
this c",,",; equals 7mm (level 10) . Another "urfut:e which waS ~reated at level 9 (14mm) 





















CHAl'TER 3, hSTAHLJ8HJNG THE WORKFLO'W 
OM allow, ... Wng ~ Lhresh(Jld for the amount of points ill til<- proximity nf the 
curre"t poil,t, which"", moo for th~ floting o[ 'he .urfrl.ee (the ",~nd,.,.d is 15 points). 
The more poinl" are used, lhe smoother the SIlrface will be<'om~, and t hn" tI,i, opf.i(Jn 
,en-.-, "" a "oi,., mt<~-_ T he ,t.ndard ,elcing '''''Ill., sufficient for mo,t case,. Th~ 
smoothing wocks well on ve~etation. Whil~ detail i, pr~"jnc-d ill th~ r e"l of lhe m(Jdel. 
lhe tip' o[ grM'" bl",l"", l~,u~lly only "p.u-sely sampled, are treated "" outlien hoveTin~ 
above th~ r~aI, m()!"~ den,dy ,arnpl~d ""[a,,,_ Th~ r","lt ~ppe~u a, a 'ligh,ly ilTegula,r 
,urfa<',e, still recognizabl.e as grass surface, but without large 'l'ik,,". However. it i, often 
al,o ~-.-!\etation, which le",l" to progmrn era.,h"", as e,xl'e"ieru"'<i in (Jlher e"",,". Without 
these stability issues, OM could be also u""" for lar!\e dat""d" becau,e it j, b""ed 011 
an out-of-eore approach, with the abiliw to Proc<lSS sut.-blocks of the dat"""t. 
3.4 ,3 .4 I'o; ,so n 
The power of the Poisson approach lies in the creati(Jn (Jf detailed , uTiaces, which 
are ~},o wat~dight. K",zhJ= el ~L (2{nl) relea.""d fa", oofl .... Irr", which was also 
impl=e"ted into M~,hlab_ For largtJ datm,.ts, they ~dded ~ 'tJ:e~",illg ve"ion (Bolitho 
et al" 2007), which builds the model slice by slice. in the followin~ thi' ,tr~"ming­
enabled version WB8 tesL-e<i. It also relies on an octree data-st.-uctur~ and thus th~ 
output r~wlution i, d.,-t""mill",1 by th~ ,,,ll ,iz-e o[ the C-'''T'''l'onding odree---depth-
leveL 
[ xp~ " m ~ " t. 1 R"lJlt$ Co"'paTillg th~ result (fig_ ~:n) to oli",r apprn"ehe" "",peei81ly 
point-baood methods. the created surface appears to be veTy smooth, Howe",,-, there 
i. no , mu"h eonlwl ab oul ,he .moolhlle .. of ,he . ur[aee. Via a pBIaJlleL-er, one ean 
combine ,~=al point =pl~, into on~, whkh mak~, it oDloother, but, e""n Oll it, 
lowest sHling (,~""d he,[e), t.he resul, _m to be sliilless-<letailed than the surfaces, 
produced "'ith OM. 
Till, test-case also shows ,hat a watertight aigcrithm bears the dalWor of conve}~,,!\ 
lhe wrong imp,·e"sion to lhe viewer. Sm,,]] ),oie. might h"ve been lilled quile plau.ibly 
and the " ""'- will not '"' abl" to differentiate betw.'<'n artifl<'i81ly <,reated "1Hl lr"e, 
measured data, unless it is somehow encoded into the 3D model, f'lT Hxampl~ ~~a a 
'lu~li oy flag "-,,igned t o e~cl , vert~.x. For ,he time-being, the only ",.ay to ob l-aiu a 
\-~g"e ide~ of tho, ,-.,Ii"bility o[ a tt-i~ngIH, i. to rneMUre th e length o[ it" edg""_ The 
curr~.llt Poi "on irnplHrn~ntatioll OO~. ~n ~daptive resolutioll appTO",'h and CO"'$n. the 
n~",lutioll of th~ "'""h ill le,",-d~n,~ly ",,"'pled aTe",,_ H~nc~, th~ l ong~r tI", edge i" 










3.4, Surface Reconstruction 
Figur~ ~.n: I{e,ult Pn;"",'TI, Odtee Level 10 whid, eqUalA a eell Aize of about 10mm 
surface wa>< flJ:tifie;,lly introduced. If t he length is about average, it Call be assumed 
that the triangle is based OIl measured poinh, or a,t le",t, close tn sOme ("'" fig. ~.n) , 
The larger the hole, the more likely i,; 'n ~ntitely iTle(lrrEct. filling, A" ean Le ,;een 
in figure ~ , 24a, whcr<c one of the huger hn\c, wah ~ot filled <,nnectly, ~ve!J though there 
were oome points available in the ccntl'<C of the hole, This might HOt noc,","arily he a 
shortcoming of the Poisson approach in general. It could also h e just mi,heh"~-iour of 
the eLC[rent iml,lemeTltat.ioJl. 
A. larger ,ttudllle, axe alway" buikl on ground, there is at least one side of it, which 
cannot be scanned: undem~ath. Due tn it. ",,,u,ttight nat me, the Poisoon approach 
will cl""" off thesc "holes" "" well, producing ='''''" surf",,,, whidl need,; to be cut 
'way (fig. ~.24b). These patches are characterized by its large tria~gles. Thus, o~e 
could seloct them ba><ed (Ill the Iengt.h of their edge", hut thiB umally also would affect 
other fill-in patches and re-open holes. Alternatively, on~ ne"d,; to Clit these tri,ngie,; 
miillually in editing ooftware, A. the used software tool cannot output th~ r~sult in 
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Figure 3.23: (al Sampling density of the Poisson-model (green), which CM! give an 
i",preosion about the reliability ot' a triangle. (b) shows the original dataset in red 
and the PoiBSon-m(>del-vertiCei< in g:roon. The 8amptin~ density of the P"isson ",odel 
i8 dccreMing in areas which are not supported by any mcasurncl d ata. This method is 
llot ""eurate, but 8en-e;3,.., "" indication in t1", ahseuce of other qu!llity IIlflMUl1lmenUl 
Fil',ure 3.24: (a) Fi1li" ~ Hob with P"i%<m: Small Hob"", plau.ibly filled, but some 
Ja:rge: ones have not, even though t here were some points avail"ble in the e .. nlre of 
the hole, which were reconstrueted here as 8IW.]] fl,,"tinl', islalld8_ (bl Ex""ss surface 










Volumetric Integration relies on tria.ngulated scans, which are then "merged" together, 
e"""HHall" by in\.eTpolating between oveTiapping ar~"s . A" ""plaiHcd in ,edioTi 2.3.2.3, 
a cube containing all scan" is created and divided into small c~jl§. called the voxels. 
E,u:-h ,,-oxd C,orne" i, fitted with a signed dil5taHce fUTIdioTi Tf;" marching c.ut>e. al-
gorithm, is then extracting the iso-surface by evaluating these distance function" and 
convms it to a triaHgle-m""h. Henc.." the "ice of a voxd determiTl'" the """,lulion of 
the output mesh. Details smaller than a voxel willllot be reconstructed. The reoulling 
triangles are b"~;c"Jly averaj(es of the overlapping "urfar.es "\\~thi n oTie v""d. 
One of Ihe adva.Tllagffi ofthi" method is it" scahbilit" and thus it i, applic."ble eveTi 
for large data.qet". />'·leshla.b 1.3.0, an open-'IOurce editor and viewer for meshe§ comes 
with an implementatioH of this methods, called Ihe 'VCG Surf,,,,e RecoT",tructioTl" or 
_when c"mpil~d ,~" a cXlmmand line veroon- Ply/>'lC. BAAed on lest' by the author, it 
is a."sumed that Polyworks ImMerge wah on §imilar principl"" but"" far w"",, not 
offici,dly cmlfirmed h,' Innovruetrk In the I'onowing review of this algorithm, it is 
focused onto the experience§ with PlyMC, as it i" open ""U~~. 
Figure 3.25: R,,§nlt 01' Plyl<l C, voxel "ize lcm. geodesic qufllity activated. The quality 
of each triangle i., determi",,, by it, di'ta!l(".., frOlli the TlMrest boundary. 
Exl'f'ri rn "" .lol R~,ult5 The output of PlyMC looks ,'ery deuwed and complete, but 
a little too 5ll100th in area." around holes (fig. 3.25). This is due tD an internal 
"IIlDOthing function. which affer,ts bill-ngl"" ]"",ed OTi If;"ir qualily. If no quality valu"" 










CHAPTER. 3. ESTAHLiSffJ..l"W THE WORKFLOW 
di,tance from ~ houlldary. If this filter is turned off a.ud the input suIia<'-es are assigned 
with quality values. for ex"mpk base<1 011 the distance and a.ugle to the in"tmment, 
the ,urf",,, appears mlleh more detailed (fig. 3.26). PI;x2Ply was t hus mooified to 
estimate th""" quuiity valtl"" dtlring the file conversion proc=. 
Figure :\.26: Result of PlyMC, HlXel 8i,e lcm, 6'ff)(le,k qtlallty ttlmed oIL The qtlallty 
of ~ach triangle i. determined depending on the <list"""" ""d angl~ In the in,trument 
Vegetation i. problematic for Ply~'C. bOlt the proh<em alr~""ly "taxt. J::,d(Jre the 
actual merging. As leaves or grass blades cannot, or rather, will not be scallned ill 
ad"qtlat~ly high r""",lution, the pre-tl"iaOlgnlation will ,,.,,,neet several of them together 
or only produce ,mCl!l, isobt..:! pioces . PlyMC is then attempt ing to close th<se holes 
by volumetric diffusion, extrapolating the ,mfaee along the oouOldaries. If the hole 
""fill not dosed aft~~· ",,,,,ral extrapolation ,t"I" (in here only one .tep was performed), 
the extra ",rface ""ill IIOt be removed again and thu" evell more complex boundarie, 
are created. 
Smoothin.,; the ""ans before the mergiug could be a workaJ-ound for this problem, 
but also detail w"uld be lost. In Ilon-",,,,.rbpping "'"""S. it is ho""""r questionable 
if the detail recon"tmcted i, actually b"><ed Oil measurement. or ju,t l1Oi",. If noise 
i, the reaSOIL, 81llO<.lthing coukl u., justified. Bllt in oyerlapping areas , noise ("nd also 
misaJ.ignmeut =r» would be smoothed ~11tom~tically, "" Ply:>'IC i, ~veraging between 
several smlse",. III this ease additioual ,moothing would der~·~J'\Ile the level of detail 
e,·eu further. 
If the 'amplin.,; density of differeut scan, ;" more or 1= the san"" the Volumetric 










3,1, Surface Reronstracti,m 
3ftHfifMfll 1 tfiiltHffi I 
l,}jtf#Eff tl j IJffHffR"I' 101 
Figure 3.21: (a) Surf~r,e e::<t.r&c(io-ll if t,he "ampling den"i(y "' "',,.-e or Ie"" the &'\Jlle 
on all scans. Final surface in red, (b) Hthe sampling den,ity varies largely between 
";:<InS, the rc-sulting "urffir.c might lose dct~il. 
scam overlap, and one of them is s""'pled I""" densely th"" the vo"el ai"" or t han the 
other sean, it ,,;ill rc-sult in a "",oot]"cd ,urfa<:H ~ncl del.~il, ,.,.~ loot (""e fig. 3,27b), 
The f"at,ur"" recowIf'd with 1'IyMC are thus depending on the ocan with the lowest 
quality in the oy""lapping area, TIri, i" mostly not a problem fcc r.lose-rallge ""arming 
appii<:aUcllls ( < 10m (li't~nce, e.g. relief. archaeological ru-tefac\Il, statues), for which 
1'lyMC was developed, t: nlike medium di"t,a[}(:e "<:au" of lfirge st.ru<:t.urCfl, the VlU'iMion 
in the distance of a cl<:.,e-lange scannCT to the objcct is nearly eou,tant for all ""ans, 
In medium rallge "Can" ho"..";,,,,, ,,"pe";ally "pherical. 3.("'0 degr"" scans, thH variation 
can be quite large. ranging for example from 10 em up to ~Om in one scan of a Leica 
HDstilflO (fig. 3.28). A. t,he re£olution of the scanner dues no< adapt "ith distance, 
it is impossible to keep the r€!olmion constant on all surfaces, Hence, the only way 
t.o retofun as much detail as possible is to lower the tes",llation depth threshold, which 
rc-sults in mare how",. 
The Zippering algorithm remov,," overlap betwccn different "<:a'"! and ro-triangulat,,,,, 
in between them, The result is a single ,urface. The dccision of wNch scan is to be 
Il<ioritiz",\ i" ,uther up to the user or automatically made by evaluating the angle and 
distan<:e t.o t,he ",","""".c. It i, no\ "uit,able as a reconstruction algorithm, hecause a lot 
of the information in the overlap i" rejected even (hough it r.oulcl be us",1 t.o r",\u<:e 
noi"", as donH with the Volumetric Integration apprac'lch, Bc,idc-s that, regi,tration 
errors Can lead to vi"ible "e,w" betw""n the '-Call" As it just r..-rriangulate£ rhH gap in 
between two surface" a large gap will result in a harsh tcan"ition on the merg<>d surface, 
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Figure 3.28: Di,trihution of points in " sm"n >IC'Ullling c""lIp"igll ,,·ith two laser, 
.e",mmos, which are ~hle to .ean full-dome. Blue colour indicates a wall. The dark,,,. 
the red oolonr. \.lle den."" t.he point cloud i, in that al:e,,-
\.llis method: only two ,e~ns at a time CAll be meJ:ged together. The effects of the tool 
are ,imi\ar to the "Zipper" by Turk and Levoy (Hl!l4) bnt. no official illforrn~tion w"-, 
found. The origin"] "Zipper" wurce eode ill available to the public. hut,., far, there 
is no ven<ion for WindoW!< platIorTIl'<_ The new ",Ien._ of "leslllab (>1.2.3) contains 
a new implementation based OIl the original with some addition, (Marra,<; et ai .• 2010) 
atid also only mm·get; t,,·o ,urf~c,," at "time. 
TI",,'retic,~ly tlli, appro""ll ,hould he rol.>-tl'<t. hut 1;he t",ted impk m"ntat-ion in 
Meshlah ofwn crashed. The merging tool in ImEdit llleTges the ,urfacell well, hut 
ginee the ""ult oont.~i", both 'uTf"",,", the model becomes quickly too I,.,-ge to rem~in 
loaded in memory. A ""lution where the """ult is automatically 'plit into ,ub-blocks 
is lacking. For these variau, reasoll.'l, it was uot iudud«l iu the comparison, but it 
ie mentioned I""" for the llext ",,1ion of combining tJ,e r""ult. of differ"nt. m",lling 
approach",. 
In l'u. ,,( ;, of Tessel l.tion o.plh T'Lr""hold As m""tiolled ahove, the tessellation deptJl 
thR'l;itold, if ",t too lamely, can be ",,~pousihle for artefact, or 1= necurate point 
normal. _ But the more r""tridive the threshold is chw,;.,n, the more holes will appear. 
Due to different chn,-acteristic, of eneh site, fur example, the amount of vegetation or 
the height of building.'l , no recommendation for a 'pecific value can be given. 










.1.4. Surface RecoIlstructioIl 
clearly the advantages of Point-Set surfaces. 1'1yUC I"tainS th" fiItefacl« from the 
"ingle, l're-lriangu]',loo hCMh "nd mcrg~1! them into the final m"del (fig. 3.29a). In 
areM, where the dist.anc~ belWf'<'n the,., flIll"faCflS is larg"J than 0,,, voxcl .i,"", PlyMC 
will creatc doub)(,.~UIfa<;Ch (fig. 3.30) . HeliCe, if PlylllC is ' lh<-'<l, il is wry important to 
set the tessellation threshold fm the pre-triangulation of the individual "e".I1" n~ (00 
far off the vuxel size, wlOCh "ill increa"" lhe likelih()od of hole. in the mDdeI. 
Figure 3.29. (.) PlyUC ,""Rult, voxel aiz" lcm, tflSllellation thIeeb.old for input da",,-
3Ocm. (b) 0111 result, Umm, tessellatioJ] thre>.hold for input d"t" 3IJcm 
Point-based algorithms howev€!". do not seem to be negatively affect"'" by 1_ 
3Ccura\c point normal:<, as delU"n"tml<>d on a "urfM>' ex\ractoo ,doh 0:'1 (fig. 3.29b). 
As expected, these extra wIlkes actually enable 0111 tocreaw a more complete surface . 
Figure 3.30: Doublc surface>;, whicl, "ppC<l~ with PlyUC, if the t"","cllation threshold 
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, 
C,'", ,, ai{i~ 0 1\1 P l),MC P oisson 
. __ . 
Handling of large dfl.tasets . - - o· 
ReooHstrnetion uf Detail , - I - , 
Suft,ware stahility when 
processing noisy dat"",ts - + . 
Output quality of noisy d><l",ets + + 
Output quality with respeel to TDP + () " 
Watert.jght out.put, surf",,.,." . . + 
(-) not good, (0) acceptable, (+) good 
Tll.hle .1.1, Compa,.iSOli of ,liff"'-elit, ~urf""e re<:onst.rnction met,hod~, 
• Poisson can handl~ l<JIge data.seos, but proollCils a single, large mooel instead of .plit-
ting the m{)(l~j into smaiL manageable blocks. 
"Watertightness is a u""fl11 feature, hut not essential to this oomp<JIison 
3.4.4 Sli rfa ce Rcco nst ruciior. Wor kflow 
Even though these ..,.e today's moot p.:ominent rOCUll.'ltruction algu'ithms. none of th~Jll 
_m. t.o he au ail-rouud tool to re""""S all kinds of input. d><la. The Ddaunay show. 
problems with dense, noisy dataset.s, but produces a maximum uf surface, in terms 
of size. PlyMC i. ""'"y rohust awl s<oaiahk hut dC>!)" Hot \"'~ all dat.a hecau,," of t,he 
t.essellation depth problem. O~ I i. not ''ely .table and aJso relies on pre-tJ.'iangulated 
scana, but lm.duces nice details without t{)(, lIlany hoI"", ~Vel1 in veget,ation-"te"" 
Poi~$OH creat~" perfectly w><l~rtight surf""""" which are too smooth, compared to other 
algorithm •. 
Vegetation, or .trong nuise, seems to be problematic fu< all tools. It C"'j~~" vert.~x 
l1urmals to flip (Ddau1l1w). t,he creation of very irregular and complex boundaries and 
holes (Plyl>'C), or program crashes (0;';1, Poissun), It i. thtl.'l necess"l}' to cleM uut as 
much as [!OSsible in a pr~ing "'ean.iug step. This, lx,w~yer is Hoi a t~i\'iallask aHd; 
at present, in\'ol""", ,. lot, of lIl""ual work. Hence, it is recommended to rather work 
with more robust ly programmed tool., .uch as Geomagic antl Ply~IC. 
Despite all the stability issues wit.h the .uft,ware ,,-ud just r,,!:"tding the 'lu,.Jit,y of 
the produced .urface, it _Ill£ that OM, aHd respectively MLS-ap!""oaclJeS would suit, 
be.t as the meshing "f!proach for t .... restriaI, lIledium rang~ 1,._ -scanning. Th~ point-
bll.5ed appruach produr"", rea/I(JIlahly "UInplel,e surfaces whil~ rocowring tine delail. 











·1A. S"rfa(;~ Rc'<:onstwGtion 
where the maximum level-of_detail is determined by the low",n quality scan in au 
overlap ar~a. Tb receive m""imum benc:fit out of MLS-approaches, th~ process of 
obtaining prf-<u,t.rmined no=""", and Hills (I", iullueuee of tI,e TDP, n"",i.:J \0 be 
add",sscd and improved. 1'0 make usc of all input points, exact IlOrmals neal to boo 
extracted from tlJe emir. poiut doud, no~ per """,I, 
However, as shown .. bove, a global wlution for point normals estimation is not 
easily achievable, beca,~qe the result will be il1fillenced by l1oi"" (see !K<'tiou 3.4.2.2). 
Thu~, a hm step Of>proach is "uggestro: 
1. Calcul .. ting apPl'orimate norlllJlJs for ><II vertic"" iu a """'1, .VeIl if thOJ r""ult 
would not be reliable. Each recorded point impliCll it Wall in a clear line of "ight 
to the scanner. Thus, ~he true point 110r=1 will face more or less towlll'ds it. but 
n()t a,''''W· This will_ve as an indicator of the orientation, 
2, Merging all points int-o ""ingle J>oin~ cloud 'UN! only r.-evaluate normals of poor 
quality. 
Ho""ver, to tk author's knowledge, a softwar~ solution implementing the .. bov" i" 
not avail"bl" at preseuL 
As shown above, MLS-approochcs arc belie.-ro to work best on terre"trial I""""_>;.<"'n 
,lata. lio ... ever, 0111 i" 110t too Teii .. ble and e",llnot be roco"""eooe<! for t hc inclusion 
into thi" workflow. As all of thc othcr algorithms have their pre<; "",I corn, and 110 
clcar recommend .. tion f ..... either of ~hem ,,,,n be gh .. n at t his tilllij, it is ,uggestod to 
create two surfaCC" and mer~ them, or par~s of Ihem, similar to Callieri et al. (20Ct9): 
oue to recover line det.a.il." whkh will illOi;t likely aloo lead \0 more hoi"", and a Ie"" 
delail",l bOll -.re complete "fill_in" sUTface (fig. 3.3!) 
Ply11C is very """I&ble awl pro<i,iC"" v-ery de\ail",! oUTf"",,", ,wd "ill tOOo """,-e 
fl., t.1", Dli<in snrf",,~ T",,,,m;tTuC\ion algorith", . Poisson and Ddaunay producc the 
moot cornplete m()del" howeyer, Poisson also introduCCll new surface, not oosed on 
any wcasuremcnts, which is no< acceptable for cultural heri~~ge ajljllic"~iol~., lIenee, 
wherever possible, a Del&unay me~hod should I,., jlrel'"Tred t.o p"(j,l .. r~ ~he fill-in surfac~. 
To cowbine lllO<lel, p.-o<i'iCe<1 "'i ~h PlyUC and DeL'lul1,lY, ~,,-o options are ",-rulable: 
eith"r too Zippering m ethod, rcpr=ntro here by Polyworks lmEdit, Of P lyMC itself. 
Thc zippering appears to be a well-suited solution as it will only ",i~d, both modds 
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Figure 3,31: (al PlyMC model. (1)) Goomagic model (cl ~lerged Vf'niOll or the 
Goomagic_ alld Ply~lC-model. The combinoo surf""" carric. t~ detail of ("'l but 
is also "" compktc "" (b) 
mcthod to large d",t"-"Ct. might becomc difficult , "~no softw,.,-c is a",nable which oould 
handle arbitrarily large datasets, 
Ply11C, on the ocher hand, can "Jl.,ily handle lferge da\"""l.s and, l_anM of the 
command line n",me, i. 'Ilso e"",,y to script . The "fill-in" surface couki he ingested 
by I.he normal merging pl'o""ss and I.realal. !Ii< a normal ""an. 'Hili way the merging 
h"PPCn. "" part of thc surface rccon,trud;iDn pn)CCIS'. The mer can"""" a oc~n-sp~cific 
weighC ill P ly11C for each input scan, to soften the influence of a particular scan, 
or in t llis c>t<e. t he "fill-in' surface_ If the "fill-in" surf= differ. more Ihall ,I", 
\'O::<ei si.e!ou'pu\ rffi;)]ul.ion from the "/ine-d"tftil-- mesh, for ""ample due to different 
rC80lutiD", or differellt T"-"soo levd.; the output mesh C",ll conWn double surfaces. In 
addition, both surfaces need to be orientoo the .arnc w",y. Incorrect orient...t>On, """ 
often occurring wah o"launay algorithms. would result in cancellation of two oppooing 
trimgk:s during merging_ 
3.4.4,3 I , rge Datil",t. 
With advance< in ]lIOOr-scanning t-echnology, t he E\IlKIIlnt of data """l.uiroo per SC"-'l 
increaocs permancntly_ ~lo.t a,-".llablc algoriLllHk", even if Uwy are de,';!¥lf'd M CHIt-of-
core tools, do reach a limit at some »Oint in time 01' become incllicient. One ...,Iu\;on is 
1,0 sub-sample the input scans, either by ignoring scan lines and rmvs, or by :re-.ampling 
the scan. in regular illtcn->ll. (Wid-""mpling), which oflen leaves "isible grid_pa'terus 
on the fin~1 model. However, it is "]W>l,)'S preferable to reconstruct a surface bAAed on 
the highest ",,->Illable scan-resolution, "" """- simplification roouc"", dcL.a.iL 
Thcoreticru~y, an,)' surm rOC<.lTl .tructioH algorithm can he u5<'<l LD creal" lfu-g" 











3,4. Surface Rreonstruction 
attention, however, needs to be paid to the points and triangles along tbe boundary of 
each sub-blodc, M no triMlgle.s will be created in betwoon two parts. One solution is 
to "lightly extend each block to """"te some oH<rbp. But unifying all bl"",ks later into 
one large file without fnrth~;r pr0ce8Sing wiJIlwep too bonndaries of """h suh-block 
intact and often create inter:secting triomgles. This will complicate the hole-filling and 
simplification p1'OCe.ss and can canse rendering artefacts (fig. 3.32). 
Figure 3.32: (a) Datase!. which lVa.'5 subdiyided into thr"" larger part,s. (b) ~~ach 
of these parts was processed with PlylliC, which further subdivided the datasets into 
smaller portioIll<. Thi" allowed parailel processing of the throo larger areas, The smaller 
blodt:s match perfectly along their boundari,,", while the threc larger areB.'l are over-
lapping. If \00 oV<lrlap (c) is not removed, it can cause rendering artefacts aa well as 
problems during simplification., hole filling. 
To cope with extremely largt! dat ..... ,.,t", PlyMC (32-bit sofu,,=e) was designed to 
"ubciiyide the ciat"""t into pi""es. with perfectly matching boundaries in between the 
sub-blocks. Howew;r, it "lows down, the more "ubdiviffions become nece1lSary. This is 
because P ly11C reads entire 'I(',ans, even though jWlt, " "ery small part, of t.hem might 
be required for the processing of the current sub-block (fig. 3.33a), This will become 










!CHAPTER ,1_ ESTABLlSfflNG THE WORKFLOW 
larger their file size is, The disk ac,'COS "ill thu' be mole ellident. hy 'plill.ing the data 
inl·o ,,,I""'ohuHes prior .0 t,he actual merging with PlyMC (fig . 3_33b)_ 
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Figure .'l,n, Illusl.rat.ion!;(", I.he hard-disk acceo, of 1'1y!>.IC can b~ optimized by 
subdivision, (a) Th~ bounding box of the ~lltiT~ lHodel ;,. 'ubdh·ided (hlad grid lines) 
during processing with P ly.)..lC , Even though the orange sean only marginal ly fall' illto 
the top lefl. ' uh.hIO<'.k, I ,h~ enliTe scan nef'd, .0 be k.aried. The green scan actually 
has no data in Ihat block at al1. but its bounding box intenlcct' with the houlldaJ:iC'\ 
of Ih~ sub_block and also ne«ls t.o be l'.arioo. (b) m,k access can he optimi.zoo by 
suhdividiug the input scans "ith ptx2ply before they are proce~w with PlyMC. 
For this reawn, the l'TX converter Ptx2ply w"" modified to .ubdiYid~ the sea,,, 
inlo bloe,,", priOT 1.0 Ihe merging with Plyl>lG. To use t,hi, feat,ure, only a bounding-
volume (limit-box). which encl= th~ str1jdllf~. nC<'d. to be specified, a.'; wdl as t,he 
atrLounl of ,ubdh'i,ions, t,he ","ume ,hould be splil into. In addition, ptx2ply allow8 
addillg au oycri"P in bdwc",.n th~ bloch_ 
The ",b-division feature proved to be " v~ powerful tool within th~ Zamani-
pl'Ojrel" aH it aU",,·, t,he lll',>c . "dllj( of Ihe dat.a wilh any available algrrithm in t he 
highest resolution_ Figur~ 3_34 shoW'S the increase in quali ty, when th~ inpul dala ,el 
is of maximum resolution. It i, a comparison of two mooels created with Ply\jC, OIl<" 
based On dat.a which wa.'; suh.,arnple<i by only u<Jng e"pry 'hil'd line and row of" scall , 
whil~ the other one is ba ... d on "e"m in highest resolutiou_ Both mooel" -...{"t~ extracted 
at 2cm-resolution. The dataset ill highest :resolution con,wnes 2il.40B of disk ~pace, 
whil~ th~ simplified dat"-"'"t i, only :1.10B larg~. 
Anoth..,. a,h<tntage of su bdh'i<Joll i, t he abi li ty to proe",," ,,,,,-.,,.,,1 blr)(,h ill parall el. 
cithcr Oil "multi-core system "nd/or on 8eYer"l machines_ \Jany m""hing tools, c""pe· 
dally research tools ar~ not optimioed for !",r"Ucl proc"""ing_ Hene •. the 'ubciivi'ioll 
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Figure 3,3-1, Two model" extr""teci ... ith Plyl1C at 2cm resolution, ( ... ) the inpnt 
d ... i.a-'<et was sub-sampl"'L (h) I.he input dat ....... wa, not r,""uood, 
After the surface reconstruction with Ply!>.lC, special attention nood!; to be paid 
to the overlap betw"",,ll ~he p(x2ply_hlod,s, as melltion",l above. To rern""e it and 
produce matching boundaxie, betweeJ..l sub-block., it io ouggested, to run PlyMC again 
to rem<JVe the overlap in between. 'I'hi, ho,",",ver, c",' resnlt ill a ,light. loss in quality 
due 1.0 ,.,..sampling. The additional lll€Iging proce", with 1'1yllC can aloe be oet to 
,plit the finalmoJel a~ain mto ,mali, m"'lage ... ble pieces, The verllee, On ... boundary 
of a block will then perfectly match with it, neighbouring blocl;, ""d, when merged 
later into one file, can e"'lily be cmlIleded by removillg dnpliceted ,'erti",,", 
If subdivi,ion i, elIlployed, pre---oligmnerrl or the entire dataset i, adwmt.age01L", 
so t hat the "-Xe, of the bounding box are paxallel to the oy,tem axes. This avoid, 
UIllieC,,",ary proce",ing of "empty" block. and , implifie, the ","ce,s later. 
Some reconstruction method" ouch as Poisson, are de'igned <II! an "at-once" pro-
ces" as they tty to cre ... te the whole """leI in Olle go. Especially the watertight feature 
ca n become problematic when oub-diYiding, <II! ,hown in figure 3.24. If a hole is ex-
tending over tllm sub-hlocko, the Poi",on tool can only close part or it. 'I'hi, how.".er 
will ffiOISt likely remIt- innon-m"tching overlap and merging will become complic ... too. 
The "nly alterna.ti ve is to all"w f"r a larger overlap area in between the blocb (20---30 
percent), to be sure thai, all holes extending m'er the bOUlldaxies of neighbouring hl<lcl:o 
are cJo.ec! identically. After rec<mSl,rucl.i"n "f the individual hI",,",,, olie ,imply cuts 
away a large portion of the e,,,,,,", oyerlap ""d merge, these smaller 1;1"&,, For .his 
purpose another tool wao created, plyCut, It allow, the ,pecification of ... limit-bo::xx 
and "" extellsio n 00: shrinking fact."r. 
3.4,4,4 I\(n ini n~ Colour Inf"nmtio l1 
As recommended during th~ texturin~ step, the inten,it.y ~.,.Iu", of the 'CaJl1l can be "f 











CHAPTlm a. ESTABLISHING THE \\OHK.I<LOW 
reject colour infonn~tion during th" me"hing, whi'h is not " limitation of t he ",,,thod 
it""lf, hnt rathe," of the software implementcttion. Only Geomagk retains the colour 
value. h,' .tandaro. 
Alternatiw ly, PlyMC in its ~'U:rTent v",.;em (4.0) olTer.< a '\<p\a.tting" techIDque 
(parameter _pl. F.llfor(illg thi" p~ra.rueter will also cre"te a .moother surf",,.,, th"n 
without this option, but at least the colour i. retained. TIm., t wo model. need to be 
produced, one "ith ~ml olle without the "platting option. Both models. high re.olution-
and colour-model. can be loaded int o M",hl~b where the colour "an he transfened onto 
the mOre detailed me", by using the -vertex attribute tran.fer" option. 
Pt)[2p ly w,,,, extended to map the inu,n,ity values in PTX files to grey-scale infor-
mation (parameter --c2 ), While the general range for inten"ity ,runes in a PTX-Iile is 
[0".1]' it i" impclrtant to know, that the various instruments only use" "ul",et of thb 
range . Far "simil ar grey-.c"le apP"--",a""" the foll(l,ving r>mges should be specified for 
pt.x2ply, 
• u"ic" HOS :;(XXI, SC"'I't"tion 1&.2: 0.35--0.65 
• Leica HOS 6000, 5100: 0.001 - 0.5 
T he TIl""t ide~l workl]",,- (iepend, drastically on the avaibNe input data. Generally 
the moot stoNe .oftware is PlyUC, which al"" pn)(lu,,,,, very go od results. Howewr, 
if there are many holes in t he tinal modeL due to vegetation or TOP prohle~lls, it i" 
r,,",'oTllmended to prod ",,, "nother model "ith Delaunay methods, here Gc"Omagic, and 
merge the two with PlyMC. The Deb"""y lllodel e~n aloo h" e.mp!oyed to transfer the 
inte.nsity information to the final model with Meshlab, os de.crihe .. 1 ~ho'"" 
To m"-'la.gt! ~rlritrl<rily large dM"-,,,t., it b found to be of great use W split the 
data first into overl"4'ping .ub-volllmes and proc",s thew, with the preferred surface 
"",,,,n'truetiOll algorithm, here PlyMC, The resulting OVErlapping block. om b<J merged 
again with Plylo. !C. During thb '''''''''nd merging 'tep, the Debunay model and oome 
other hole-filling pOotches can be inserted into the Plylo.lC pro,'",," to be merged with 
the main model. 
POjAAOIl Cflll ~"'" he U"".<I as a surface reconstruction method, if watertight meshes 
I<re require.<I. However, if the p""w,s is nrnuccessful due to problems with vegetation, 
Or if the re_"ult b o".-Iy "mooth, it i. recommended to use Poisson as a mesh-repa.ir-tool, 










3.0. Hole Filling 
P le"-"C rder to figure 3.35 for an overvie", of the ",orkJiow of thi, section. 
,,,,,.' 
Surface R e c""s~ruGtoo n 
- j .... -
" '"'~ ,.,,~, -"~." 
~.,~ . .,'~" .. -
~~ , ........ '''''""' 
Figure 3.:"-'>: Di,.gram of Snrf"ce Reconstruction workflow. 
3. 5 Hole Filling 
Based on the e"PerieIl<'e by vi.ually oomp,.ring models, users will aJ,,'ays prefer a wa-
tertight :lD model to a model "ith many holes, even if the latter is more detailoo. 
Watcr-tightneS1l is also " Pf"",,-,ndition for :jD printing and in virtual reality environ-
ments. For cnhur"l ll<'ritage purposc:l, hole-filling is howC\."r a deli~ate walter, "-" 
conservation am restoration expettl! need to rely on recorded data to be sure their 
"nalpis and planning i8 corr~d. Th~ introdu~t.ion of oon_r"""rded, ,,,tilictaJ patehes is 
thus oon-dmirable . The '1umtion i:! hO"-..,v."" ",hi"h pa.t<:h si,~ is rega.rded M critical'! 
In principle, creating a triangulated model "an alwa,vs htl regarded "" sollie kind of 
hol~ lilling; heea.u"" ,,'e move from a discrete dataset to a continuous surfa~e. Ho"","-".r, 
there i. no ah""lute "'-"''''er to (,hiq prol>l.em, becausc the availability of sum reliable 
data in high rcsolution i:! n,,,,' to these targeted prof"",,;"ns. So far, ardtitC'Cts are still 
mootly working with CAD-Dm"iI1&", with only a. minimum "monnt of points, lines 
and (,riangles, Believing that this might change in the future, the z.,.mani project thus 
adopted a poli~y [or hole-filled models, to provide the un-edited, original version ,,-" 
welL Ultimately, this ~ould be a"uided by as.qigning" stamardi.ed quality tag t o each 
vertelC of the 3D model, which holds infOfillation about its reli"bility, which conk! be 












CHArTER 3, ESL1HLIS1JING Hili \VOHl, HO\V 
'Li 1 Aut olnated Method s 
Even though hole-fill.ing is usually not desired for cultural herilage applkalion". i, 
might become !>ecessary to produce a water,igb( "lUf"""" for example for 3D printing, 
The moot efficient approach to obtain a hoIe-free model i, to employ a "-aln(;gbl, 
algorithm for Ihe SlU[""", recolls lr1lclion, ,"cb a., Poi",OIl. 
How<·,,-,,. Poisson oftell sulf~," fro'" .of,ware ("r""he!;, dlle 10 vegetation >il.ld pro-
duces overly smooth models. To work around these i""ues, olle could employ it (0 
re-m",,), ,be model, once created "ith a non-wat~xtighl algorithm. The model. con-
.trueted will, oth"r techniqu,,", "ud, as Volume(ric Integral ion, has a maximum o[ 
surface detail and potential problematic point samples of vegetation W>'Te already re-
d,,,,ed 1.0 a millin"un (fig, 3.36a), 
To retain the det";l of. the surfaoc during re-meshing, it is mggested here, to refine 
Ihe inpu, mesb by '''Ixlividing e''''y Irlil.llg!e, [or eX>Unple wii.l, ,be "BuUerfly" or 
"Catmull-Clark" filter in hleshlab (fig. 3.36b,e). After the refinement, all tri3llg1es 
ca.n be rejected as only the vertices and their normals are required by the l'oi>lson 
!<Oftware. Tl'e ,,,Ixli ,i,' ion o[ t,iangl.,. pro' ides mo<e ">Unple, for , he PoL"lSOn-(ool , a.nd 
thus produces more constraints during the fitting of the functio,," to the point cloud. 
D"illg obi" approocll, Ihe ,Iewl o[ the inp ul mffih can be tra.nsferrod almost entirely 
to a water\1ght mC8h (fig, ~.:J&l). 
OI1o"r s"rfa"" recoll"lrUCI,iOl' tool", eYlJn t}'oug}, I.hey "re llot, d""igned to create 
watert ight meshes, offer hole lilling all well, Ply:\1C and 0:\1 for example, employ an 
apl'rOll.C}', . imilili to Volumetric Diffu"io" (Dil.vi-l et aL 2002). The surfucc along a 
bound ary i, extrapolated for -a user defined" amount o[ step. (fig. 3.37). Wbile Ibi. 
can 1:>c useful to clooc wry small holes, larger exampl". prove to be more difficult, 
especially, becil.use the ooftware doe, not re,."rt Ibe hole back 10 it." previous stll.te, if 
it ",as not clos"d by the extrapclation .tep, In areas witb ",getation, th;" be}'aviour 
often creates cone-like structure" as shown in ligure 3.38, It is thus recommended 
1.0001 tlti" p"'a",e[.er l-O ,he mi"imum (_1) , Tl,;" doe. "ot. di"ahle ,}'e ex(ril.poli!.(ion, 
but lower values wil11ead to a lot more holes. hccausc of. a principal limitation of the 
m>ll'<Ohing cube algori,hm", 
3.5.2 Serrll Auto"'<ltd 'Hid M" ""di Method, 
Alternatively to entirely a"tomai.ed il.j~)f""".hes or to fix some more complex areas, one 
ca.n also ~Jllploy >lemi-"ulomil.l-e<1 loob, sucb a.~ in imEdi" which if! part of Polyworks , 
or Goomagk Qualify. These (00], allow ,be ,e,er 10 d ick On a bole w},ieb i" (hen eilher 










3.5_ Hole Pilling 
(" (b) 
" _., -
,<) ' d) 
Figur~ 3:J6: (,,) G.'Onwgie ~lodd of th~ t<JIr= of DGB II, Cameroon. (b) Verti",," 
of Geomagic ~Iodd. (e) Refined wrtices. (d) Rc--procesocd model v.ith Poisson, h .. _l 
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,., ,0, '0' 
Figure J.37: Voltlllleirie Diffnsion in sev.ral steps "ith 1'1y:\1C, (a) expansion levcl=l, 
(b) expansionlevel=2, (el cxpan,ion lcvcl-3 











3_5. Hole Filling 
the wutldaTY, whi le flat fi lling just performs a simple ro-triangnlation in between the 
wrtices on the boundary. Hoth app=bes c~n be u,;ed to fi ll smaller and simpler holes, 
but the laTger and mOre eomplex the hole, become, the less reasonable the result will 
be. tor these large holes, ImEdit offers the poosibility to d~line a sur!'"," l",teh, which 
the U$er <"an se tllpt \Jy j)()l;itioning anchor;,. If the anchors are close to existing surface, 
they will srutp onto it to ensure smooth conrinua.tion. Once t he patch looks satisfying, 
t he hol e will be triangulated "ceording to the sculpted patch (see fig. 3.39). 
,., '0' 
Figure ,1.~9, Sculpting tools of ImEdit for hole filling. (a+b) A b lue l".teh is fit t o the 
surface around the hole. (e) The hole is fi lled by using the blue surface as a guide. (d) 
Filled model 
3.5.3 Including Ot lw r Sou rces ~f I\l t,' 
PhotO!:rammetry, if ,wailable, i, a very valuable '-Ource of input. E ,pecially with struc-
t ure from JOobon tools, surf" .. ,e i~ quiddy reconstructed, which call be scaled and 
registerM to laser scan model;; to fill hoI",. Agisoffs PhotoScan Professional, Au-
todesk 123D Catch, lly3DScanner and al'-O Bundler in connection with P JdVS. CJl.n be 
employed t o automatkally reconstruct patches, even from uncrilibrat",1 images_ Us-
ing un-cillibmted images might crMt" less ,,,,cumt,, surface reconstruct iollS. However, 
th_ will still be mOTe a"cmate than entirely fabrimt ed patches 
Once the surf"-Ce b cTeated , control point~ have to be defined on lnser-oc'an and 
Sf1-1 model to find the COITect scale, translation and rotation. The latter two can be 
relinC'd with an ICP-proc.,ss in registration tools, snch as Meshiab and Scanalyze, "" 
described in the followill!l; ~"etion_ If the patch is con""tly pOI<itioned, it em> either 
be JUer~ with a "Zippering' -method or tre"ted "" a laser scan during the ,urfa.ce 











CHAPTER 3. IISTA.BLISHlNG THE WORKFLOW 
3.5.4 Resulti',8," Workflow - Hole Fill'rg 
As mentioned l>efore. hole fillin ~ i., T IO~ "",ential, o.nd actnally questionable for the 
<locument"Uon of herit,..,;e sites. While it might be acceptable to fill very <mill holes 
during surface Te('O""truc~ion by ~",~r"!}Ohtion of the surronnding surface, the only 
"ccura.ie titling for large holes is the creation of patch<" with photogtammet>cy /Sflvl. If 
that is llOt an option, it is rtl(>.l!nIllencieci to fl(:ulp~ patches with Polyworks. because of 
its lal'ge toolset, but a second mo<:Id should b<' delivered then. 
However, if the aim iR a 3D print of the structure, a. watertight mooel is required 
The quickest method to achi""." thi" it to r.,.mesh a previously "'nstructeci mesh with 
PoiH.""n, as d"""rlbed aoove. 
Ple""e "",, figure 3.40 for an oven'iIl", of t.he worHln .... of this section. 
Hole Fil!ing 1 
"" "':, 1 
.;:.:;;:,,:,:.,~ 'c~~." I r..:::~~ .... 
. -- - , .. ~ .... 
"',,..,. ... ,, """ 
• __ ' .. ..•• '-_' 'r''''_ 
o, .. ~ ,,,_,,,, ... ... 
F i~ lUe :lAfJ: Di i<gn,ll\ or llOle IUiu;,; / mC'Sh repair workftow 
3.6 Registration 
In section 2.2.2.1, it .... as pointed out, that targct registra.tioll is too time-consuming 
"wi 'liHicult to be u"" l within the Z"mani projed. In ~he following, it is tlm.< foell.<eci 
on the "urfacc matching method, "'hich rdi"" on matching geometric features in the 
overlap a.re" of two scan.<. A" ment~med ""rlier, the Rtanciard ,.,Iution for this problem, 
lCP, L< iO<lking for clos""t poi",s in two ""ans a.ud c"'cw"!.",, "tr"""formation which 
minimi<es ~he <li%a.nce be~w""n all ",rrespolldenc"" in ~he lefl.st-squar"" sen.,e. Tbi, 












3.6. 1 ~lIrfd[~ M d lChi,,~ wll" 10-' 
The ICP is controlled by seyeral parame'''''s. Th~ most importfl.Ilt one, common to all 
varifl.nts, is the ",,"rch distance for common point •. If a point on scan A !lfI8 a cioscst 
point on scan l:L which is as closc. or closer than the ""arch diqtance thr""hold, the 
points ""e con,id~red M valid =pl"" for minimiZ"-tion. The USCl" can usually also 
define how many ofthcse sample" may be collected and how many iteration.~ .hould be 
pcrfmmed. At the e-'1d of an iteration. the TCP will provide, depending on the software. 
an errClC value (maximum or a"crage), or an error distribution statistic. This result 
nero" to "" tre",ted with care. A "mall value does not neeessarily mean a good fit and 
dOOf! not !(ive an a1:o;Qlute error between both "urf",,,,,,, . A ]""- m""imum error only 
expI'CS8e!5. thftt all Or ffiOIIt diqf.anc,," between valid sample points within the ",,&"eh 
distance were minlmized to below the maximum error. Corn"ponding point. above 
the search distance ",·ill not be included in this st&t.istic. It is thus recommended to 
aJ,." viSll"Jly inspeet the rcrult. and to check whether both surfa(;"" interweave evenly 
(fig. 3.41) . 
Figure 3.41, ICP-Alignment: &a:r", ..,-e only well-aligned, if their ~urf""e" interweave 
evenly (b) . 
To find the best-fit transfOl"mation, the rcp minimi"",s the e= betwf'<)n point.. 
with least squares. A. described in the previotLq chaptcr, mostly lwo errur-metrics 
are used, point-to--point and point-to .. plane. Point~to-point is gencrally regarded more 
resistant to noise, while point-to-plane OOll\-..r!(es faM.ec and ooemq to convcrge less 
likely only 10 local minima. Thus, if the option is a\i";lable, one should prefer the 
latter for a «rough" registration and point-to--point for a Inst "fine" aligmuent. 
As cau be SC<ln from the procedure, the "",,"en of the lCp for corresponding points 
i. "imply driven by distance between the ffi-o surface< and lh,m it is very likely that 
wrong pairill!(S ",e made. The ICP, as it is not guaranteed to find th~ global minimum, 
th'm rcquirCll the scans to be already roughly aligned. Thls iIlusuaIIy a manna! process, 










CHAPTER. 3. ESTAHLlSHL'I"G THE IVORKFc'cO"Hc' ___ _ _____ _ 
AlterIlal.iwly, I.he us<)r can shift and rotatc one mrface " ntil it is in an ~pprDximate 
p""ition 
After all iIli(ial ~ligrunent was. fo,md, the ICP can do its work. A lJjanu~1 nser 
alignment is consideroo " "Tough" pOI<ition alld m~ny Df the ciosc,t point" on hoth 
surf""es are ,till v.rong p~irings. Hence, care 1100eh to be t"ken, while ",([.ing the gNLl'eh 
distan"" th=hold, whid! ,hould he huge "'mugh, Lo find enDugh correct pairings. 
Selting I.he ",=h distan"" of the ICP straight to the de8ired fin.a.l matching I.oler""",,, 
error ~aIl cau,"" 1,lle ICP to com-erge (0 a h>cal minima or evcn cano;(, th" "urf""" ~o 
drift "way from it, correct po"il,ion Good exp,)riellce was made with the following 
routine: starting with only kw point "ampl,," for f..,.~er ikr&l,ion' and a very high 
","Mch (li,(ance (e.g. 2Ocm), sew;ral iterations should be pcrfonned IlIltil on" ~ann'" 
sce any mon, "isuificant mO>-effi<'n(" The erwr should have drDppcd "ignificantly 
during one Df the previous iteration", and the surface "h""ld now be, IIlore Dr I""", 
in th" correct p",il,ion. The search di<ll,,,",,,,, i<l then red,.ccd in additioo.aI itcratioll8, 
e.g, lOcm, ocm, 1cm, !cm, "tight,'ning" (he two ",dace more and mme together (fig . 
.1.42) , \Vhf'll the las.t it~;ration i<l pcdorlIled, the amount of "ampk," "h""ld be i""r"'I.:;ed 
to whal, w"mory and I,ime allov,.". In the end. one should also cowid,'r to ,witch to 
Point-to-point mod,', to obtain tJ", be",t fit of "s maIlY samples as p<>'I3ible. The search 
distance should not be set to below tIl<> "",uracy 1"",1 of (he iIl,tnnnen(. Usually lcm 
",,~rch (\i,lance b l'wviding good result, for the final lCP iteration. 
n~gislral,ion ",ith IeI' in it' cociginal approach i8 " pair-v,is,' pn)('(",,; only tv"" 
.c'lllS at a tim,' ar,' aligIl~~!I<J each ol,her . The software Scanalyzc allows to group two 
aligned SC'lllS togcther and register a t h;,,! SCan to thi" colJ.,c(ioll. Noise in all scans 
l>d<mging tD a group "ill "thicken"' the, thcadically infinitely thin, ."da('e. As il. "' 
c()mputational expk'llSiye I" ""I,rac l, th~ correct averaged ,urf""," aftcr the grouping, 
and thus not pCllsiblc to ca!cubt<., it on-t ll<>-fly, Seanaly"e will regioter the neW >can lo 
the tDP Df the cn~'t, formed by all SCffilS within tbc group. 'fhWl, aft"r grouping a ll 
.cans together, th" .Call which wa, a.dd~~! I,h~ last, willllol, P<'rfectly match the very 
first. Hence the amollilt of scans within a gro"p should ):'" kept"" "mall"" I', .... ihh 
To reduce (he accumulated em., during pairwi.ge alignment. there arc !!Oftware ><olmiOIl8 
a,-"ilabJ." which perform a global registration, either distributing the CITor hetwc<,n 
all scan, ur ew'll P<'rfonning a simultanoous multi-,iew !\lignnl<'nt. While thi. might. 
smmd good, tests within this research with Polyworks lmAlign lY l\f<,,;haligll (VCG· 
















Figur" 3.42: Aligrnnent process with ICP: (a) two .scans in t heir Ioe,,] CD<lrdillatl! 
sy"t~.l1.Ill . (b) The rro scan is manually, a.pproximately " Jigncd by "hifting 1Illd rotating 
th~ .scan. (c and d) Iep was run OIl the initial aligmnent with" scorch di"t"-llCe of 
2Ocm. (~) After dccrMsing the search diet"""" in "mill step. to 10m during: several 
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tru~ for ten""tri~l, mediulll range laser Beans: 
'T'h~ purp<:<w of the ICP i., to minimize thc di.tanccs between the majority of 
cor"'"ponding point """,plcs on both .urf"",,,,,, indi/f~"'n, of their distribution aer"", 
the ",,".n, A., mentioned hefo.:e. the sampling densi~ on all objects ,,~thin a 36U" ",,~n 
cannot bc kcpt constant, which is why objects faJ: away fwm the "e~n rentre will be in 
"m\wh lower tesolulion and eontributing I",," sample" to th~ ICP process than do""" 
objects_ If we ]l(yW im~gine a elw.in of fom "e~ru;, where e""h scan is only linking to 
two othcr scano, bnt one ofthffie linh i! only ha.'«XI on" v~ry ",n~ll overlap of slld""es 
in a very low resolution, the strong eonstraints betwcen thc otl1tJr linh will outweigh 
th~ cOIL'trainb of this w""k liuk. Ptimarily the "trung links will be ,ightcned murc 
and 1ll0"', whilc thc scans. connectcd by thc wcak link, ar~ moving furth"t ~nd fnrth~r 
"p~rt (fig, 3_43). 
,'i!',ur~ 3-43: J-tetlnlt of glo hal rcgi.%ration procc,," "ith Mcsblab_ Notdhc mi!alignment 
(some arcas "'~ highlightoo in roo) bet wcen thc two major group" of scans, cycn thongh 












3.11.3 Rq; istr~t iGn wit h , S ~clctGn M"rl f l 
It is thn" suggested, to follow >UloOthf'-I proct!dure. Fim(, all !WArc~ a,., reduced to a j""w 
rew>lution to 8peeci up the prO<:'ess. Afterwards the)- are roughly aligned together to get 
an overview of the various :scanner k>c~tio"" ",-.d what are" e>U'jl S",,"n OOvec:l, nailed 
OIl thi~ rough alignment . Ihe very minimum of 'leans rovering moot of the area are 
identified. These "hould be aligned !IS good as j)(>l~ible, ill high"" reoolution, maybe 
with -if ,,,,,,,,ssible- trn. help of a global :regi:stration method, if the links are equrUly 
strong between SCfillS. The re~ulting model C"'l j,hen ",,,,.,. "I< a bafle model Or rere:re""" 
mo.del. to which all olher :scans are :regi:stered onc-by-one. This appl'Dach was confirmed 
by the ~uthor on ~ huge d"taset of the Z~IH,,"i Projfd, Songo l\Inara, Tanzania, 
<Yln~isting of more than 000 flCiUIS (fig. 3.44) 
• 
• 












Figure 3.11: CIS of Songo MnlU"a "howing the scan positions. The green points mark 











CHAPTER 3. ESTAHLISH1.NG THE WORf(f'T.O"· 
361 Registration Softw~ r" 
To p" rfmm the r~gistration, several tools are a"ailablc in hmc , &'aualy," awI11.-.;h-
lab, both open ""urce tools, 1kshAligllH "",Il'roprietaxy ooftware such as Goomagic, 
Polyworks and Leiea Cyclone. 
Despitc thc ~"uTi.cty 01 l'~gistra\i<Hl ,ortwal:e 1",,1>ages, the u;;age of thc free softwarc 
Scanalyze is advantagoous: 
• Speed - none of the other software tools allo'l,," such a fast navigatioll WiL,)' hr!\" 
mcshes, "ollsisting o[ ."".eral millious ()f triangles 
• F'k'Xihility " illter alignmeHt, the ,ill tm.usfm'lllation can he """ed as a XF-File 
contalning a ·h·1 t ran,rormation matri .. ". This lIlabi" ''all he applied, with th~ 
tool ptx'lransform by the Zamani-project. to diilerent venions of thc saIDC "Can, 
1m- cxample dMIl",1 "wi '"I_deiIJ""l ",,~n" il.ll()wing th~ registration pro,'""" to be 
donc in parallel to thc dcaning 
• [""alahility _ AlcxaOOm Agath"" oompiloo a 64llit versi()n for \vi",k" .. "g aU()wing 
to load and register extremely l~ge datasets. ror CxaJJlplc. 80 million t riangk" 
011 a mad-liue with 4GB ()[ RA~f 
• Compatihility - "" Scanalyzc call read. t lLc PLY fOrlllat, it fits vcry well into thi., 
woridl()W 
• Free access - as it is open oomce ooftware, no license h"" to be acquiroo. 
3.6.5 Red uc'ng Initi,,1 i\lignm er~ Effo·t~ 
As shown abovc, thc rcgistration P:I'O<'CSS is ,-till heavily bm;,,,,! all Ll""r illtC.:actioll. 
The establishing ()f an initial alignment requires a large am()unt ()f time. Even though 
,om~ a Lll<Jlllatic aliglllOOllt i, offcred ill "",ftwal:c, sudl a., ill ~f""hlab, ha..,.,d OIl the "4 
Points Congrucnt Sct" approocl:t of Aiger et a1. (2008), dc>crihod. in sc<'lion 2.2.3.1, 
the alignment is not always sUl,C<!",ful and otill quite &\()w, Sll('h alignment tOCll> might 
I"",om~ more ~m6""t in the future, h"" Wl far it remaill8mootlyalll.fl.llOlal ta.,k. 
Howcycr thm" arc ",-,me rOlltim>; which can help in minimizing this cffort. Firstly, 
the manual transformation approiIJ'h srem, to be much faster than the selocti()n ()f 
throo or four ",mmon poiuts for all initial alignmcnt. nest cxp""icI>l'cs ill Scanaly>" 
were illad~ loy y;"",ing the ><cenc frotH abov<l, ami 'hif\ing a",1 rotatiHg the ue", ","'H 
"Mcshbb implements porto of Uc. IL-I.lign, Iloth Tools 'MOro dovclopod at tho VCG !ab altho I,s:r.l.. 
Pi, ., bowe"", ~ li""""",, ""Juired foc Me,;,AIir;n, 










1Iuti! it "pproxim"tely fit" the target ""IwIL II th~ ",an i" hwdled, the scan only needs 
to be rotated around one axis and "voids a ~.hange of the ,1e,,-er's perspective, which 
would enable to rot"te around the other ,,,,i,_ Levelling a scan should thu, become 
" habit during data acquisition. If alS() the oricntation of the s<'-anner daring ",,-an 
acquisitiou WII1l more or less aet into the S"me diroction, the iuitial alignment would 
reducc to a simplc shifting. 
Secondly, thc rcS()lution of the ",,,ns should be reduced drastkally for the initial 
aligwneut_ &"'''' c"" """i ly COIltllin more thll..ll 15 millilJll t'iaugles which are too 
many to just obtain a rough registration. During this initial stage, the scan needs to 
be rotated "ad ,hifl.ed o[ku "ud thIlS a "mOl,\h llItvigatilm experience will save a lot 
of time . Ptx2Ply can be employed to perform a simplc 8uh-sampling of the sea.n. A 
valne between fOllI and aix usually redu<'-.... a scan "'ith 2Q million tri!lU!liefl to about 
[)OO,OOO-l,ooo,ooo triangles, which is more than enough for initial alignmcnt purposes. 
Ollce llil IlCIlIlfl are r'mghly a1igued the r"""lution~.IUl be iucreaseci "1>;";U and the lep 
should be run once more to refine thc alignmcnt. 
3_6_6 Reg,st r;;-::,on wi-:: h S-:: ruc-::lIre from Motioo 
Another ide/!., "nAAeflted here, i. to ,ecover the iuiti"] a!igIlIIlent of "<'-aIlS ",ith the help 
of atructure from motion tools. Similar to Spin-Images, (Johnson and Rebert, 1997), 
",eutiou".-I e-"Clier, the 3D models are processed "" 2D i"'"!>;efl. The ide/!. prellented iu 
here however, is to create multiple images of each 3D scan in hlIIall, regular intervals 
with" virtu"] eanwm., which rot"tee "rOlmd the o<".IUl (fig. 3.4:;(1)). Each """" i" thell 
represented by a group of images_ The image, from all sc"n, ca.n then be processed 
with Sf!>.l Loom (fig. 3.15(2)). 
Th~ omall stefl« ensure th"t SflIl tool" ,,·ill o.<J<T€dly est"bl;sh the rellith.., camera 
positions for each individul!.! image of a SCll.n Every oriellted image "all then bocome 
a potential match with imagas from other ",am and can thm link ",an, together_ 
Producing more images from various angles of cach scan incre= the likelihood that 
" m"teh hetw""11 SCaull i" foulld. 
Because these image:< arc rcndered imagOl, the in- and external orientation l'aram-
eter" of their corresponding virtual camer..,; are known. Bence, the coordinatcs of thc 
C/!.JJJer"B iu e",eh group, iu their 1(j(".Il.l ay"tem "nd in the SD,[-sy"tem can aerve as c.<mtrol 
points for a standard 3D-transformation to ",tahli"h the tr"IlSfOCffi"tion parameterS for 
each scan (fig. 3.15(3)). A.s the rcoolution of the virtual image>; will usually not match 
the reoolntiou of the SCIl.U, a perfe<'-' alignment is llillikely, but at least this regi"tratkm 
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Figure 3.45: Scan-regi'tration proce'll "ith Sf.\-1: 1: ""veTal vicw" of cw, "'''ill are 
created. 2: these views are then registered via SfM-methods. 3: a transformation 
malrix f'l< cach s.ca.o. """ be derived by pcrformi!Jg a 3D lransiarmation ootwoon the 
poIlitioIl!! of the virtual cameras in their local coordinate sY"tem and their posilion ill 
the SDd model. 4; the point matches between sc""" axe visualized in a graph-structure. 
Lower number. refer to a. ",;trangel'" link. The "Dijhtra." method establishes the 
shell:test path through the gra.ph. 5. The gra.ph can be translated into a. batch-file 












To automatically refine this "rough" registration with lCP. i1 is n"""sSMY to kllOW, 
which scans shar" 'lOme overlap. This information eM a1"", be dcriyed from the Sll.l 
process. For each found image pair, the system records how mrwy matches were 
found and thill< provides the informat.ion which SCans arc ovcrlapping. The amount of 
matches also sh",,'" how strong the link between each scan pair is. ;\lore match,,_ can "" 
intcrprct.cd "" large o,..,-dap. This information can be converted into a graph mrueture, 
which yisu")i",s the links ""tween SC"-"S. By finding the shortest path throngh the 
graph, for example with the Dijkstra met hod, (fig. 3.45(4) one can e.tabiish. which 
scan;; need to be regisl<'red together and in which ord,.r. 
First e"periments showed prollli.'Jing results (fig. 3.4S(S)}, but alth(>lJlo"'ent, this 
procedure i. not reliable enough to be incoIPOratoo into a productiYC environment. 
However, in the future, ~ modifying the SfrI!-m ... tching toola, one could align nor"",l 
photographs "" well in the same .process fur texturing pU1'J>06C • . 
3.6 7 R~5IJltin g Workflow - Reglst carlon 
As described ... bove, registration remflins a largely manual process. But the workload 
can be d"",tically roouced by following the approaci:t from "bove: first, all scans (low-
resolution) are roughly aligned together, then the most essential scan.<; for a skeleton 
model arc identified. and finally, all OC8.lll! are finc-regi!!lcred in high-rcllOlution onto 
lhe skt-l"ton model. 
Please refer to figure 3,46 foc an overview of the workflow of this section. 
Registration 
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3 7 Cl eaning 
While scanning in the field, especially cnltun,1 heritU!(e sites, whieb a.re .till in we, it 
i. u"uully not posfiihle to obtain a completely "clean" ilean, free of people, animal. and 
other, unde,i..able objects, Hot belongillg w the original and histOl"b.l etate of the site, 
One ",ason i. the advancement of technology and thw the scanning spero, which ~ 
not leav" the operator much iiIII<' to e:>CI'p" t he l"s • .,.-c....am, In addition, one simply 
cannot close off t he whole. or ewn jU"t part of the heritug<' "ite, a~ t hey "re oflen still 
in U"" Or .imply lleCll.lTle a tourist attraction. FUrther, oyer time, people might h",-., 
done peTInanclLt addition, to the stmchlTe, whid. obvio'L,ly ~.fI.nnot he removed while 
scanning, 
These item, can be classifiro into thr"" categories (see fig.3,17 £01" example"), 
St.ti~ Items eta.tic obje<:b whi.--h do not move during the COUrSe of the fieldwork, 
such as scaffolding, permanent (modern) additio", to the 8tmctu'e, tT"" tnllLks or 
jj~,ghb-oming structures 
Mov .. ble Object s Thi.' iudwle. all obje<:tf> which move while b-eing oc=ed or have 
moved while the illlltrument was moved to another pooition, BUeb as people, "nirnaJs . 
equipment puns or l)()xes, ':a.r" veg<'tation 
lechnic, 1 i\rtd'ct. L"""r ocanIle'" do haw ""IDe t echnicallimitatio,,", for e""JIlple. 
the inability to scan into water, The h"am is either reflected off the water Burface or 
"t leaHt ",Ira.ded. Ilell~"', if th"'·e "-<e resulti ng dat" points, they might _ m to be at 
the right poiiition, but they aTe not reli"ble, The srune effect "ppeaT8 with glass and 
nllrrors. Dust iilld w"ter particles in the air (fog) might result in random data point;; 
or cloud • . Othe,· artefud. ,LI:e ~"".used by t he lul"., edge problem: The 1:,,;e,. beam, due 
to ito not unlimitedly thin footprint. ca.n be split OIl the edges of an object: the scanner 
willthell receive t",.o or moce reflectiOllll . a lso from the next objecte in the line of 'ight , 
TlIstead 01 bein/( filter",:-J, t hese '·efie<:tiolL8 are "'>rnetimes "vel·age<l and r""ull ill point' 
fiooting in 'pace. 
This li,t demol1Stl'ates tlllit a cleaning .tep in the pipeline L, Lmavoidable, But only 
the fact that an object i, not part of the desired .tm cture, doe., not mean that it i. 
not of use. Some are .,catic enough to he Il.",ful for regi.tn'tioll by the me""" of . urface 
matching, ""pecially if there i. only little overlap otli e"",'i"", PerfOl·ming the cleaning 











Figure .3.47: Example. of it",n8 to be dean.d: (a.) ","'fill'<llding, (b) animals, (~) "f>ll"" 
edge"-artefucts, appearing as isolated lines, 
3.1 1 Softw. re T Dol , 
Leil'a Cydone is capable to load very larg<l point datasets and is thull predestined M a 
dea.ning t()ol. It also al1",m importing and exp<lrting the file!! "" PTX_files, guarantee-
ing " ,mooth wmkR",.; "'ithout too m"ny fiJ.,.~.onve",j(nos and the preservati<m <If the 
,canning grid. How",,,,,,, Cyclone only "00"'" '" portion of the point doud "t "tim~, 
depending on whether a user-set limit of di'pla,yable points is reached. The software 
continuously adapts th~ amount of point' being displ"yed on screen, depending on the 
focused arna and the zoom level, removing points from memory. which are not in yi",,' 
a.t present. This ",ork8 nil'ely fm single ""ans, but when looking a.t an entire dataset, 
which consists of 'Sey"r"l 6C/lllS, <lnly a ""iuced version of each cl<lud i. sh<lwIL Thus, 
one can never be 8ll1'e of selecting and removing all point, unless the point cloud is 
"unified". Unifi~a.tion imports and "<lrt. alll'oints from all ""aIlS into a new database, 
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pipeline. as ouly meshing algoril.lnlls which Cilll deal with ,crbitH'''' p(jinl. douds could 
b~ u",~1 for .urrnc.:, rccoustruction. which h"si,,,,lly meiill8 Delaunay, with ,,)1 its plm 
and cons. 
• S<,aruling grid ,,,,n iJe maintained, &!lowing easy lecOVClin,o; of p0011' normals and 
c[<-.ating simple surw"", 
• S<,ans ('an b" r...m..tributed. so other researchcrs can do thcir l"CSf'a.:dl On pr:<c(.i-
cally ori!;in'," dl't;., nul. .rr.,d"d hy registrat ion eIro", 
• Cleaning can be done in parallel to the legistration proc""s_ Cle"lled PTX fi),,,, 
arc interch"llb'Cahle with lh~ c riginal., on('" hoth PIOC"""",, Me completed 
• Slow pIOCess. M each '""'" needs to be cleaned individually. Thi, often IllCau, 
lemoving tJiC ",me chj.,d." from ""eral ""ans. 
• Difficult t.o sometim"" distinguish iu thc point cbud between surf".ce "wI nil-
wanted obj",t, in low resol"tion a.:~a.". Combining di!terent ""ans into one point 
elond cvuld help in identifying paxt" to be lemoved 
PointTool, ;, "notJic r eommen,ial ",ftware able '0 I"ad Luge dataset, and thus 
would aJiow thc cleaning on the entire dat""""'t . The pcrformallCC ""'''''" 1.0 loop th~ 
pcrfcrm"""~ of Cyelon" and it also cff,~'s mme ... l"",tion t001s. But, at plesent, it is 
not able to expolt into PTX Ol any othel "b"idded" formats; whidl is en~jal 1.0 I.his 
pip...Jill~. IIow~v~L PTX-~..<:port was announced for the future . The only useful cxput 
format at pre",nt i, a X.Y;Z form",. with point llOrm"J,; whidl "",lid be n.",I, at I~ASI. 
as an input fOI" the Poisson-surface recomtluction algorithm. 
A eompromi", bdwCf".ll d~,.[\ning ilulivi,l<lIll ",,"'~, and all sea"" at-onc~, would be, 
similar to the reconstluction process, to subdivide thc dat"",h into regn!:cr ,i,,,,1 ""b-
sets with plodpl,Y. Cydolle would b.o ,,'-'Ie t<) show all points of •. block I't the ""m~ 
tim~ "ithout unification. Mter uport, the sca.ns, even though combined ill one large 
P1'X_lilc, '''ill bc ""P"""I.,,<I ",," in wil.h p lx2ply_ T"" I~ h"-v~ shown h"we"~I. that the 
pcrform"nce of the U"~~gation witJiin Cydone .. st.ill qnit" .Iow_ Ilmv,weL as il. i. easier 
t o lecOWlizc individu"J objed, "nd t o rCUlm" "ll I'PP'"-'lrall"'" of "-.[1 "11",=t.",1 (~,je£t 
with one ",lection ]>loce," might, ovcrall, ""VC a lot of tjmc _ TIiC Ollly real drawback 










in parallel to the registr"tion , which does not, affect, t,he tot&1 worklng hours, but the 
production time, when worklng in teams. 
3 .7.2 Met ho ds t o Rc rno oe Unwd,,: ;;,:] Dd:d 
Cleaning ,.cans is, at present, still a mootly manual procea.. There are howe""r >lOme 
oolutions, alr<oooy implemented in ooft- and hard_Ill, which could decrease the work_ 
load. 
Scanners wit.h a spinning mirror are usually scanning back and front of the scanner 
a t the same time, winch me"n8 they only need t<) se>Ul 180 degrees in the horizon-
h I plane. nut. if a fujj 3Glf scan is pcrformed instead and both h"lvc:s are " ,corded. 
one ohta illll two samples per ocan po int and Call thus filter ohject," which moved d ur_ 
ing scanning. A., the .callIling speed increase;; "ith every g<oncration of !aser-ocanncrs, 
present.ly completing a 180 degroc scan in 1_ than ilOs<><:onds (:krn at 25'H , IIDS6100), 
this approach could become mOre and IDOre a pmeticai soim,ion. Laser-scanner man-
ufact urer", .\Llch 3H Z+F, implemented such a function into th eir softwa re paclca.gt1S. 
However the practic,,1 application could not be t,,,-,t,ed in here. 
Lcica Cyclone offers some "",,,i_il.Lil<)Ulhtic ""gmentation approach"". which "'-Sist 
the u_ in the selection of BIt ciact&. Surface detoctors are looking fur smooth, p l>Ular 
patches, selocting anything which de\·iat"" too mnch from it, which can thcn bc dcktcd. 
People walking On the iitreet or cars on t he road are tlm" easily fi ltered. liowe\'er, it is 
not a vcry fast approach and an exp erienced opemtor is likely to manually ""lcct these 
artefads us quickly Or even faster. 
For the future, semi-automatic mctho<is. operating on cias,ific"t,ion and ""10m en_ 
talion algorithms, which wO LlliI ident.,ify ""d SCJlBIale different material.< MId objects, 
accm to be the only practical ",-,llllion t<) the clea.ning process. Vegetation for example. 
would produce" wry irregLilarsurface, cl"",ifiable by normals and depth variations 
betwecn neighbourill,g points. Also border detection "nd filtering of small compo-
nents, which coumt only of a few points or the intensity_valu"" of the laser-signal, 
Can "",eve "-, anot,her indication for vegetation or pa-rts of the same material. 
The only pract,ica.1 solution at the moment is to clean ewry single OCan ill C yclone. 
CycloM is the only ooftw.u-e in t.,hi. pipeline, olfeIing no support for PLY-Form"t. 
Bm, as it can l'CM[ and write PTX lil"", t here is nO additional conversion necessary. 
RegiBt.ratiOIl inllirma.tion in the form of XF-fil"" Ctlll btl applied with a sell-deyeloped 











CHAPTER 3. ES'l'ABLlSH[!I,'G TIlE WORKFLOW 
FOI: t,he fut ure , when other software, such as Foint Tools supports tM import and 
export of PTX iiI,"" the scans shonld be split into . nb-b lc>.:h berMe eleiW.ll:tg, For 
thi. rea.,,>u , Pb:2ply Wall extended to also output l'TX files again and split the data 
into sub-di",ctori",. This would imply ho",'''"'''·, th,,,, the cleaning ean only be done 
after ~he regiet rati nn, not in pMalleI any more. Fin>'t tests in Cyclone hay" shown that 
this would significantJ:.- reduce the cleanin~ time, but in tl~ cnTTen~ "",,,,ion (7_0), tIle 
renderiug ffl not ra.'t enongh, eYen on a high-end machine, 
l 'leaoo see figure 3,48 for an overview 0: the workflow of t his .",1i 'Tl 
---7 
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3 8 Scan acquisition 
TM tl(Xlui"ition of "'''ilL" became ,. ,'ery '\illipl.e ta.<k , Commnn medium range systems 
(Leica, Z&F, Trimble, }'a<o) can perform sp herical, full-dome sean. of " se.,ne by jn"t 
p.:",,'\illg " , ingle b ut t nn, The 'C.auuer ffl moved to "..nou, locations t,o scan tile entire 
site. The following se<:non rather sen'", "" ,. collation or method. and rout.i""" for 
"can fl.C'lu isition, which would minimize effc>r\s during post-processing. 
The Il108t time-consuming manual task is tt:.- initial alignment of the ",'an. , which , 
"'. menoioneo-[ above, enuld benefit of a consistent oo.-ientation into one direction and 
levelling of the scanner_ Many modern iu.'lI.rumeIlL. haye " t.ilt.-Ren" .. Ol' even a com-
pensator built -in, which should thus alway:; be a.ctivat..ct, if possible. 
For internal reference, each . canner has a fixed in~ernal hori wnt."l .ern-pooitiorL If 
it C8llllot be identified n'om outside any other marks OIl the ca>ling should be employed 
to orientate the seannel: cOlllli.tently into one direction before each SCM , T his will 
teduce the manual effort of rotating the scan in the registration soft""",e , Many modern 
"ntartphnnee do come with an intBmal digital compass, which would be a wry precise 










3.8. Scan acquisition 
Global navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensors could also assist in determining 
the position of the scan, minimizing the need for manual translations. However, GNSS 
signal is not available everywhere, especially inside, and usually not accurate enough, 
unless differential GNSS is employed. It thus seems much more feasible to record scan 
positions roughly in a GIS and to convert these coordinates into a translation vector. 
Overlap is most important for the alignment process without targets. It is thus 
recommended to always scan a full dome scan, as also the objects not in focus of the 
current survey can become useful during registration, such as parked cars or buildings 
nearby. 
Hole filling should be avoided for the documentation of cultural heritage sites by 
scanning as much as possible. The philosophy should be to rather scan in lower res-
olution than to not scan at all. This approach might take more time for registration 
and cleaning, but it will take even more time to create artificial fill-in patches. In 
some cases, images for photogrammetric purposes, together with SfM software can 
replace a scan, but as it can only be confirmed in the office, if the photogrammetric 
documentation was successful, a quick laser scan might be safer. 
3.8.1 Resulting Workflow - Scan Preparation for Processing 
For the processing pipeline, the only data-acquisition task is to convert the laser-scan-
files to make them compatible to the remaining workflow. As mentioned above, PTX 
was chosen as the standard scan-format, as it retains the scanning grid and is supported 






















Summary of the Proposed Workflow 
Unifying all recommendations for the individual steps, the processing pipeline is de-
signed as follows: 
• All scans are converted from scanner manufacturer specific file-formats to the 
PTX-format. 
• Cleaning 
- The scans are cleaned in Cyclone and exported back into the PTX-format. 
• Registration 
- The scans are triangulated and converted to PLY-files with ptx2ply, and 
roughly, aligned in Scanalyze. 
- By refining the most important scans, a skeleton model is built, which is 
used as a reference to align the remaining bulk of scans. 
- The found transformation matrices are applied to the PTX-files with ptx-
Transform. 
• Surface Reconstruction with PlyMC 
- All PTX files are then converted into PLY-files and split into sub-blocks. 
- Each sub-block is automatically meshed with PlyMC via a script. 
• Surface Reconstruction with Geomagic 
- All PTX files are again converted with Ptx2ply, but instead of PLY, the 
scans are merged into an ASCII-points-file for the processing in Geomagic. 











CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW 
- The point cloud is then sub-sampled, noise filtered and meshed in Geomagic. 
• Hole Filling 
- Missing parts are 'modelled with SFM methods. 
• Surface Reconstruction, merging of various models 
- SFM-Patches, and the Geomagic model, or part of it, are merged with the 
overlapping sub-blocks of the PlyMC process in an additional PlyMC loop. 
• Simplification 
- The model is cleaned of artefacts in Mesblab and simplified to lower reso-
lutions with the Quadric Error filter of Mesblab. 
• Texturing 
- Images are matched with SfM tools, such as Bundler, SFMToolkit or Agisoft 
Photoscan, which produce a "bundle. out" -file including all camera positions 
and orientations. 
- Common points are identified on the SfM- and the laser-sean-model. 
- The list of common points and the "bundle.out" file are processed with 
sfm2Texture, which produces one XML-File per image. 
- These XML files can be loaded into TextAlignSuite to fine-align the image to 
the model. For this step the Geomagic model is used, as it carries intensity 
information, which can be used as a guide for the alignment. 
- If additional images are necessary for the texturing, which are not part of 
the SfM reconstruction, they can be aligned manually with TexAlign via the 
identification of common points. This alignment can then also be refined in 
TextAlignSuite. 
- All aligned images are projected onto the PlyMC model with TexTailor. 
In figure 4.1, the proposed workflow is displayed in a unified diagram. This pipeline 
can be regarded as the "recommended" approach. Depending on the requirements and 
nature of each site it can become necessary to swap or replace some methods. For 
various alternatives, please refer to the individual sections. 
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Evaluation of the Developed Workflow 
In this "hap!"r, the previously sllUftll,ed workflow is briefly demo""tr"te<l Oll th e ex-
ample of the G",,'eza, " Pm t llgu"",,, fun ou the i, land Kilwa K;,;wan i, T"'llillia (fig5.1), 
The d esiroo output i, a ,ulo"".,l 3D mod el. in a ,..",olution of 2{m. 
5 1 CreJting a 3D model of the GerezJ 
~_ 11 D.ta AcqlllSi t ion 
The d"t" was ""'luired in n"" .. mber 21))9 wit.h a Welt Scanstat.tot\ CIO and a Leica 
HDS GIOO. The ClO WHS m"'nly usoo for out,iue "'OIl' , bocau"" "f its longer range, 
while the faslR,I G1 00 WM used for tb e mOTe {'omple:..: inside. The TffiOlution was set t,o 
3 em over 2.'im, or the next d,_,t !Jetting t""ret". &011" of sm~ll r<~'m' or narrow 
passages whe;re reoorded in low resolution, aero over 10m. 
In 2WJ, "",tomb"" work Oil the G et """ w"' ill pmKr""" during the field c"mpa;gn 
om! ""me I>"rls we", imp'"sihle to ""'Ul, dlle to sc",ffolding ill I,he line-<lf_sight (fig 
5.la). In 2IJ II, during an additional ""anning c"mpaign, " row more ""ons or the East 
r~ade were taken. 
In total, 125 S{'a.ns were recorded; 21 wit h the Scanstatkm CIO B.Dd 9!l with the 
lIDS moo in 2(I(l9, pi lL" five "'= Wil,h th e HDS moo in 2011, For moot ""aD", the 
il ,.,trllmellt wa.' orienled tnto " """,'ifk direction lind lovelled pr"ds~ly by " hllilt-in 
,'<)wpen"ato,. (CIO) or l.ilt'"",""",r (6100 ), The total "ize or all "eans in lln,ump r""sed 
PTX-£orrnat (ASCII) i, 29 _8GB, which eq",.18 724,727.186 p oint"_ 
5.1.2 Ddt. Cieon ing 
Due to the restoration work on t he Gereza, it wa, unavoidah'" to ""an ocaf[okling 











ClIAPTER 5. EY.4.LUATJON Of' THE DEVELOPED 1V0RKFLO\\i 
Figure 5.1; The Gereza; E_ fao;fl.de (a), South and \\,,,,,1. f,,~ade (b), ins~le COU1t (r·) 
could read t.he lliltive """.nner formats of t 1>.- Cl(] and the 6100 "'il.hout. prior r·onversioll. 
Cyclone doC!; mOitly only offer maaual selection tools. such as" polygollill fcueing tooL 
The r'leaning step W I'S thus a strilight-forward. but time-consuming task, executed by 
the Zamaui WaI". During the cleaning prOCe,", 86 million points of sr';ill'oWing, poople 
~ncl ,urrounding l"ndscape were removoo (lig. 5.2). Aftc,.,.=d" the &eM' (638 milliotl 
points) were ex)Xlftod individually into the PTX_lile form"t. 
~'igure 5.2, Before (,,) and aIMr (b) the cleaning step. 
The rcgi,tration of the ""an" was clone by the author in two steps, " rough- "ne! a 
fine-regi,aation in the rree soihl'ru-c &analyze. DUTing rough_registration. the sea,,, 
only noocioo to be IIlOvOO into a good initial poeitio", and thus the sr'ans r"{Juld be 
c'<>nverted to a low resolution to "now fa.". r~ndering and navigation in the wft.w"Il'. 
Scanruyze requires PLY-iii"", which Th ""hy the PTX_files h"cl to be convcrtoo with 
the tool ptx2ply first.. Dw-iug the conversion pr""",., lhe re;ohlHon of the SCM S was 
reduced by n 4x sub-srunJlling, menning t.hilt only e,-ery 4th linc nnd row of t.he ,,;w_ 
matrix was moo. Scans in low r""",lut.ion were not 8ulrSilmpled to not I""" too much 
<letai!' 
As many seam werc all'<Cooy oriented approximately int<> the same dire<otion dnring 










5.1. Creating a 3D model of tile Gereza 
and executing the iCP algorithm of &analy..., several time,. The closest-pOints =h 
dis\an~<) of the ICP W3>l rooucoo from 2Oc:m to lcm during seyeral iteratiollJl. 
During the rough-r~gistr"tion step, the mO!lt impOrtant SCaI18 were identified (22 
SCaIl8). which cover large portiou. of the object or link the inside to th~ outside. 
T"""e few:.cans ,,"<'Te th .... re-converted with ptx2ply, into a higher resolution (sub-
sampling=2) and re-registeroo again. The retlult .erved "" a skeleton model, to which 
all oth".,. scan, ,,-er" t""'n fine-registered. also in high rcrolntion (fig. 5.3). To ensure 
that the final model is levelled, One le"e\k<l8C!In should he fixed tbTougbout the entirc 
process and Se,ye "" " base scan, to which all other scans arc registered to. 
Figurc 5.3: The skelcton ",odel of the Gereza, whi<:h consists of 22 scans. 
The result of a registration ill Scanalyzc is a XF_file, containing a 4x4 transforma_ 
tion matrix, which registers the scan into the final coordilJate oy'tem. The"" matrk"" 
"""re applied to th~ individual scans with the tool PtxTr"""form. To view the entire, 
reg;."teroo pOint set, th_ PTX ",<,"re impOrted back into Cyclone (fig. 5.5,,). 
For easier pr0CC!\8llg during the surface recon.truction step, where the object will 
be sub-divided inw blocks, it is re('.ommended w, at l('ast, roughly align the maln ",,,li s 
of the st.ructure with the coordinate ' ystcm axi:!. 
The !l.dditional fh'e sc",," of the field camp!l.ign in 2(Jl1 ""<,,re abo !Iligned, but had 
w bc exeluded from the merging procc"", "-" too much of the .urfoce woo modified 
during the repalrs in 2009. To fill in a t least the parts, which could llOt he scanned in 











CHAPTER 5. EVALUATION OF THE DEVELOPED WORKFLOW 
.. 
Figure 5.4. (a) Sea!!, which is part or th~ 2011 datll.'let and (b) the re,mlting patch, 
which ,,<IS used to fill the holcs of the scaffolding (wmp. fig5.2). 
5.1.4 Meshing 
Follo,",ing the =mendatiou." in ""dio" 3.4.4.S, t",.o versions of the model were 
produced, "deWled model with Ply"IC, and a fill_in mod~l with Gt>omrtg;c, which 
alfloJ carries int""aity infor1ll.'lt.ion. 
To minimize rccOlllltruction effort8 a bw"ding_hux was defined in Cydone, with 
t h~ .uu, t.o ~xdUtle all non-rel""ant polnts aronnd the building from the rCCUIJ.'trnclion 
procc"s. \\"hcn exported to a text file. th~ hounding_box, 8loo referred to as a limit-box, 
ean he included into the scan conversion p=SIl of ptx2ply (fig5.5). 
Figul"f' 5.5: (aJ an r~gist.~r",l ""aIL' in t.he form of a point cloUt!. (b and c) Limit~hox, 
which defiIICs the '-olume tD be meshed. 
5.1,4,1 G €~m)~lc Model 
Fur the Gft.,magic mOf1,J, the ",,"'nS ",",'t<' eonvertl~llVith ptJ:2pJy into a combined VeItex 
file. containing the points of all scam!, but sut.-"amplcd hy a fadur of 4. intc"8ity YallH~ 
were COlly..-rted into grcyocruc valllC'!, using the i"\'Oll8ity ranges ~PD<-1fiod in (lCction 
3.4.4.4. 
Due to t.he sub-sampling, the ASCII dataset was reduced to 1.51CB which equai:s 










fi.1. Creating a 3D model of t]Je Gert'y./1, 
point cloud wa:s thus further Il.,]U""'.,] vi" a grid-sampling of 3cm in Goomagk Qualify 
v8. This rodlleed ,he dataset to 5.5 million points, which could then he convened to 
a surf""" by uoing the option ",urlace ",aI" option within Geomagic Qualify. For the 
snrf""" Ieconstruction, the software offers four noise reduction settings (min. medium, 
max am auto), of which "min noise" was """d. The, comparably, 10'" Ie,.,l"tion is 
fl.CCeptable, as ,he Geomagk model is only needed to pIoduce wme patrhes for hole-
fi lling pm'pose< and to Ietain the intensity informatKJll for the texturing proc=. Soo 
figure S.C for the resulting model with intensity infurmatioll 01' figure 5,7 fOI the model 
shaded "ith " mbicnt occlusion, 
Figure 5.6: The model produced wit h Geomagic Qua lify, " .. hieh retained the int ensity 
informacion. 
Figure 5.7: R",ml, of ' he Geomr<gic qualify pr0cei;8, shaded with ambient occlw;on, 
Note the eff~"Ct of the grid_",b-"amplin!,; 0" the tower (bl, 
., l.1 2 Ply MC Model 
For the detailed .Plyl1C model, all OCMlii were triangulated and converted t<J PI,Y with 











CHA1'TER ti, E\:·iLUATlDl",' OF '111E DEVELOPED ,VORKFLQW 
waH ,,..,,,1 w il.ixml "ny snb_s"mpling. For eflident processing. the data wu" split into 32 
sub-volumes, with an overlap of 15cm in hctwCO'll. The sizes of triangles were restricted 
by Ihe I""""llatkm deplb threshold, limiting edges to a length of 5cm_ 
The ""aIlS "'ere nIJW ready I", proee&')ed with Ply MC (32--bit), for which the follow-
ing parameter. ",ere set: the Volumetric Difl'rulion option, to expand thc surface along 
boundaries of the final mesh for hole-filing puI'p06<'6, ",as set to the minimum (=1)_ In 
addition, thc geodesic qualit;y optilJn "'''', deadi\·"led, whieh =oothes triangles of a 
scan, if they arc close to a boundary, Instead, the quality dclerm'ued hy plx2ply was 
used, whicb mainly penalizes triangles which are f,.,. away and in a flat angle tIJ",,,.,-ds 
the """''''er. The surf",,~ was atlemptl'd 10 he .,xtrartl'd at a resolution of l.5cm. 
The 32_.')ub-vIJlnrnes were pro<",,,sed "'ut""lla.lically wilh ,,=ipt by ROiSha.n Bhurth", 
which starts the PlyMC process for cach volume. But evCll though the datil ",,,s ... lre"-<ly 
,'plil into ,ub--,-olum"", tbe individual block.. ",ere .till too large to be processed in one 
piece (the sizes of the volumC'S "",ied hetween O.21Gll_8.1Gll). For this rei>.'lOu, Ply MC 
was set to process t he data with" further subdivillion into four blocks, Hence, the 
rt).')ulting snrl' ... .,e of Ihe prO<'e')" wi>. •.• plit ;,~,o 112, partially overlapping sub-blocks, 
not coullting the "empty" blocks, containing IX) d"ta (fig_ 5.8b) 
Figure 5.8: ( ... ) all ","'nS registered logtJI,h"r. (h) The ,hla wi>.. subdivided Iwice with 
ptx2ply and P~ylll C into 1I2 blc:>ck!l. Kate thc ov'oriap o£the ptx2ply proox:u in iJ<JtW,""H 
some of the block.'l. (c) The ,;econd iteration of PlyMC divided the dataset into 256 
bloch, of which only 00 eontained data, 
The proce').,ing with PlylliC is '-ery robnst, and "Iraight-forward. -"10 major prob-
lems ",old be detl'eted, The w",r i u.')t hi>.. to find and .')ped!'y the optimal "'-'ttings for 
PlyMC ",,<I pt.x2ply, The ''''rTect .')<)Iting:< brgdy depend on Ihe required resolution 










5,1. Creating a 3D model of tbe C",,""ZIt 
5.1.4.3 Hol e rill", ~ "rid further Merg in g 
Examining the Ply)'IC model reyealed only", few larger holes, These can he classili",l 
into w<) kinds of hoiHs, The One is cau""l, if the tessellation depth t hreshold was set 
too restrictive (lig. 5,9a). Tim can be conlirmed hy oomparing thf. 1'Iyll1C model eitl",r 
with the voi"t cloud, oc simVly with the Goomagic mudd, which is not '" SC'nsit ivc to 
the TDP, as dcscriOOd in the prc>iolL5 chapter, To dose a hole calise hy TDP, a pakh 
ca.n >Urnply he ,'ut out from the G""magic model, fo~ examvle in Meshla.b (fig. 5.Oc). 
Figll,." 5.9; Image (a) shows ", hole in the Ply11C model, which was not lilled ewn 
though point data for this area exi:<ts (b). [mage (c) Show8 the vat<;h ext~ad;",l from 
th" G,'Omagic-mo<ie< 
The othe~ kind of hole is a l"<C,,1 data void, where no voints were W<OQ1"IJe,1 {_ fi~. 
5.10,,}. To close the"" holes accllrately, othf'r sources of data, sllch as Photogrammetry 
have to be employed. Fo< the ,'a.se of the Gcre,,,,,, Agiooft Phot"""'"n "",-" employed to 
creak" SfM_model of a room, whf.re a corner was not scanned properly. The proc"",, 
in AgiSoft is easy and h,~geh' automated: fi.-:;t, the imag,,,,, were loaded, m"tch,~l and 
aligned, and in '" second step, amodel was ~"Tcatcd. Toscale and rewster the m()(kl ",ith 
the PlyllC-lIeili, some corresponding points wel"<C sclc<.ted on ooth models. Following 
this, the S£1,I_model was e-xported and line-registered with the lase;r-scan model in 
Sc"naly-ze via rcp (fig,,".IOh), Once the patch was aligned, it was manually cleaned of 
ll106t of the overlavving ~"rf""" to not inIlue""" the other, scann,..:\ PaIts (lig,,",lOc), 
This is ""pecially noccJ;.'iary, as Sf1>I-IIl()(leb< oJ u""alib~atetl ClWller"-" a"e IIluch less 
accurate than the laser ",,'ill' and arc often "Iso in much 1ov.-er resolution, 
These hol ... fill_patch", were tl",,, merged with th" 112 sub-volumes of the Ply"'IC 
model in an additional, second mcrginp; step with P~y)'lC. A8 both, the ~U_in sud •. ee 
derived of the Goomagic model and the S£1,l-patch arc in much lower r""olution ,'om-
vawd to the PlyMC m()(lel, the weight of the two patches fur the new merging process 
was l""",ed to the minimum (O.OI). Thi" eD.SuTcd th"t the ,Mall of th<- ~""t PlyMC 










CHAPTER 5. EVALUATION OF THE DEVELOPED IVORKFLOIY' 
Figure 5.10: ("): Another hole in the cOrner of" r<)(lUl. (b): a Patch WM cre"tc-u from 
photographs with Agi;.oft I'hotoscan and aligned with rep ill ~k •. nalyze. (c): the final 
patch, 
The new merging proce'"' wli. •• tl~ to a Ie;;olution of 2cm and a ,uJ.>.divi'ioIl of ~he 
da~a into 256 blocko. The amount of blocb ""Ii." doulMd, a, attempto with Ie", ,uJ.>. 
diyi,joll were UIl"uc<"",.ful, 'Ibi, additional merging ,k>p ai'<o removed ~he overlap in 
between the ",b--blocks aud produee<.lIlcl"· ,uh--blod, with well-makhing boundarie" 
(fig .. ';.Be), In the end, only 96 block. containe<.l data_ 
To be able t.o evitllL'l.te the e!fuctiveoooo of the subdivi<;ion appr<)a(:h, another high-
resolution dataset WM created with ptx2ply. bue without the creation of ,ub-block._ 
Plyll.lC was oet to e,xtract the ,urface at a rerolution of 15mm il.Hd t.o .plit the dil.til. into 
128 block" but the pn~"". fil.iled. AI,o, il.nother teot with 251] blocks "''as unsucc"",ful. 
Only a t<-,,;\ "'ith l00J ,uh_divi"iollS w(!.., ,I}(x-e,.ful but the proceos took W hours il.nd 
40 minu\€s. In compari;;on to thio ","ult, the previou, two me<giIlg ,tep' together took 
ollly 4 hourS and .'is minute,. 
The re,ulting. "''''''Hd PlyMC model <:onsiot5 of 3.';,5 million triangles, which wuld be 
loaded and procc"od ",ith the 64---bit VeI,k., of ~1eshl"b. As Ply!\lC creates block, 
with nicely matching boundaries, the blod<s wuld be m~.,-g~-u ~utOlIl"~m.lly, ,imply 
by removing the duplicated v~rtic..s on the boundaxies with a filter of !lk,,;hlab. The 
model sbowtld iI. lot of little floating ,urfaces, moot likely, due to a large tes>kllation 
depth threshold. Also wme irregulax boundax;"s near vege{ation areas (fig.S_Il) were 
prese,,!. 'I'h= artef.d, ;"ere largdy .... IlJ(lVed with filteT' in I;]e;;hlab, cleaning out 










5.1. Creating a .1D DlO(I~J 0[ tJ,~ G~rcz" 
model to 32.6 million triangles . The fi""l cleaned model Can be seen in figure 5.12. 
The result of the hole-filling step is presented in 5.13. 
,., ,,' 
Figure s.l1: Floating artefact, produced by the m~rgingproces. (a+I». These art~Iact, 
W~re l,,"!',dy r",nove<l with th~ he lp of the filte", in Meshlab (e). 
,., 
Figure 5.12: The final PlyUC-IIlodel in 2cm reoolution . 
• 'I.E the model did fit into "'ain "'emory, it "."'" 1,,_ib1c to si",plify th,> mod,>1 insid,> 
Me'hlab and the Quadric Edge Collapse method without any problema. Three versiona 
",,>re d,>rived, consisting of 8 million, 3 million and 100.000 triangles (see fig.5.14). 
5. 1-6 Texturing 
Thllowing the recommendation of the pre,~ous chapteI, SfM-tools " .. re employed u> 
t~xtu '" the Gen-lil. Agiooft J'hoto""an wa" used u> analyse 753 image". taken with a 
Fuj i Fin~pix S5700 and a l\-ikon D2(JO, of which it managed to ",ateh and align 462 
(sec fig5.15a) The remaining on,,,, m,.,tly of in.ide ro""'S, did ll(It pcov;de ~ll(lljgh 
overlap u> be matchad with the larger set, but it ia cxpocte<l that it is pooaiblc to align 
th,>m in additional, ooparaw SfM-projecta. 
The mat<:hcd feat nr"" bet"""",, the ;m'4l"" can be _n ""' a Point Cloud, which 
w"" exported together with the estimated camera parametcra M a "bundle.out" fi le, 
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li'igme 5.13: The r",mit of the hole-tilling step, after the cleaning. 
Figure 5.14: The r""ult., of the .implifk~tion proc""", (aJ 33 million triMg\e!<, (bJ 8 










5 J_ Cn""tirJ/l''' 3D mocM of the G= 
addition, common points "we identified on the Sfl\!-point cloud and on the l ... "er_,.,= 
model with the help of the opeu-.wurce .wftv,are CloudCompare'(".,., fig5_15b+c). 
,., '" ,,' 
F igure 5.15: (a) The result of t"" alignment of t"" imag:<>.s in Agi.wft Photoscan. (b) 
Tv,..-h" cOmmon ]>oints were selected on t he Ply"! C_model >I1ld the S!]"I point cloud( c) 
Sfm2tnture wM u""d to l"'rform ... 3D transforlllatioll between the specified control 
points alld to apply the established transformation to all external camer ... parameters 
of the "bundk.out"-fik P~r eam,'ra, th~ tool ere ... t,," ... XlIIL_file, which c ... " be rea.d 
by the software toolll TexAlign, TcxtAlignSllite and TcxT&ilor. 
For dmnollstration pnrpooca, .. set of 38 images was ,o;cicct.cd, which togc-thcr, cover 
a Jarg" p",t of th~ bnilding_ Each X'!.IL file ","S procesood with Te-xtAlignSuite to 
refine the alignment of the Sfl>! proc=. The Gcomagic-modd of the Gereza, which 
carries inteJl8ity iuiurmation, w"s ,'mployed to ",,1"'1" ... , ... guide for the refinemellt 
process vi ... the lIIutuallnfonnation approru:h. " loot images only nl'<l<icd two t<.> till"" 
iteration" to be wry wdl"'lign,'(\ with tlte model (fig.S.16). III wIne more difficnlt ~"''l('s, 
the shading of the modd had to be altemated. Fiv,," "hading-option" wer~ available: 
nonnal-mapping, nonnal-mapping plus ambi~nt colour (in h~re int"n"ity), ambi,'nt 
colour, specular-mappIng, spccular-mapping plus ambi~nt colour_ In two c"""'s. nOlle of 
these lllethods worked, which is why anotkr approach, suggested before, was followed. 
Fi"t all othf,r images were aligned """ projected with Tey;Tailor to the modeL This 
mood, "ith th~ new colour iuformatiou attrled to the vertices, could then serve as 
a guide fur the alignmt'nt of t)", ,,'maining two im"-W," (fig.S_l7). 
Once all imag'''' " ... r" aligned, th~y "W~ proj""terl agaill outo the PlyUC-model (8 
million triangles) "ith ThxTailor and the standard .... tting' fuT out-of-core pro.i<'ctioll. 
The output is a ,wtcx-colourcd, highly ddai]o-d m""h, which i" pre",-'nkd ill figure 
S.18. The model still has many blank spots, hoW('VC'r, the texturing WM only meant as a 
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Figure [;,16: Alignment of the photograph to the m(~I~l b..,[ore (") and after (b) the 
refinement with TextAlignSuite 
Figure 5,17: (a) a sct ofre-aligncd photographs was projected onto the moo"l, which 
WM> then u""d a.. a guide for the tille-alignment of more difficult images. Image (b) 
"how" the di8ctcp"ncics between irn"ge "nd "'(KId before th.., refinem..,n(, while (c) 










5.2. Exj>f'Ii.mc"" with Ol.her DIlt'''''e!~ 
images can be align.,.], as requited. 1t is expected that- only a f~w imag~s, which were 
not part of the SThI r""ons~rudiOll process, 10eed to be manually Illigued with TexAlign 
via tho selection of common points, >rior to the refiIwment with ToxtAlignSuit e. 
'0' '" 
Figure 5.18: The CC)iour~-d modd of th~ c;.,re'~(t.. 
5.2 Experie nces with Other Datasets 
Durillg the cou,.,.., of thi~ re5(',....-.h, the workflow was partially Rpphed to sites of various 
other nalmes by the team of the Zamani Project with ~uccess. Songo hhL"-t,., one of 
the largest sitos of the Zmnani Project with (t.bout six biUiOlL points, wi<$ $uccessfully 
modelled with the doscrlbed registration and surf,",~ reconstructi"ll methods. TI", 
texturing methods were employed on, among others, the South African tcJck ad "ikB 
of Game p""" Dtakeushcrg and Diepkloof, Cederberg. Also various other ptojo;cts 
served aa teBting ellyironrnenta for other parts of the worldiow. such as DGB T+II 
(Cameroon), Petra (Jordan) and "amOtMung'(t. (Tanzania), 
5.3 Di5clJs~ion of the Workflow 
Rev;""'in!> the propooed workllow and the experieDC<! made on the eX(lJllple of the 
Goreza, in the fol~)win:i 5<.'Clion_ the illilividnal p"-tta of the developed workflow "ill be 
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5.3.1 R~istrat i on 
Registmtion is still a larl\,,)Y manm,l task, awl lhm, lhe required time depends to a 
larg~ amounl, au reIlci.eriIlI\ speed while mO'{ing and rotating the scam around. &ans in 
lower resolution would increase the rendering sP"td, \ml ai'lO pmviflei< fewer f~a lures for 
an accurate sun".ee matching. Splilting the fllignm • .nt process into a rough and a fine--
alignment ,tep, prov~'<i t{) be a very efficient oolutioll fur thi" problem, all expeJienee<\ 
on I,he exampl~ of the Gere;w. For the initial alignment, where manual inter.-ention 
is large, the rewlutHJIl of lhe ""\J~. "'as lowered, while for I,he line-aiillnmeIlI., where 
Ihe view of the scene is hardly changed, the high-rerolution scans wel'~ I"Bded. As it 
i" not p'l3,ible La load all ,",,an' of very largl' dalll.""ts "I lh~ ,ame t ime, the ,lreieton 
model approacl, lumed out lo he a '-eTY ~rr~'CtiH' ", 'lul.imL Only I,he v~ry minimum of 
scans n""ded to remain loaded during fine-registmtion . while all other, were loaded. 
fine-aligned 3.11<1 UJ)_load",1 again from m~IDOry. 
Global regi,tration, "" the aul,omation of the fine-alignm • .nt proce" was oiffin st ud-
ied in lil<lralure. However, it wa. , flOWn here, Ihat lhese proce,..." ,k' not always im-
pr",'e the alignment. A disturbing clustering behaviour of the scans could be ohserved, 
which are linLltl by only little overlap. However, it is I",Jie,-ed, that" ,kelel.on IIlOtlfol, 
whlch mnllot he modified during the g,lobal registration, could alY> he a ,olution to 
lhis problem. Th~ slAetoIl tn(~lel providol" ~nough o-...-"rlap for lhe bulk of '-Can' l(, be 
aligned properly and automatically. Howmw, further test ' are llOCe"ary 10 confirm 
lhis idea. 
5.3.2 Clednlfl!', 
The ckaniIlll, as experienced on the Gerez" dataset. is the moM lime-consllllling part 
of the pipeline and oould largJ'Jy he speed up hy workin!,: On lhe entire poinl, doud, 
"'. oPpo'led La "ingie ";anS. As l1>O"l software i, not abk to easily pro",,"" ooch large 
dalasc-t3 , a suh-div"ion of the scans inl-o block" similar to the meshing procedure, 
could solve this problem. For this pUlJ>Cl"", the file ,;cm,-erl"J pl.x2ply wa.. "-<iapl,ed l(, 
,plit the ,""\J~. inlo hloch, withont O:lllverting them into a different fu",,"t. F·irst brief 
~xperiments showed promi,ing result,. 
It i3 11<)1, believed th"t the cleaning proce,," can be automated enlirely. However, 
the process could he drastically "",;"Jerated by pwvidiIlg inl.eUigeIlI, dll.%ifu;Mion amI 
""gmentation algorithms, ",hi~.h can remove • .nl,ire bu"h ~, 0< "I.\,er obj&'.ls, hy a silllpk 
click. As explained before, info:rmation ,nd, a., iIl~nsily, wl"ur (if ~,-ail~bI~), point 
normals, deplh v""ialions bel",,,,,,.n poinl, neighl~",," (.<)uld he used fm :segmentation of 










5.3. Discussion of the Workflow 
5.3.3 Surface Reconstruction 
The developed approach of using data-subdivision, the double meshing process with 
PlyMC and the creation of a Delaunay model in Geomagic worked without any com-
plications on the example of the Gereza. With these methods, two key issues of the 
surface reconstruction process could be solved. 
Firstly, the subdivision made the surface reconstruction independent of data size 
and independent of the employed surface reconstruction algorithm. The meshing exper-
iment without subdivision, presented in section 5.1.4.4, confirmed the inefficient scan 
handling of PlyMC as described earlier in section 3.4.4.3. Thus, as it is expected that 
this behaviour becomes more and more problematic with even lager datasets, the only 
alternative to become independent of the input data volume is the use of sub-divisions. 
As an additional advantage, the first merging process with PlyMC could theoretically 
be swapped with any other meshing technique, even if it is not designed for out-of-core 
data processing. However, the sub-division requires introducing an overlap between the 
individual sub-blocks and thus a second merging step with PlyMC becomes necessary. 
Secondly, the detailed output of PlyMC was combined with parts of the more 
complete Delaunay model to produce a highly decorated model with only a minimum 
amount of holes. This proved to be an effective work-around for the tessellation depth 
problem. 
Despite the successful design of a flexible and scalable approach for the creation of 
a 3D model, the suggested approach is quite complicated and requires a considerable 
amount of experience to be able to estimate the appropriate subdivision settings and 
tessellation depth threshold. It is believed that the meshing workflow, presented here, 
could be simplified by using a surface reconstruction algorithm, based on Moving Least 
Squares, similar to the approach by Cuccuru et al. (2009), as described earlier. Results 
with another MLS software, OM, were reported in this research to combine detail and 
completeness. However, the software was found to be not reliable enough to be included 
in the current workflow, due to problems with vegetation. 
5.3.4 Simplification 
With the availability of larger RAM resources, simplification became a very straight-
forward technique. A mesh of over 32 million polygons could be simplified without any 
problems on a 24GB machine. However, for more demanding cases, another method 













CHAPTER 5. EVALUATION OF THE DEVELOPED WORKFLOW 
As shown in the literature review of this research, the tendency is to implement the 
simplification as part of the viewing process, and thus with the development of new 
viewing tools, this step will be mostly excluded from the pipeline. 
5.3.5 Hole Filling 
In general, hole filling is a delicate matter in relation with cultural heritage. However, 
the proposed process of creating realistic and accurate patches with SfM-methods and 
their merging with PlyMC, as shown on the example of the Gereza, proved to be a 
fast and easy method. 
5.3.6 Texturing 
The texturing of 3D models with the help of SfM-methods, as proposed in literature 
(Liu et al., 2006), was found to be a very effective and fast solution to the image 
alignment problem. The developed software sfm2texture allows the incorporation of 
SfM into the workflow of aligning and projecting individual images with the VCa-
labs software suite TexAlign, TextAlignSuite and TexTailor. Due to inaccuracies in 
the SfM-reconstruction-process, the images need to be re-fined with TextAlignSuite, 
which was shown to be a fast process. Also the intensity-coloured-model, created with 
Geomagic, was found to be of great value, resulting in faster convergence of the fine-
alignment procedure, as it served as a guiding reference for the mutual information 
approach within TextAlignSuite. In parallel to this research, a similar approach was 
developed by Corsini et al.2, which is believed to automate the SfM-texturing procedure 
to a large extend. 
Taking images for the processing with SfM tools for all rooms of a larger building 
will be quite difficult, as this would require hundreds or even thousands of photographs. 
However, full dome panoramas, together with the developed software PanoAlign, could 
be a more effective approach to document rooms. 
No solution could be found for automatic colour matching all images before they 
are projected onto the surface and further research is recommended. 
comment 
2M. Corsini, M. Dellepiane, F. Ganovelli, R. Gherardi, A. Fusiello, R. Scopigno - Private Commu-












Conclusions and Recommendations for 
Future Research 
6.1 Conclusions 
The primary objective of this research was to produce a pipeline, which is independent 
of the size and the nature of the dataset and also allows the creation of highly detailed 
3D models. The main usage of this pipeline is meant to be within the Zamani project, 
a unique project, collecting data of various cultural heritage sites of different nature, 
which requires a flexible workflow, providing alternatives for each step of the pipeline, 
in case some methods fail or do not produce the required result. Besides the large 
variety of scanned objects, the increasing data volume per scanned site, which grew 
by two orders of magnitude during the past seven years, emerged as one of the key 
problems in laser-scanning. 
Producers of laser-scanning hard- and software tend to create the impression, that 
producing an accurate, high resolution 3D model is an easy and almost automated 
task. This research showed however that spatial data processing for cultural heritage 
is not trivial at all and requires fundamental knowledge of the procedures to be able to 
set the adequate parameters. Thus, a large part of this research was dedicated to the 
collection and the discussion of the various available approaches to be able to design a 
generic workflow, producing highly detailed 3D models, as successfully demonstrated 
on the example of the Gereza, a dataset consisting of 720 million points. 
As part of the primary objective, the increasing amount of points was also part 
of the research questions, asking how the pipeline can be made independent of the 
input data volume. This was mainly achieved by splitting the scan data automatically 
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merging of these sub-blocks into a highly detailed 3D model. The subdivision process, 
which can be adjusted according to the specifications of the current computer system 
and the data volume of the current site, in combination with the use of out-of-core tools, 
enables the reconstruction of a surface, based on the highest available resolution. Sub-
division however, can only optimize tasks, which are taking place after the registration 
of scans. To also allow the registration to become independent of the amount of 
recorded scans, it was suggested to produce a skeleton model of a few, very important 
scans, covering the largest part of the object's surface. As the registration is mainly 
a pairwise alignment process, which accumulates errors with every scan added to the 
group, the skeleton model can reduce the overall error, by serving as a reference for 
the alignment of the bulk of scans. 
Another research question to be investigated was about the design of a workflow 
which is flexible enough to be applied to different objects of various natures. The an-
swer to this question was found by analysing various methods and offering alternatives 
to be incorporated into the pipeline when necessary. While a specific workflow was 
proposed here, software alternatives were presented for most processing steps, which 
make the workflow independent of the nature of the scanned object. The user can 
thus adapt to specific requirements of a site, for example, exchanging the meshing 
algorithm, in case a watertight surface is desired, for example for landscapes or stat-
ues. Converters, such as sfm2Texture and ptx2ply, were created or modified, to ensure 
compatibility between the individual steps. 
The third research question was about the optimization and automation of the 
workflow, to minimize the manual intervention. With regards to this question, ideas 
and methods for the optimization of most of the steps were presented, which decrease 
the manual processing time, such as the subdivision of scans for the cleaning of in-
dividual blocks rather than individual scans, and the use of a skeleton model during 
registration. In addition, an approach was proposed to register scans automatically 
with SfM-methods, as described in section 3.6.6, which seems to be worthwhile to be 
investigated further. Also, the texturing and hole filling steps were found to benefit 
greatly from the incorporation of Structure-from.,.Motion methods into the workflow. 
With these and various other methods the optimisations of the individual steps of 
the pipeline, as well as the overall procedure was achieved and an effiCient pipeline was 
developed. However, the process is still time consuming and requires high skill levels 













A general limitation of this research was the limited space and time for the individual 
processing steps, due to their integration into a larger, very complex workflow. Ideas, 
which could have optimized some tasks even further, such as the registration of scans 
with SfM methods, could not be followed up. Each of the processing steps provides 
enough material to be a research topic on its own, and future work should rather focus 
on resolving individual issues. 
Another limiting factor was the little availability of free processing tools. As the 
review of various approaches in literature showed, some very interesting ideas were 
proposed, but only very few tools are released to the public. However, as this pipeline 
was designed flexibly, it can be seen as a modular framework, of which its individual 
parts can be replaced by other, new processing tools, if they become available. 
6.1.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Even though a pipeline was presented, which can be employed in a productive environ-
ment and all research questions were answered, there is still a lot of room for further 
development. In general, the key to further improvement and automation is believed 
to be in the combination of laser-scanning with other techniques, such as photogram-
metry. SfM for example, as mentioned above, could be developed further to perform 
the registration of laser scans and the alignment of photographs to the laser scan data 
in one process. 
It is not believed however, that the entire pipeline can be entirely automated to a 
"one-click" process, as there will always be unforeseen problems or situations where 
the algorithm cannot decide on how to proceed, such as during cleaning. Thus the key 
is aiming for semi-automation, assisting the user as much as possible. 
Apart from the processing, the actual viewing and examination of these high res-
olution models is still quite difficult, as appropriate software-viewers are still rare and 
did not develop much beyond a proof of concept. Future work also needs to focus 
on the implementation of these highly detailed 3D models in the workflow of other 
professions such as architects, conservation and restoration experts. Only with the ac-
ceptance and understanding of the data by the users, laser-scanning of cultural heritage 
site can receive the attention it deserves. 
6.1.3 Outlook 
In future, terrestrial laser scanning is likely to move away from scanning from fixed 
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industry for the surveys of roads, industrial plants and cityscapes. For inside real-
time scanning, very promising results were reported for the Microsoft game-controller 
Kinect, which records real-time 3D data with a built-in depth sensor (Izadi et al., 
2011). The authors presented an approach to dynamically create a 3D-model of a 
scene, while the controller is swept across the surface. The sensor was also attached to 
a small quad-copter drone which can autonomously explore and scan entire objectsl. 
Some problems experienced within this research will thus be overcome, but almost 
certainly new issues will arise as well. Considering these developments, it is believed 
that in the near future, producing highly detailed 3D models will become a standard 
and affordable approach to the documentation of cultural heritage sites, a key aspect 
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4PCS 4 Point-Congruent Sets, automatic scan alignment 22 
method 
Photoscan Structure-from-motion software, commercial, 13 
http://wwv.agisoft.ru 
Autodesk 123D Structure-from-motion software, commercial, wwv. 13 
Catch 123dapp.com 
BRDF Bidirectional reflectance distribution function 50 
Bundler Structure-from-motion software, open source, 13 
http://phototour.cs.washington.edu/ 
bundler/ 
Cloud Compare Point Cloud analysis tool, open source, http: / / 68 
wwv.danielgm.net/cc/ 
CMVS Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo, software 15 
to subdivide large image-datasets to be processed 
with PMVS by (Furukawa et al., 2010) 
Cyclone Industrial point cloud processing software, com- 54 
mercial, http: / /wwv .leica-geosystems. com 
DLT Direct Linear Transform 13 
Geomagic Industrial point cloud processing software, com- 78 
mercial, http:/ /www.geomagic.com 
GNSS Global navigation Satellite System. General terms 
for systems such as G PS 
EXIF Digital Images can accommodate also additional 












ICP Iterative Closest Point Algorithm to align two ob- 17 
jects (Besl and McKay, 1992; Chen and Medioni, 
1992) 
ImAlign Software to align laser-scans, Part of Innovmetric 54 
Polyworks, http: / /www . innovmetric . com 
ImEdit Software to edit 3D models, Part of Innovmetric 54 
Polyworks,http://www.innovmetric.com 
ImMerge Software to reconstruct a surface from laser 54 
scans, Part of Innovmetric Polyworks, http: / / 
www.innovmetric.com 
Intensity values Reflectance strength of the signal which returns to 
the laser scanning instrument 
LAS File-Format to store point data, acquired by laser- 55 
scanners 
LOD Level-of-Detail 40 
Manifold see definition in section 1.4.2 7 
Marching Cubes Method to extract a triangulated surface from an 30 
implicit representation 
Meshlab Software to edit 3D models, incorporating a num- 54 
ber of algorithms of various publications, open 
source,http://meshlab.sf.net 
MLS Moving Least Squares. Method to reconstruct a 33 
surface from a point cloud (Levin, 2003) , 
Mutual Information Automatic method to align a photograph to a 3D 46 
model (Corsini et al., 2009) 
My3DScanner Structure-from-motion software, commercial, 13 
http://www.my3dscanner.com 
nexus Software developed by the VCG-Iab, Pisa to display 71 
large triangulated meshes 
OM OctreeMerge, Software developed by the VCG-Lab, 33 
Pisa to reconstruct a surface, based on Moving 
Least Squares (MLS) 
PanoAlign Software developed by the author to assist in align- 61 










Photosynth Structure-from-motion software, commercial, 13 
http://www.photosynth.net 
PLY File format, developed by the Stanford University, 55 
to store polygonal 3D models. The format is often 
used for points only as well. 
Plycut Software by the author, which spatially divides 95 
a model in a PLY-file into subblocks or trims 
the model of excess surface outside a specified 
bounding-box 
PlyMC Software developed by the VCG-Iab, Pisa to merge 31 
laser-scans. Based on the Volumetric Integration 
approach by (Curless and Levoy, 1996) 
PMVS Patch-based Multi-view Stereo Software for the 15 
reconstruction of dense point clouds from pho-
tographs (Furukawa and Ponce, 2007) 
Poisson Software to reconstruct a surface from point cloud 34 
data, open source, based on (Kazhdan et al., 2006) 
PTX File Format developed by Leica to store point cloud 55 
data 
Ptx2Ply Software to convert a point cloud (PTX file) into 55 
the various formats required by the surface recon-
struction algorihtms. It was developed within the 
Zamani Project to convert PTX files into PLY, and 
was extended during this research to accomodate 
more output formats and more features, such as a 
spatial subdivision. Based on code from Scanalyze. 
PTXtransform Software to apply a 4x4 transformation matrix, 108 
specified in a XF -File to the points stored in a 
PTX-File 
Scanalyze Software developed by the Stanford University to 
align laser-scans with ICP, open source, http: / / 
graphics.stanford.edu/software/scanalyze/ 
SIFT Scale invariant Feature Transform, a image feature 13 
detection method (Lowe, 2004) 










Sfm2Texture Software developed within this research to align 63 
camera positions, part of a SfM-Reconstruction 
with a 3D model, and to create a file per camera 
station which can be read by TextAlignSuite 
SFM-toolkit Structure-from-motion software, open source, 13 
http://wvw.visual-experiments.com/demos/ 
sfmtoolkit/ 
Spin Images Method to automatically align laser scans (Johnson 20 
and Hebert, 1997) 
TDP Tesselation Depth Problem 73 
Tetrapuzzles Adaptive Tetrapuzzles approach, developed to han- 41 
dle the visualization of very large triangulated 
meshes 
TexAlign Software developed by the VCG Lab to recover 58 
a camera position by selecting common points on 
photograph and 3D model, software available on 
request only 
TexTailor Software developed by the VCG Lab to project im- 58 
ages onto a 3D model, software available on request 
only 
TextAlignSuite Software developed by the VCG Lab to recover 58 
a camera position by using a mutual information 
method, software available on request only 
tricdecimator Software developed by the VCG Lab to decimate 39 
3D models, based on the Quadric Error Metric ap-
proach by (Garland arid Heckbert, 1997) 
VCG Visual Computing Lab of the ISTI-CNR, Pisa, 
http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/ 
VisualSFM Structure-from-motion software, open source, 13 
http://wvw.cs.washington.edu/homes/ccwu/ 
vsfm/ 














Swahili word for the past. Zamani Project is 
the short name for the "African Cultural Her-
itage Sites and Landscapes Project" http://www . 
zamaniproject.org 
Method to merge triangulated laser scans, based on 
(Turk and Levoy, 1994) 
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